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Abstract 

In a constantly increasing and more demanding global market, companies must continuously improve 

and develop in order to stay competitive. A manufacturing company can have several goals in order to 

succeed in this, both strategically and internally within the production. Unfortunately, many goals 

conflict with each other due to the interrelationship between them. Decisions must be taken whether 

to focus on maximizing delivery precision, minimizing costs of tied-up capital, or minimizing production 

costs, which means that trade-offs are necessary to be made. 

At Gnutti Carlo Sweden in Alvesta, this is their present reality, where a completely new production line 

is currently being installed. This is planned to start producing in the beginning of 2016, with 

successively increased volumes until reaching full production in 2018. Due to process constraints, 

inventories must be placed within the process in order to keep these utilized to the highest extent 

possible. On one hand, sufficient inventory must be kept in order to prevent waiting time in the 

constraining work station, and on the other hand, inventories within the process should be kept as 

small as possible, this in order to minimize holding costs and required space. 

This conflict formed the purpose of the study, which was to achieve a suitable balance between 

minimizing waiting times in the constraining station and the level of inventories within the process, 

with main focus on waiting times. 

In order to fulfill the purpose, the problem was approached using simulation as the main methodology. 

In addition to simulation, the study included elements of case studies, experimental methods and 

action research, which were present at different stages of the project. A nine-step simulation 

methodology was the inspiration in how the study was conducted, which included necessary mile-

stones for reaching qualitative simulation results from a real system, meaning that the approach had 

a high focus on validation. 

By creating a conceptual model, which is a reflection of the current state, a simulation model that 

represented the process was possible to create. By applying different aspects from existing 

philosophies and concepts, such as Lean production, Theory of Constraints, and other production 

concepts, it was possible to form a set of scenarios that corresponded to different potential 

approaches that were believed to fulfill the study purpose. Using the simulation model, several 

experiments were conducted, testing the effects from applying the different scenarios, which mainly 

consisted of different batching strategies to use in a non-constraining work station located prior to the 

inventory in the process. 

The results showed that using smaller batches of similar sizes in the non-constraining work station, 

prior to the supermarket, is significantly decreasing inventory levels, this while not negatively affecting 

the waiting time in the constraint. The results showed decreased inventories up to approximately 50% 

when testing certain scenarios, however not considering some parameters that may affect the process. 

Important to consider is that the excess capacity of the process is what is controlling the minimum size 

of the batches, thus also the inventory size needed. Recommendations included to use different 

batching strategies for non-constraining stations, as well as to further investigate the process before 

production start, as some parts of the process are excluded in the study. 
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Sammanfattning 

I en ständigt växande och mer krävande global marknad måste företag kontinuerligt förbättras och 

utvecklas för att fortsatt vara konkurrenskraftiga. Ett tillverkningsföretag kan ha olika mål för att lyckas 

med detta, både strategiska och interna inom produktionen. Tyvärr verkar flera mål mot varandra på 

grund av ett inbördes förhållande. Beslut måste tas gällande att antingen fokusera på att maximera 

leveransprecisionen, minimera kostnaden för bundet kapital eller minimera produktionskostnaderna, 

vilket betyder att kompromisser måste tillämpas. 

På Gnutti Carlo Sweden i Alvesta är detta deras nuvarande verklighet, där en helt ny produktionslinje 

för närvarande installeras. Denna är planerad att börja producera i början av 2016, med succesivt 

ökande volymer fram tills 2018, då full produktion nås. På grund av processbegränsningar måste lager 

placeras i processen för att upprätthålla en högsta möjlig utnyttjandegrad för dessa. Å ena sidan måste 

tillräckliga lager hållas för att undvika väntetider i den begränsande arbetsstationen, å andra sidan bör 

lagernivåerna hållas så låga som möjligt, detta för att minimera lagerkostnader och lagerutrymme. 

Denna konflikt var grunden till syftet till studien, vilket var att uppnå en passande balans mellan 

minimering av väntetider i den begränsande arbetsstationen och lagernivåerna i processen, med 

huvudfokus på väntetider.  

För att kunna uppfylla syftet var problemet angripet med hjälp av simulering som huvudsaklig metod. 

Utöver simulering innehöll studien element av fallstudier, experimentella metoder och 

aktionsforskning, vilka var aktiva under olika faser av projektet. En nio steg lång simuleringsmetod 

tjänade som inspiration för hur studien genomfördes, vilken innefattade nödvändiga milstolpar för att 

lyckas nå kvalitativa simuleringsresultat från ett verkligt system, vilket innebar att metodiken 

fokuserade mycket på validering. 

Genom att skapa en konceptuell modell, vilket är en avspegling av nuläget, kunde en 

simuleringsmodell som representerade processen att skapas. Genom applicering av olika aspekter från 

existerande filosofier och koncept, exempelvis Lean production, Begränsningsteorin samt andra 

produktionskoncept, möjliggjordes bildandet av en samling scenarier som motsvarade olika, 

potentiella, tillvägagångssätt som ansågs kunna uppfylla studiens syfte. Genom simuleringsmodellen 

utfördes flera experiment, vilka testade effekterna från appliceringen av de olika scenarierna, som 

huvudsakligen bestod av olika strategier gällande partierna i en icke-begränsande arbetsstation, vilken 

är placerad innan lagret i processen.   

Resultatet visade att, genom applicering av mindre partistorlekar i den icke-begränsande 

arbetsstationen före lagret i processen, kan lagernivåerna minskas avsevärt, detta utan att negativt 

påverka väntetiderna i begränsningen. Resultatet visade minskade lager med upp till 50% för vissa 

scenarier, detta dock utan hänsyn tagen till vissa parametrar som kan påverka processen. Viktigt att 

beakta är att överskott av kapaciteten i processen är vad som kontrollerar minimistorleken på 

partierna, därför också lagerstorleken som krävs. Rekommendationerna innefattade införandet av 

olika strategier gällande partierna i icke-begränsande arbetsstationer samt att fortsatt undersöka 

processen, detta på grund av att vissa delar av processen är exkluderade i studien.  
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1. Introduction 
This chapter includes the background and description of the problem, followed by the purpose of this 

study. The purpose has been divided into four research questions, also presented in this section, which 

will be answered at the end of the report. Additionally, the study delimitations and a short description 

of the theoretical framework are presented. A brief description of the report layout is also included. 

1.1 Background 
The background to this project is divided into three different parts. First, a theoretical background is 

presented, including different theoretical aspects related to the problem. This is followed by a 

company description, which also includes a brief explanation of the process to be investigated. Lastly, 

a description of the problem is presented, explaining what difficulties that exist in this specific 

situation.  

1.1.1 Theoretical background 
Being effective and to continuously improve the production and its operations are requirements for 

businesses in order to survive in the competitive and constantly evolving global market (Bergman & 

Klefsjö, 2007). According to Bergman and Klefsjö (2007), the most important part in succeeding in this 

is to focus the improvement efforts from a customer perspective. Lean production is a well-known, 

customer-focused, management philosophy that origins from the manufacturing of Toyota (Womack, 

Jones & Roos, 2007). One of the main parts of Lean production is to eliminate waste, which is defined 

as activities that do not add any value for the customers. According to Liker and Meier (2006), there 

are eight different types of waste when discussing Lean production, where examples are 

overproduction, waiting time, and excess inventory.  

Types of wastes that should be focused upon for elimination are connected to the main business goal. 

Common goals within a manufacturing company are to reach a high quality, delivery precision, cost-

effectiveness, flexibility etc., which is not possible to all maximize at once due to their interrelationship 

to each other (Olhager, 2000). For example, a good delivery precision may require an additional stock 

in order to ensure availability of products for the customer, which in turn leads to an inventory cost 

for this stock, i.e. there is an additional cost of tied-up capital and the cost-effectiveness is not kept at 

a maximum. This contradictory behavior is present in the Lean production wastes as well, where a 

similar example would be the connection between excess inventory and waiting times. An additional 

inventory may be necessary to create in order to minimize waiting times, which means that both 

wastes cannot be fully eliminated, simultaneously. This conflict means that trade-offs needs to be 

made in order to reach a state that is as efficient as possible according to the business goals (Olhager, 

2000).  

When knowing the goals and which trade-offs to make, several of these wastes can be eliminated, or 

at least minimized, by having an appropriate approach for planning and controlling the manufacturing. 

A Manufacturing Planning and Control (MPC) system is a system designed for managing coordinating 

different parts of the manufacturing in order to reach efficient material flows, a good utilization of 

resources, and a fast response rate in the occurrence of changes (Jacobs, et al., 2011), which all 

decreases several of the eight wastes described in Lean production. In complex processes, it can be 

very difficult to apply a proper MPC system, this due to the many combinations and possible routes 
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often present in these types of processes. When planning the production on a detailed level, one must 

consider the capacity capabilities and material flows needed to meet the requirements in order to 

create a proper plan, i.e. one must understand the constraints of the production.  

Theory of Constraints (TOC) is, according to Watson, Blackstone, and Gardiner (2007), a concept 

initially started as an algorithm for planning the production according to the bottleneck in the flow, 

but today is seen as a larger management concept with a suite of management tools covering the areas 

logistics/production, performance measurement, and problem solving/thinking. The goal with TOC is 

to identify the main constraint, the bottleneck of the flow, in order to plan the production according 

to this, creating a steady flow. The throughput of products can never be faster than the slowest part 

of the chain and therefore there is no point of using maximum capacity on the remaining parts of the 

chain. This will only lead to additional issues, such as excess inventory, or simply a waste of capacity 

that could be better placed elsewhere (Watson, Blackstone & Gardiner, 2007). The most important 

aspect for the non-constraints is to ensure the availability of incoming material to the constraints, 

which often means creating a buffer in front of the constraint. This takes us back to the 

aforementioned conflict of efficiency, where level of utilization is weighted against the size of a buffer, 

or as Lean production concepts describes it, waiting time versus excess inventory.  

When a production system is to be planned, including the identification of these conflicts and the 

determination of necessary tradeoffs in order to find a suitable balance, a useful approach is, according 

to Law (2007), to first define the system as a model. This model, which is a set of logical and 

mathematical relationships in the system, gives an opportunity for scientifically analyzing the process 

or system. If a system is simple enough, analytical mathematical methods can be used to evaluate this 

model, such as algebra, calculus, or probability analysis. However, in most real life contexts, there are 

seldom simple models, but instead quite complex systems that are difficult to apply these 

mathematical approaches upon. In most real situations, simulation is instead used for evaluating 

models, a method that, with the aid from a computer, numerically evaluates a model and estimate an 

outcome based on the inserted data. This has been proven a very efficient way when evaluating 

different manufacturing operations because it gives a good foundation for decision-making, where 

using other approaches may cause difficulties when attempting to make realistic estimations of 

different situations (Law, 2007). Some advantages with simulation are: 

 Decreased uncertainty due to high process control 

 Applicable even in high process complexity 

 Strong decision support 

With these advantages, it means that simulation is an efficient approach for determining how different 

tradeoffs affect a system, consequently leading to a more efficient decision making when planning a 

process. The problem is to create a model that corresponds to the real situation, which requires both 

time and reliable sources for determining process data.  

1.1.2 Case company description 
Gnutti Carlo Sweden, a company belonging in the automotive industry, is a part of Gnutti Carlo Group, 

which is a global group focusing on manufacturing parts and components used in diesel engines, mainly 

for trucks and construction vehicles. The group has manufacturing plants in seven countries around 

the globe, including Sweden, Canada, United Kingdom, USA, India, China, and Italy, where the last 
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country is the origin of the group and serves as headquarters. The group is divided into seven separate 

companies, based on these locations. Gnutti Carlo Sweden, the case company in this project, have 

three different locations in Sweden, one R&D facility in Gothenburg and two production facilities, one 

in Kungsör and one in Alvesta. (Gnutti Carlo Website, 2015). The factory in Alvesta is the focus of this 

project and is where the process to be investigated is located. 

The process to investigate is a completely new production line that is not yet operational, although far 

in the planning and preparation stage. Its purpose is to produce high-pressure fuel injectors for diesel 

engines and the production line is entirely dedicated for one specific customer. The line will, when 

reaching full production in 2018, manufacture eight different fuel injectors for this customer. The 

production line consists of nine main steps, which are as follows: 

1. Turning 

2. Milling and Drilling 

3. High pressure de-burring 

4. Washing 

5. Mid-process quality inspection 

6. Electro chemical de-burring 

7. Coating 

8. Final quality inspection 

9. Packing 

Some of these steps have parallel machines. However, it is not possible to produce all products in all 

machines, because in order for the customer to accept products, separate certifications must be 

obtained for each product in each machine, a scenario that is not currently considered justified in this 

production line. (Gnutti Carlo internal documents, 2015) 

1.1.3 Problem description 
The milling and drilling station, where six parallel machines are operating, is a constraining point in the 

new production line at the factory in Alvesta. It can be discussed whether these machines are the 

bottleneck of the process or if it is the incoming orders from the customer that serves as the 

bottleneck. In the planning phase of the production line, the capacity of the process has been set 

according to the milling and drilling station. This data has been the foundation for the customer setting 

its order quantity, which will control the pace of production, creating this difficulty in definition of 

bottleneck in the process. This situation is further described in Chapter 4.3.1. At least, the milling and 

drilling machines can be considered as constraining machines in the process and should therefore be 

a very important point in the planning. These machines are expensive and it is essential that they are 

running as much as possible. The company does not want to overproduce, but it is important that the 

machines are facing as minimal waiting time due to material shortage as possible. Because the six 

milling and drilling machines are supposed to be fed by only two turning machines, waiting times are 

inevitable if not batch sizes are planned thoroughly, together with a supermarket located prior to the 

milling and drilling machines. If comparing this situation to the eight wastes of Lean production, 

presented by Liker and Meier (2006), it can be seen that the company want to find an acceptable 

balance between waiting times and excess inventory, which both are not possible to fully eliminate. 
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Because several steps of the production line have parallel machines and there are multiple items, many 

combinations, sequences, and routes are possible for the production line, making it quite complex and 

difficult to optimize. One major part in creating this complexity is that the parallel machines do not 

have the same machine specifications and certifications for products, i.e. it is not possible to route all 

products in all machines. This complexity makes it, according to Law (2007), suitable to approach using 

simulation methods.  

The problem is to achieve minimum waiting times, but still not having more stock in the required 

supermarket than necessary. The milling and drilling station should be kept running as much as 

possible, meaning that the supermarket must be large enough to prevent material shortage for all 

machines. However, according to TOC, the strategy of the turning station can be altered, as long as 

these requirements are fulfilled. This means that e.g. batch sizes in the turning station can be modified 

in order to decrease inventories, which is a strategy coming from Lean production, where it is 

recommended to use smaller batches, striving towards a one-piece flow in order to reach a high 

efficiency and flexibility (Monden, 2012). In order to determine if smaller batch sizes have a positive 

effect on the process, simulation must be applied, this because the process is not yet active and quite 

complex, meaning that other measurements cannot be made.   

Gnutti Carlo Sweden needs this information in order to find sufficient storage spaces in the factory and 

to be as prepared as possible before the full production starts in 2018.  

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this project is to achieve a suitable balance between minimizing waiting times in the 

constraining station and the level of inventories within the process, with main focus on waiting times, 

this in a not yet active production line at Gnutti Carlo Sweden in Alvesta.  

1.2.1 Research questions 
Deriving from the purpose, four specific research questions are defined, which will help in solving the 

problem and fulfill the purpose of the study: 

 Is it beneficial to use smaller batches in order to decrease inventories, and still achieve 

minimum waiting times? 

 What inventories are needed in the supermarkets of the process in order to avoid waiting 

times due to incoming material shortage? 

 What batch sizes should be used in order to minimize inventories within the process? 

 What batching strategy should be used in the non-constraining machine, especially 

considering sequencing and setup management? 

1.3 Delimitations 
The customer demand used in the calculations is a weekly demand based on the Sales & Operations 

Plan (S&OP) for 2018, which is when full production is reached.  An S&OP is a tactical planning tool 

that helps predict the market demand in a future time horizon (Sheldon, 2006). The S&OP at Gnutti 

Carlo Sweden is stated as annual demands and has a predicted demand for each product type. In order 

to obtain a weekly demand, the annual amounts are divided by the amount of available weeks. This 

delimitation creates a uniform and stable demand, without considering the fluctuations in customer 
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demand.  Apart from neglecting demand fluctuation, the study will not consider changes in data that 

is presented closer to the production initiation.  

In addition, due to that the process is not yet active, no measurements or comparisons between 

calculated results and true outcome can be made. Instead, the simulation model is seen as a sufficient 

reflection of the real process. In addition, incoming materials to the process are assumed always 

available. 

The production outside of the fuel injector process will not be included in this study.  

1.4 Required theoretical framework 
From the purpose and the research questions stated, some theoretical areas are considered obvious 

to include, such as goal conflicts, Theory of Constraints, Lean production, and simulation theory, which 

all are in center along the entire study. In addition to these, other areas such as inventory 

management, maintenance, process decoupling, priority sequencing, and synchronized production are 

also described, this in order to get a better understanding regarding specific strategies, goals, and 

obstacles within the production.  

1.5 Report structure 
The thesis will consist of eight chapters, continuously developing from a formulated problem into an 

answer to the problem, together with future recommendations. The first three chapters, Introduction, 

Methodology, and Theoretical framework, are all traditional chapters. The following chapters have 

some differences compared to traditional reports, this due to the simulation approach used in the 

thesis. These titles have been named with inspiration from the main steps of the simulation 

methodology by Persson (2003), which is central in this study (see Chapter 2.4.1). All chapters are 

presented in Table 1, together with a brief description of each chapter.  
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Table 1: Report structure 

Chapter Title Description 

1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the problem and purpose of the study, as 

well as the theoretical and empirical background to these. 

Delimitations and theoretical framework requirements are also 

stated here.  

2 Methodology 

This chapter presents the methodology of the project, including 

approaches needed for solving the problem. Descriptions of how 

data is collected and which methodologies used in order to 

ensure a high reliability are also presented. 

3 
Theoretical 

framework 

The theoretical foundation needed for fulfilling the purpose is 

presented in this chapter. This includes theory regarding goal 

conflicts, TOC, Lean production, simulation, inventory 

management, maintenance, process decoupling, priority 

sequencing, and synchronized production.  

4 Conceptual model 

This chapter is presenting the current situation in a model that 

will serve as the foundation for the simulation model, following 

the simulation methodology approach by Persson (2003). 

5 Simulation model 

This chapter describes the development of the simulation model 

and its different areas. This includes how specific parameters of 

the conceptual model have been translated into a language 

understood by the simulation software, which is used for the 

actual calculations and experiments through the model created. 

How the validity of the model is ensured is also presented in this 

chapter. 

6 

Experimental 

planning & 

Output data 

collection 

In this chapter, the arrangement of experiments and the planning 

behind these are presented. Descriptions regarding the 

execution of experiments and the collection of the output data 

are also included in this chapter.  

7 Results The results from the experiments are presented in this chapter.  

8 
Conclusions & 

recommendations 

The conclusions and recommendations made, based on the 

results from the experiments, are presented in this chapter. 

Additionally, reflections of the study and aspects for future 

research are presented.  
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2. Methodology 
This chapter describes the methodologies used in this study, which are chosen according to the purpose 

and the research questions presented. Theories regarding the chosen methodologies, as well as 

alternatives to the ones chosen, are presented here, this in order to give a background and a motivation 

to the choice of methodology. The last section of this chapter presents a summary of the different 

aspects of the methodology, giving an overview of how this study is executed.  

2.1 Research approach 
The research approach is in which way the researcher is planning to conduct the study in order to 

relate information from the real situation, referred to as the empirical findings, to the theory (Patel & 

Davidson, 2011). According to Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2009), there are two main research 

approaches to use, deduction and induction. Patel and Davidson (2011), also present a third approach, 

abduction, which can be seen as a combination of the two aforementioned approaches. Explanations 

of these three approaches are presented below.  

Deduction 

Deduction is describing when the researcher approaches the study by starting with analyzing existing 

theory and then creating a hypotheses based on this (Patel & Davidson, 2011); (Saunders, Lewis & 

Thornhill, 2009). These hypotheses are then tested with empirical data, where the data collection is 

determined through the theoretical foundation created initially in the study. Simply, it can be said that 

a deductive approach has the goal of confirming theory and it is often suitable to use this approach 

together with a quantitative analysis (Soiferman, 2010). According to Patel and Davidson (2011), an 

advantage with deductive studies is that the objectivity of the study is strengthened due to that already 

existing and proved theories are used as foundation, increasing the reliability of the research. 

However, a risk with a decreased subjectivity from the researcher is that new and interesting scientific 

paths may not be discovered due to the somewhat directed theory foundation with narrow boundaries 

that is used (Patel & Davidson, 2011). Another obstacle to consider, described by Bryman and Bell 

(2005), is that the collected data might differ from case to case, consequently affecting the conclusions 

made of the hypothesis.  

Induction 

Induction is the opposite of deduction, where the researcher explores a research field that no existing 

theory can be applied to, starting with collecting empirical data and then formulating new theories 

based on this (Patel & Davidson, 2011); (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). This approach will enable 

the researcher’s creativity, facilitating the process in reaching an understanding regarding new fields 

in science (Patel & Davidson, 2011). However, a risk with inductive studies is that the theories may not 

be applicable outside the prerequisites of the empirical base used in the study, i.e. the results are not 

generalizable. Another risk with basing the formulated theories on only observed empirical data is that 

the study can be affected by a certain situation, time, or group of people involved (Patel & Davidson, 

2011). If this is true, the results may not be the same if conducted in a different environment, but 

similar situation, making the formulated theory difficult to find fully useful from a scientific 

perspective. Due to the need of flexibility and receptivity of new aspects, an inductive study is often 

most suitable to conduct together with a qualitative analysis (Soiferman, 2010).  
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Abduction 

An abductive approach is influenced by both deduction and induction, meaning that the researcher 

uses parts of both approaches at different points of time in the study. According to Patel and Davidson 

(2011), the researcher initially uses an inductive approach, forming a hypothesis from observed 

empirical data. This formulated hypothesis is then tested on other cases, similar to a deductive 

approach, strengthening the reliability of the study and its results. According to Wallén (1996), 

examples of abductive approaches can be a detective solving a crime or a doctor diagnosing a disease. 

In both situations an event has occurred, difficult to explain only by theory, and thus a theoretical 

hypothesis is created based on the empirical data and then this hypothesis is tested to be seen as valid 

or not. The abductive approach is quite complex and needs a thorough understanding and experience 

of the field investigated (Wallén, 1996). According to Patel and Davidson (2011), prior experience can 

however be a problem because it might narrow the researcher’s perspective, preventing possible 

alternatives to be discovered. 

This study will be categorized as a deductive research study, this because the approach found most 

suitable in order to solve the task and answer the research questions is to start by examining existing 

theory connected to the subject matter, followed by investigating the present situation and its 

prerequisites at the company. This information is compiled, and suitable theories are interpreted and 

attempted to be applied into the real process situation at Gnutti Carlo Sweden, this in order to find 

answers to all research questions. Because experiments are to be conducted, a deductive approach is 

preferable in order to structure the experiments and its parameters according to existing theory. If no 

theory can be used, as for inductive studies, structuring proper experiments would be very difficult.  

2.2 Research perspective 
Depending on the researcher, the field of study, or the situation, the researcher will conduct the study 

from a specific perspective, which will determine how findings are interpreted and used. According to 

Patel and Davidson (2011), the two main research perspectives are positivism and hermeneutics, and 

these are complete opposites of each other, which is further explained in the following paragraphs.  

Positivism 

Positivism is a research perspective that derives from technical and scientific perceptions and is 

connected to the objectivity and positivity of data (Patel & Davidson, 2011). The positivistic researcher 

builds the research upon empirical observations and achieves facts by observing logic behaviors. The 

view on empirical situations is based on general rules, where the interaction between causes and 

effects is treated. This implies that hypotheses and theories often are formulated in mathematical and 

quantifying terms in studies conducted from a positivistic perspective (Bryman & Bell, 2005).  

Hermeneutics 

The hermeneutics perspective is opposite of positivism and, unlike the objectivity of positivism, this 

perspective allows the researcher to interpret and reflect the data in a more subjective way. This 

perspective considers the human behavior, such as thoughts, impressions, and feelings. It takes 

advantages of that when interpreting the object of the study, wherefore it is commonly used in human- 

cultural- and social science. Hermeneutics is often associated to a qualitative way of understanding 

and interpreting, while positivism is more related to quantitative- and statistical methods of 

interpreting data, which are objective (Patel & Davidson, 2011). 
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This study is clearly defined as research made from a positivistic perspective, this due to the nature of 

the study, where a logical and quantitative approach is necessary in order to answer the stated 

research questions. A simulation study is included, where relationships and logical connections in the 

process are central focuses, indicating a positivistic perspective as well. Including a hermeneutic 

perspective is not appropriate in this case, where results will be based on mathematically conducted 

experiments. This means that the data received will be considered as the truth and additional 

subjective aspects will be superfluous, consequently removing the need of hermeneutics.  

2.3 Research design 
According to Patel and Davidson (2011), there are two research designs that a study can have, 

qualitative and quantitative. Creswell and Plano Clark (2011), describes a third design, called mixed 

methods, which is a combination of the qualitative and quantitative research design. Simplified, the 

quantitative design is to be used for research including measurements and other numerical data 

sources, and the qualitative design is to be used if the study has a majority of “soft” data, e.g. 

interpretations of interviews, people’s feelings, and other factors hard to quantify (Patel & Davidson, 

2011). The research design chosen for a study depends on which direction the researcher assumes the 

study will take regarding procedures/strategies, nature of data, and methods for collecting, analyzing, 

and interpreting data (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). The three research designs are further explained 

in the following sections below.  

Quantitative research 

Quantitative research includes measuring of numerical factors, which means that generated results 

are based on quantitative data. These results can often be used together with statistical tools in order 

to understand or solve a certain problem (Creswell, 2009). Examples of quantitative techniques are 

simulation, queueing theory, network analysis, inventory models, linear- and nonlinear programming 

etc. (Green, et al., 1977). According to Creswell and Plano Clark (2011), the data collected in this 

research design is close ended, meaning that there is a small or non-existing room for interpretation. 

Examples of close-ended data sources are measuring instruments, close-ended checklists, and 

numerical or statistical documentation (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). 

According to Bertrand and Fransoo (2002), quantitative research is suitable in many situations within 

operations management. There are several approaches to take when conducting quantitative research 

in operations management, where one common method is called axiomatic quantitative research 

using simulation. This is an acceptable approach from a scientific perspective, although with some 

obstacles. In quantitative research, the use of mathematical formulas and derivations are highly 

recommended to use when proving a hypothesis. Although, this is not how simulations are conducted, 

where instead relationships and specifications with deviations are stated, giving opportunities for basic 

statistical analysis at best. However, simulation enables investigation of much more complex situations 

compared to mathematical analyses, which justifies the use of the method. As long as the complexity 

is clarified, showing the impossibility of applying mathematical formulas, simulation is considered as 

an appropriate method in quantitative studies. (Bertrand & Fransoo, 2002) 

Qualitative research 

Qualitative research is used when the aim is to obtain a different and deeper knowledge of a subject, 

which quantitative approaches may not give (Patel & Davidson, 2011). This could be e.g. exploring and 

understanding how individuals or groups are working in a specific environment (Creswell, 2009). 
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Merriam (2009), explains that research is not always conducted to determine causes and effects, 

predict certain outcomes, or describing distributions for a specific attribute, wherefore qualitative 

research exists, which helps understanding issues on a more personal and non-quantifiable level. 

Qualitative research is often suitable when data is presented in words, text or images, collected from 

e.g. interviews, observations of participants, or audiovisual material, such as video- or audio recordings 

(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). The information gathered in a qualitative research is open ended, 

meaning that the researcher will have to interpret the data and build conclusions based on those 

interpretations (Creswell, 2009). Due to this, there is a high flexibility in approaching the study and 

therefore few specific stated procedures or routines exist that the qualitative researcher can use. It is 

important that a qualitative researcher has a good overview and understanding of the qualitative 

research field in order to conduct proper studies when interpreting, categorizing and using the data 

(Patel & Davidson, 2011). 

Mixed methods research 

This is a combination of the quantitative- and qualitative research designs, with the aim to strengthen 

the study by approaching the problem from different aspects (Creswell, 2009). According to Creswell 

and Plano Clark (2011), there are many situations where choosing a specific research design could be 

insufficient for solving a problem in the best way, where an approach that uses both quantifiable and 

qualitative aspects is more suitable. By using the mixed methods design in these situations, a better 

understanding of the problem will be achieved, compared to if the two research designs are used 

separately (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011).   

Quantitative research is the research design that best describes this study. This is because the clear 

majority of the project will be conducted in a logical and mathematical approach, using close-ended 

data collection and simulation modelling, a technique that is highly associated to quantitative research. 

Due to the nature of data collection and analysis, the results will be presented in numbers and 

quantifiable relationships, clearly indicating a quantitative approach. More specifically, axiomatic 

quantitative research using simulation will be used, this due to the complexity of the process, where a 

simulation approach is needed. A qualitative study would not be suitable in this case, where a 

positivistic perspective is used and results are based only on data. Due to this, it is a very objective 

study, with small room for subjective interpretations.  

2.4 Research strategy 
The research strategy describes, in a general way, how the researcher will conduct the study in order 

to collect the data needed for solving the problem. Specific data collection methods and techniques 

are not defined in the strategy, this because several techniques can be included in one research 

strategy. According to Patel and Davidson (2011), three research strategies are commonly used in 

scientific studies, survey, case study, and experimental methods. Coughlan and Coghlan (2002), 

mention other strategies, such as action research and simulation, which are strategies found to be 

useful in many situations. For this study, case study, experimental methods, action research, and 

simulation are considered the most appropriate research strategies to use. Explanations of these 

strategies, including how they are planned to be used in this study, are seen below. 

Case study 

A case study is research and analyses regarding a single unit or a bounded system (Smith, 1978, cited 

in Merriam, 1998, p.19). Examples of cases are an individual, program, event, group, intervention, or 
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community (Merriam, 1998). Case studies are often used in qualitative studies and using this strategy 

gives, according to Remenyi et al. (1998), a good holistic perspective, making it a suitable strategy 

when examining e.g. managerial processes, maturation of industries, or organizational struggles. Due 

to the large extent of qualitative situations where case studies can be applied, it is often categorized 

as a qualitative strategy, but it is more appropriate not to categorize it, this because case studies are 

suitable for both qualitative and quantitative purposes (Bryman, 2011). Wallén (1996) explains that a 

major advantage with case studies is that they give an opportunity to see how a study or theory tends 

to behave in a real situation. This can at the same time be a problem because the results may not be 

the same in another similar situation, an aspect that is essential to consider when presenting the 

results of the study (Wallén, 1996). Case studies have been found much suitable in operations 

management and many of the most used theories today derives from case studies, such as Lean 

production and different manufacturing strategies. Using case studies in operations management 

enables a different level of creativity and the researcher is forced to interpret and utilize theories 

according to the need of the current situation, in a way converting the researcher from an academic 

into a management consult. (Voss, Tsikriktsis & Frohlich, 2002) 

Experimental methods 

Experimental methods are used when attempting to find connections between causes and effects 

regarding a phenomenon, in where it is assumed that relationships exist between different variables, 

affecting the output (Wallén, 1996). According to Patel and Davidson (2011), the variables in an 

experiment are divided in independent and dependent variables. The former is considering the 

variables that are manipulated in an experiment, and the latter are the variables from the output of 

the manipulation, i.e. the variables that are dependent of the manipulation. An experiment is 

characterized by having a number of units and then finding out which effect, treatment or action 

different tests have on the units. There are several approaches when conducting experiments, but in 

all, there is a requirement to us randomness of the runs and construct experimental groups, this in 

order to prevent an unwanted correlation that affects the results (Patel & Davidson, 2011). 

Action research 

Action research is a strategy used when the research is meant to be conducted in parallel with a real 

running situation, and have the purpose to not only to contribute to science, but also to actually change 

the organization or process (Remenyi, et al., 1998). According to Coughlan and Coghlan (2002), the 

action research approach is a continuous cycle starting with planning, followed by taking an action, 

then evaluating the action taken, continuing with further planning and so forth. This is similar to other 

well-known approaches within change management, such as PDCA (Plan Do Check Act). Remenyi, et 

al. (1998), explains the steps slightly different, but the essence of the approach is similar. Here, the 

first step is to taking a static picture of the current situation, followed by a formulation of the 

hypothesis based on this picture. This hypothesis is applied by then manipulating variables within the 

current situation. Lastly, a second static picture is taken of the situation and differences between the 

previous and current situation are evaluated. According to Coughlan and Coghlan (2002), a few broad 

characteristics are highly connected to action research, listed below: 

 Research in action, rather than about action 

 Participative 

 Concurrent with action 

 A sequence of events and an approach to problem solving 
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In order to succeed with action research, a necessity is to have some sensitivity to the theory used, 

giving an opportunity to transcend and transform existing theory into something that better fits the 

situation at hand. The involvement and cooperation of the staff is also an essential part is succeeding 

with this strategy. The researcher will need to take a role that is combining the role of a consultant and 

the role of an academic researcher. (Remenyi, et al., 1998) 

Simulation 

Simulation is a common strategy that is very useful when it comes to complex situations. This is one of 

the major strategies for this study and will be further explained in Chapter 2.4.1. 

In this project, a combination of strategies will be used in order to solve the task and answer the 

research questions. Generally, it can be defined as a simulation study with elements from case studies, 

experimental methods, and action research, all occurring in different phases of the study. In the 

beginning of the study, the first phase, theories connected to the research questions are collected and 

later tested, similar to a case study. The second phase is the model development and the testing of 

different parameters and their effects towards the process, which can be considered as experimental 

methods. These experiments will be planned carefully, considering different theories regarding 

operations management and logistics, together with the current situation at the company, this in order 

to conduct the experiments as comprehensive and time efficient as possible. The last phase will consist 

of recommendations for the company, results that will have a high impact on the decisions taken 

regarding the process, indicating the presence of action research. Simulation will be the bond holding 

together and moves the study forward through the phases, wherefore the definition of a simulation 

study with elements of the other three strategies is appropriate in this case.  

2.4.1 Simulation strategy 
Due to the complexity of the process, its entities, and routing options, simulation will be used in order 

to complete the task and answer the research questions. When conducting a simulation study, the 

quality of the simulation is essential. Often when describing simulation quality, there are, according to 

Robinson (2002), three terms that are frequently used, validity, credibility, and acceptability. Validity 

is the extent that the simulation corresponds to the reality, i.e. the accuracy of data, and the 

correctness of process relationships etc. Robinson explains that, while there is a general consensus of 

how to define validity, the credibility and acceptability terms are more difficult to define and the 

definitions differ between researchers. Generally, credibility and acceptability cover aspects such as 

confidence of the model and its results, model comprehensiveness, and cost-effectiveness and 

timeliness of the study etc. Due to this definition dilemma, Robinson divides the concept of simulation 

quality into three other categories, content quality, process quality, and outcome quality. The purpose 

with this categorization is to cover the areas of validity, credibility, and acceptability, and to be able to 

separate different aspects of quality, without facing a definition problem between the aspects. 

Content quality refers to in what level the study reflects the real situation, both regarding the 

specification of the process as well as the technical work of the study, the model development, and 

the conduction of experiments. Process quality do not concern the technical aspects, but instead the 

socio-political aspects of the study. Communication, the user’s confidence in the modeler, and the 

timeliness of the study are essential parts in this aspect. Outcome quality refers the user’s willingness 

to use the model and its results when taking decisions. (Robinson, 2002) 
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Law (2007) presents a general methodology divided in ten steps, from formulating and planning the 

study to achieving the results, with steps in between such as data collection, model development and 

testing, experiments, and validation at several points in the study process. According to Persson (2003), 

several researchers have developed simulation methodologies over the past years, all rather similar to 

each other, only with minor differences between them. Persson (2003) has compared simulation 

methodologies from several authors. From these, important aspects have been compiled into an own 

developed model, suitable to apply when conducting a simulation study. This model is presented in 

Figure 1.  

  
Figure 1: Simulation methodology model (Persson, 2003) 

As it can be seen, the model by Persson (2003), have similarities to the steps in the methodology 

presented by Law (2007). In this study it is chosen to follow the methodology by Persson (2003), this 

because it shows more emphasis regarding validating the work continuously over time, compared to 

the methodology model presented by Law (2007). By using this model, the simulation quality will be 

high, this because the approach ensures a high content quality. The structure and planned model 

increases the chances of reaching a high process- and outcome quality, which are qualities perceived 

by the users. A brief explanation of the planned content and outcome for each step of the model, as it 

will be executed in this study, is presented below. 

1. Project planning 

In this step, the goal of the study is set and the required theory is collected in order to form a 

theoretical foundation for solving the task and answering the research questions.  

2. Conceptual modelling 

In this step, the current situation is reflected by compiling available data describing how the 

real process looks like and behaves. 

3. Conceptual model validation 

The conceptual model is validated by comparing the model to the given process data and 

descriptions. The model is also presented to and discussed with persons having high process 

knowledge. A confirmation from these further increases the validity of the conceptual model. 

4. Modelling 

Based on the conceptual model, a simulation model is created using simulation software in 

order to translate the current situation into an environment where experiments are possible 

to conduct. 
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5. Simulation model verification 

The created simulation model is compared with the conceptual model in order to verify that 

the information matches between them.  

6. Model validation 

In order to ensure the validity of the simulation model, it is also compared with the data that 

served as the foundation for the conceptual model. As for the conceptual model validation, 

persons with high process knowledge are included in this validation process as well. In Chapter 

3.3.2, the techniques used for validation are more comprehensively described.  

7. Experiment 

Experiments are planned carefully and then executed, where these experiments are different 

possible scenarios for the process, having different batch sizes and sequences. These 

experiments will give an overview of the process behavior in different situations and a good 

foundation for answering the research questions.  

8. Analysis 

The results of the different experiments are compiled and analyzed, this in order to solve the 

task and answer the research questions. If the results are found insufficient in order to answer 

the questions, it is possible to go back and conduct more experiments. Also, if a need is found 

for other scenarios to be investigated when analyzing, a step back in the model is necessary, 

giving an opportunity for additional experiments with other settings.  

9. Recommendation 

Based on the analysis, a solution should be found that is answering all research questions and 

is solving the task, generating recommendations for the company to use in the process.  

Nowadays, simulation models are mostly created using computer software and there are several 

actors developing simulation software. The software used in this study is Arena Simulation. 

2.5 Data collection 
The data collection and the choice of methods used for collecting information is an essential part of 

most studies and according to Patel and Davidson (2011), the methods and techniques chosen should 

depend on the nature of the research questions, as well as the time and resources available for the 

study. Some examples of methods used for data collection are observations, diaries, interviews, 

surveys, and documentation (Patel & Davidson, 2011). The data collected can, according to 

Dahmström (2011), be divided into two categories, primary and secondary data. Primary data is new 

data, i.e. the researcher is responsible for choosing data to measure and use. Secondary data is data 

that already exists and have been measured by someone else. The advantage with primary data is that 

the researcher can define and choose boundaries tailored to the research questions, as well as it 

ensures that the data is fresh and is reflecting the actual situation. However, it is often more expensive 

with primary data due to the time consumption needed to measure all data needed for the study, 

where instead secondary data is a much cheaper alternative. (Dahmström, 2011) 

In this study, the majority of data used will be secondary data, this because thorough investigations of 

the upcoming process have recently been made by persons with high process knowledge, making it 

both actual, easy accessible, and reliable. Explanations of the data collection methods found suitable 

for this study and how these methods are planned to be applied are seen below. 
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Observations 

According to Patel and Davidson (2011), observations are something people are doing continuously in 

their daily life and it serves as guidance for future actions, but it is also a powerful tool in science for 

gathering information. Unlike the daily observations, scientific observations have to be structured, 

planned and performed using a systematic approach. By conducting observations, the researcher will 

get an understanding of how a process acts, by actually see or observe it.  By observing a process in its 

natural environment, the researcher is enabled to see how the process behaves, and is affected by 

factors from real situations, instead of only being able to read about it (Patel & Davidson, 2011). An 

observation can, according to Creswell (2009), be conducted in different levels of participation, 

determining if the role as a researcher is concealed for the objects connected to the observation or 

not. Using observations scientifically gives the researcher a first-hand experience of the situation, and 

unusual aspects of the process can be discovered. However, risks are that the researcher can be seen 

as intrusive during observations by the included objects, or that the observations may need to be 

interpreted in a very subjective manner that will affect the results. The aforementioned aspects are 

needed to consider when conducting observations. (Creswell, 2009) 

Documentation 

According to Patel and Davidson (2011), documentation is traditionally defined as information that 

comes from noted or printed sources, but due to the technical developments during the last decades, 

this type of information can be present in other forms, such as audio or video. Some examples of 

documentation types are statistics and registries, official documents, private documents, literature, 

audiovisual documents and ephemeral documentation (newspapers, brochures, internet sources etc.). 

When using documentation as a method for collecting data in a study, source criticism is an essential 

part in order to verify that the information gathered is trustworthy. In this verification, an assessment 

of the author and the document should be made. The purpose of the document, the background and 

knowledge of the author, and the relation between the author and the subject of the document are to 

be considered, this in order to minimize the risk of biased, faulty, or misleading information. In 

addition, it is important to not only present ideas and theories that support the own reasoning, but 

also to present other perspectives of the study. This is because it is possible to “prove” almost anything 

if the background sources are only chosen according to the hypothesis to be proven. Presenting several 

perspectives gives the study a comprehensive foundation and a better trustworthiness of the results, 

i.e. the reliability of the study is increased. (Patel & Davidson, 2011) 

Interviews 

Conducting an interview is, according to Patel and Davidson (2011), a useful data collection method 

for obtaining information from one or several persons, this by asking a set of questions regarding the 

topic investigated. Interviewing people is a useful technique when the needed information cannot be 

observed, e.g. for events occurred in the past, or other more qualitative aspects, such as information 

regarding feelings, thoughts, or intentions. Interviews are often divided into categories depending on 

the structure of the interview, where Merriam (1998), divide the different types of interviews as: highly 

structured, semi structured and unstructured. In highly structured interviews, the questions and the 

order of them are predetermined, creating an effective and time-efficient way of conducting an 

interview, although lacking the opportunity of supplementary questions. An unstructured interview is 

similar to a regular conversation, allowing the researcher and the interviewee to have a more relaxed 

discussion. Although, by using unstructured interviews it is difficult if several interviews are to be made 

and compared to each other, this because of the high variance in answers due to the high flexibility. A 
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semi-structured interview is a combination of a highly structured- and an unstructured interview, 

allowing the interviewer to include both structured questions, as well as more unstructured questions 

including open discussions. This gives an opportunity for both flexibility and efficiency, creating a 

balance between the advantages of the two approaches (Merriam, 1998). Interviews can be used for 

both quantitative and qualitative purposes, where in quantitative studies the questions consist mostly 

of close-ended questions and mostly open-ended questions in qualitative studies (Doody & Noonan, 

2012). It is very important to consider anonymity and confidentially when conducting interviews, and 

to explain reasons and motives for the interview in order to decrease the interviewee subjectivity 

(Patel & Davidson, 2011). 

The data collection in this study is mainly conducted through observations, interviews, and available 

documentation. Because the investigated process is not completely finalized, it is not possible to rely 

only on observations. Although, observations will be used in those cases where it is possible to 

conduct, giving an opportunity for obtaining primary data. As mentioned before, the data collected is 

mainly secondary data, this because of the aforementioned situation with the unfinished process line 

and the existence of pre-measured data. However, this is not considered as a major obstacle due to 

the thorough documentations that exists regarding the process, conducted by persons with high 

process knowledge and experience in similar situations. Theories regarding the subject will also be 

obtained through documentation, with information coming from literature and recognized scientific 

journals in the subject matter. Additional information and data that is required for the study will be 

collected through interviews with persons with appropriate process knowledge. When using 

interviews, it will be conducted in an unstructured manner, but several sources will be used in order 

to ensure that the data is valid and reliable.   

2.6 Methodology summary 
Due to the complexity of the production line and its products, simulation is the main method used in 

solving the problem, using Arena Simulation as the simulation software. First, an appropriate 

theoretical framework is created including different manufacturing planning and production concepts, 

such as TOC and Lean production, as well as simulation theory. After this, an investigation of the 

present situation is made and a simulation model is developed. Collection of data for the model is 

initiated quite early in the project time frame, this due to the often high level of time consumption 

connected to data collection.  

The study is conducted using the simulation methodology by Persson (2003), consisting of a structured 

approach for creating a simulation model from a real situation, aiming to reach a set of appropriate 

recommendations. This approach also includes several steps for ensuring validity of the study, which 

is an important aspect. When the model is confirmed to be valid, different experiments are conducting 

by running the model, considering different possible situations of the production. The experiments 

made will focus on aspects needed to answer the research questions, meaning that different batch 

sizes and different sequences of products will be tested. The experiment results are then analyzed and 

this serves as a foundation for fulfilling the purpose and answering the research questions, which 

together gives a solution to the problem. In Table 2, a summary is presented of the chosen 

methodologies, including brief explanations or motivations behind these choices.  
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Table 2: Methodology summary 

Methodology 

aspect 

Choice of 

methodology 
Explanation / Motivation 

Research 

approach 
Deduction 

The approach is to examine existing theory, followed by an 

investigation of the present situation. The aim is to apply these 

theories for solving the task, indicating deduction.  

Research 

perspective 
Positivism 

The study is conducted in a logical and quantitative approach, 

including simulation methods, in order to determine process 

relationships and connections, indicating positivism. 

Research design 

Axiomatic 

quantitative 

research using 

simulation 

The study consists of close-ended data collection, numerical 

results and analysis, and simulation techniques, required due to 

process complexity, justifying this choice of methodology. 

Research 

strategy 

Simulation 

study with 

elements from 

case study, 

experimental 

methods, and 

action research 

 

Mainly, a 9-step method by Persson (2003) is used, which is a 

structured approach for conducting and validating a simulation 

study, ensuring a high simulation quality.  

Collection of theories is similar to case studies, tests with the 

simulation model can be considered as experimental methods, 

and the study result’s impact on the decision making regarding 

the process indicates action research. 

Data collection Observation 

Observations are used for data collection when possible, 

generating primary and customized data for the study. Due to 

the non-finalized process and time restrictions on the study, it is 

not possible to rely only on observations, wherefore secondary 

data is collected from existing measurements. 

 Documentation 

Process documentations are used when found available and 

suitable for the study, i.e. secondary data. However, this is 

considered as reliable due to the knowledge and experience of 

the persons behind the documentation. 

Literature and scientific journals are used as sources when 

collecting existing theory required for the study. 

 Interviews 

When required data is not available through observations or 

documentation, unstructured interviews will be conducted with 

persons having high process knowledge. Several sources will be 

used in order to ensure a high reliability. 
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3. Theoretical framework 
This chapter presents the theoretical foundation needed for conducting the study. From the purpose 

and the research questions stated, some theoretical areas are considered obvious to include, such as 

goal conflicts, Theory of Constraints, Lean production, and simulation theory, which all are in center 

along the entire study. In addition to these, other areas such as inventory management, maintenance, 

process decoupling, priority sequencing, and synchronized production are also described, this in order 

to get a better understanding regarding specific strategies, goals, and obstacles within the production. 

3.1 Goal conflicts  
In all types of businesses, it is important to establish a common set of goals in order to keep a proper 

structure and a shared direction to strive towards, because it is not possible to be best at everything. 

Jonsson and Mattsson (2009), describes a potential scenario regarding how the goals are set 

individually by different managers in the same company. The marketing manager will probably want 

to reach a high service level and a high flexibility regarding product mix and delivery. The financial 

manager pursues low costs and low tied-up capital. Lastly, the production manager wants high capacity 

utilization and large order quantities. Most of these goals contradict to each other and it is not possible 

to fulfill them all. According to Olhager (2000), there are three aspects that are competing against each 

other, where trade-offs must be made. These are delivery precision, production cost, and cost of tied-

up capital. For example, a maximized delivery precision will require an additional inventory in order to 

ensure product availability for the customer, thus the cost of tied-up capital is not minimized. Another 

example is that if a high flexibility regarding mix of products is to be reached, the production costs will 

be increased due to more setups, and the utilization in production will not be maximized. Hence, it is 

important for the different departments to cooperate and establish goals that are equal for everyone, 

which means that trade-offs according to the main business goals must be determined (Olhager, 2000). 

The above text is describing when certain aspects in the business are to be increased, but the same 

conflicts appear when attempting to decrease different factors as well, such as the wastes described 

in Lean production (see Chapter 3.4). Based on the same principles, all wastes cannot be eliminated 

simultaneously without consequences, but instead there must be trade-offs of what to focus upon, 

according to the business goals.  

3.2 Theory of Constraints 
Theory of Constraints (TOC) is a management philosophy developed by Eliyahu Goldratt. TOC became 

popularized and widely known in the management sector through the book “The Goal”, written in 

1984 by Goldratt. This book is based on a true event, where a neighbor of Goldratt, which at that time 

worked as a physician, asked Goldratt for help in developing a scheduling program for increasing 

output of a chicken coop factory that the neighbor was operating (Watson, Blackstone & Gardiner, 

2007). From this event, which is reflected in the book, several principles and ways of thinking to use 

when controlling and planning manufacturing were presented, many contradicting to earlier theories 

regarding operations management approaches. Today, TOC is a well-recognized theory among both 

managers and researchers worldwide, this due to the successful results seen at many companies 

during the last decades (Linhares, 2009), as well as the fulfilment of principles it has, which a theory 

should have in order to be truly accepted in the research community (Naor, Bernardes & Coman, 2013). 

According to Bicheno and Holweg (2009), the main part of TOC is to focus the planning around the 
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bottleneck or constraints of the production flow, with the fundamental attitude that the total 

throughput cannot be better than the capacity of the slowest machine, the constraint. This is similar 

to the old saying; a chain is only as strong as its weakest link. Jacobs, et al. (2011), describes that, in 

TOC, improvement actions for individual non-constraining stations are in fact often wrong to perform, 

because these actions will lead to confusion and excess inventory, not improving the overall process 

at all. Bicheno and Holweg (2009) have compiled a list of ten principles that are describing the 

foundation of TOC, seen below: 

1. Balance flow, not capacity 

2. The utilization of a non-bottleneck is determined not by its own capacity but by some other 

constraint in the system 

3. Utilization and Activation are not synonymous 

4. An hour lost at a bottleneck is an hour lost for the whole system 

5. An hour saved at a non-bottleneck is merely a mirage 

6. Bottleneck govern both throughput and inventory in the system 

7. The transfer batch may not, and many times should not, equal the process batch 

8. The process batch should be variable, not fixed 

9. Lead times are the result of a schedule, and cannot be predetermined 

10. Schedules should be assembled by looking at all constraints simultaneously 

Many of these principles are similar or highly connected to each other, with the main essence of 

focusing on the bottleneck or constraints of the process. Surrounding stations are in a way unnecessary 

for planning, other than they are to ensure the availability of incoming materials to the constraint. 

According to Jacobs, et al. (2011), it is even pointed out in TOC that, for the non-bottlenecks, it is not 

a necessity to use decent data, this because of the small impact that these machines have on the 

overall process. Bicheno and Holweg (2009), explains that Drum Buffer Rope is a term that is widely 

used in TOC, which attempts to reflect how the operations should behave in a process. Drum refers 

the pace of the production, which should be the pace of the constraint, because this is the highest 

pace possible from a throughput perspective. This means that there will be idle times in the other 

stations, but this is not relevant because the alternative would be to produce more than the constraint 

can handle, creating excess inventory and leading to additional costs, without any impact on the 

throughput. Buffer refers to the protection buffer in front of the constraint, ensuring that there are 

always work for the constraint so it will not be idle, which would have a negative effect on the 

production throughput. There may or may not be inventories in other parts of the process, but an 

inventory before the constraint should always be present. Rope refers to the signals connecting the 

buffers with the work stations, indicating when and what to produce in the non-bottlenecks, moving 

the production forward, towards the end of the process. (Bicheno & Holweg, 2009) 

3.3 Simulation 
According to Law (2007), facilities and processes in real situations, often referred to as systems, are a 

set of components working together in order to fulfill a task or purpose, e.g. manufacturing a product 

or providing a service to a customer. Simulation is an approach used for mirroring these systems 

without interfering with the system itself. In order to do this, a model of the system needs to be created 

and according to Jacobs, Chase, and Aquilano (2009), there are a few parts that need to be considered 

in order to develop an appropriate model of a system: 
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 Specification of parameters and variables 

Before creating the model, the first step is to determine which properties in the system to be 

set as fixed and which properties that will vary, called parameters and variables, respectively.  

 Specification of decision rules 

In this step, the conditions controlling how the model behaves are set. These conditions can 

include priority rules, routing, inventory- and queuing rules etc.  

 Specification of probability distributions 

Variability exists in almost all real situations, and this needs to be taken into account in a 

simulation model as well. The variability can be expressed in empirical frequency distributions, 

which are distributions based on observations. These are customized for a certain situation, or 

as approximations to existing mathematical probability distributions, such as normal- or 

Poisson distributions. 

 Specification of time incrementing procedure 

Another part of a model is to determine how the aspect of time should be handled and 

incremented. There are two options for this, fixed-time increments, or variable-time 

increments. Fixed-time increments move along the timeline of the simulation model in 

uniform steps, checking each time point for events that are set to occur. This type of increment 

is recommended for situations where the events of interest occur with regularity or that the 

amount of events is high. Variable-time increments jump forward the time needed to initiate 

the next event, meaning that is does not check every point in between. This is the generally 

recommended for most models, this because it takes less computing run time due to the 

effective neglect of points in time where no events occur.  

 Determining starting conditions 

Setting the starting variables for the simulation is an important part because the model will be 

biased until the simulation has reached a steady state. 

 Determining run length 

The setting of run length for a simulation study should depend on the purpose of the study. 

This is important to consider, preventing the consumption of more time and resources than 

necessary for a study. 

According to Banks (1998), a simulation is often more difficult to develop compared to a physical 

model. Some reasons behind this difficulty are that few fundamental laws are available, many 

procedural elements are involved that are hard to describe, policies are to be quantified, involvement 

of random components and elements, or human decision makings that needs to be converted into 

quantifiable data. Even if it is difficult, there are many advantages with the simulation approach. The 

general advantages using simulation, applicable on most situations, are according to Law (2007): 

 Most complex, stochastic, real-world systems are difficult, or sometimes even impossible, to 

investigate analytically, where simulation is left as the only option for approaching these types 

of problems. 

 The opportunity of doing performance estimations of existing systems is possible through 

simulation, given that operating conditions are known. 

 Alternatives for system designs or policies can be easily compared and evaluated with the use 

of simulation. 
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 A better control over experimental conditions is achieved when using simulation, compared 

to when conducting experiments on the system itself. 

 Simulation allows for a very flexible time frame for a study, where both long term and short 

term effects from a system can be relatively easy and quick to examine.  

However, according to Law (2007), some drawbacks connected to simulation exist, explained below:  

 Each run of a stochastic simulation generates an estimate of the output, based on a chosen set 

of input parameters. Due to the stochastic form of the system, each set of input parameters 

should probably be run individually several times in order to approach “true” values. Because 

of this, simulation is not as suitable for optimizations, as it is for comparing a certain number 

of different system designs between each other, trying to find the most appropriate setting. 

 Simulation often requires more expenses and time to be developed, compared to analytics. 

 In large and complex simulations, which often are presented together with animations, there 

is a frequent occurrence of insufficient criticism regarding results. The complexity, together 

with an impressive visual presentation, can easily mislead the decision maker if the data within 

the model is invalid. Invalid data will still seem correct in such a presentation setting and this 

is one of the reasons behind the importance of a continuous validity assurance during a 

simulation study. 

Law (2007), explains that it is impossible to say in beforehand whether a simulation approach or an 

analytical approach should be used for a study; it is entirely depending on the situation at hand. The 

only recommendation is to consider the advantages and drawbacks and take a decision corresponding 

to the type of problem and level of complexity present. In many cases, the best outcome is achieved 

by combining the two approaches, this because they complement each other well and can help 

validate hypotheses and finding alternative solutions. (Law, 2007) 

According to Jacobs, Chase, and Aquilano (2009), the term simulation can have many meanings. 

Generally, in industries the term refers to the creation of a model from a real situation, followed by 

conduction of experiments on this model. Today, many software developers distribute computer 

programs specialized in simulation. According to Persson (2009), the most common simulation 

programs used in Sweden are SIMUL8, Extend, AutoMod, and Arena Simulation. As mentioned in 

Chapter 2.4.1, Arena Simulation will be used as the simulation software in this study, used for creating 

the model and conducting the experiments within. 

3.3.1 Simulation experiments 
Several aspects are important to consider when planning and conducting experiments. In real 

processes or systems, variation always exists to different extents. Apart from determining run length 

for the experiments, the number of individual replications must be determined. In stochastic systems, 

which all production processes are to some extent, randomness is occurring. According to Law (2007), 

in order to mirror this randomness in a computerized system, a random number generator must be 

available. Often computers and simulation software have a random number generator built in, which 

generate a certain set of numbers depending on a seed number that are inserted. If different seeds 

are inserted, different sets of randomized numbers are generated. As a certain seed produces the same 

set of number during every execution, it must be assured that the output does not differ significantly 

when using another seed. In reality, a true randomness occurs and the simulation model results must 
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be able to handle this. Each replication of a simulation run corresponds to one seed, meaning that the 

amount of replications to use must be tested. While the replications use different sets of random 

numbers, the same initial conditions are used, meaning that the runs are probabilistic copies of each 

other and can therefore be applied together with statistical tools. This test can be done by initiating 

multiple runs and examine how the difference between chosen means (often measured outputs) 

changes as the number of replications increases. By doing this, a confidence interval can be found 

regarding the differences in the output. The more runs executed, the smaller the confidence interval 

gets, meaning that the difference between the results obtained and the true outcome is smaller (Law, 

2007). A suitable balance between the number of replications and the size of the confidence interval 

must be found. In Figure 2, a graph is presented that describes this reasoning by Law (2007). 

 
Figure 2: Variance decrease with replications (derived from reasoning by Law (2007)) 

The number of experiments to conduct depends on the situation at hand. For some cases, a certain 

set of different conditions are to be tested using simulation, this in order to see which approach that 

is most beneficial for the system (Law, 2007). Here, the amount of experiments is given, which 

corresponds to the amount of different conditions to be tested. In other cases, the goal is to investigate 

which parameters of the system that has the highest effect on different outputs, including the 

interrelationships between parameters. In these cases, there may be several parameters to 

investigate, meaning that many combinations are possible, consequently leading to a high time 

consumption when conducting experiments. In cases like this, it is possible to use factorial designs, 

where some simplifications are made in order to combine experiments. This leads to some losses in 

the level of detail from the results, but significantly reduces the time needed for experimenting, which 

is why this is a preferable approach when investigating effects on several parameters.  

3.3.2 Simulation validation 
Ensuring the validity of a simulation model is essential, because this is the phase where it is investigated 

if the model is trustworthy or not, determining if the model is reflecting reality to a sufficient extent, 

hence possible to apply when taking decisions. Because of the large amount of parameters that a 

model must include in order to reflect a real system, it is recommended to use several approaches for 

ensuring the validity. Using several validity testing approaches will decrease the risk of overseeing 

potential mistakes and mismatches between the model and the real system.  

According to Banks (1998), validity testing approaches can be divided into four areas, informal, static, 

dynamic, and formal. This study will in general be using informal methods, which are explained below.  
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Face validation is an approach where, according to Banks (1998), members connected to the real 

system are involved, such as process knowledgeable persons, users of the model, and persons with 

experience in the area connected to the modelling. These persons, together with the model developer, 

discuss and give subjective inputs regarding how well the model is reflecting the real system. One 

method in this is to generate and present outputs from the model, and these persons then estimate if 

these are reasonable results, based on their knowledge and experience.  

Another method used in the study is desk checking, which is a type of self-inspection of the model 

during development. It is applied in order to ensure that the model is correct, complete, and 

consistent. This can be made by investigating syntaxes in the model, checking cross-references, 

comparing the model to system documentation and system specifications etc. (Banks, 1998) 

An additional example of an informal approach is reviews. In reviews, persons connected to the 

simulation model, as well as managers, are gathered in order to evaluate the quality of the work 

(Banks, 1998). According to Law (2007), involvement of management is very important in order to 

increase the credibility of the model, which is a subjective level of how “correct” the users perceive 

the model; an important factor in whether the model will be applied in decision makings or not. 

Credibility is for example achieved by getting the managers to understand the model and agree to its 

assumptions, showing validity of the model, and involving managers in the simulation project. These 

reasons describe why reviews are so important, especially the part with including persons from 

management, which is made in order to validate the model and make it applied in the business (Law, 

2007). 

Apart from the informal validity testing approaches described, this study also includes some dynamic 

validity testing approaches. According to Banks (1998), there are several different approaches to take 

regarding dynamic validity testing, which generally ensures that the modelling itself, its data, and its 

transfers of information are handled in a correct manner. One example of this is data interface testing, 

where input and output data are controlled inside the model in order to ensure the correctness of the 

data. This is especially important to use when data are imported from or exported to an external 

source, such as a database.  

Another dynamic method is fault/failure insertion, where faulty data or paths that are not to be used 

are inserted in the model (Banks, 1998). This is to see if the model responds as expected when faulty 

data is used or if modelling entities are behaving odd and taking non-correct paths in the model.  

Lastly, sensitivity analysis is a dynamic validity testing method used in this study. A sensitivity analysis 

is performed in order to see if specific variables and parameters of a process have, if altered, a very 

high impact on the output result. If some parameters are found to be especially sensitive when 

modified, additional measures must be taken on the process in order to ensure that these values are 

specified in a safe range and not reaching values causing instability, otherwise the model should be 

considered invalid. A sensitivity analysis is conducted by systematically changing a variable or 

parameter in a range of interest, observing the consequences of these changes. (Banks, 1998) 
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3.4 Lean production 
According to Langley, et al. (2009, p. 463), Lean Production is defined as: 

“A systematic approach to identifying and eliminating waste through continuous 

improvement by flowing the product at the pull of the customer in pursuit of perfection” 

Lean production is a very well-known concept in manufacturing industries today. Its main purpose is 

to adapt the production according to the customer needs, i.e. the manufacturing should focus on 

actions creating value for the customers and these actions should be executed in the most efficient 

way possible (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007). According to Liker and Meier (2006), Lean production is a 

concept originally coming from the car manufacturer Toyota. It is a concept describing a philosophy or 

mind-set that, together with some specific tools, are used in order to become more customer focused, 

this while still achieve low lead times, high efficiency, and a high quality. The Toyota Production System 

(TPS) is the original framework of Lean production and many still uses this name as a synonym to the 

concept (Liker & Meier, 2006). TPS is often presented graphically in the shape of a house, seen in Figure 

3, in which the different foundations of Lean production are shown.  

 
Figure 3: Toyota Production System house (Liker, 2004) 

Waste is a term that is highly connected to Lean production and many consider that eliminating waste 

is the purpose of the concept (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2007). According to Bicheno and Holweg (2009), this 

is not entirely true; a better description should include value in the purpose description. This value 

refers to the customer value, i.e. the features that the customer is willing to pay for and which 

increases the customer satisfaction. According to Coimbra (2013), it is not only waste that should be 

dealt with and Toyota have a larger concept, the 3Ms, referring to muda, mura, and muri, which all 

three are according to the car manufacturer important to consider. These are Japanese words, where 

muda means “waste”, mura means “variability”, and mudi means “too difficult”. The goal is to 

minimize all three of these, as they do not add any value.  
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The non-value adding activities, or the wastes (muda) in an organization, are according to Liker and 

Meier (2006), divided into eight different categories, which are listed below. One of the main goals of 

Lean production is to eliminate these to the highest extent possible.  

1. Overproduction 

2. Waiting time 

3. Transportation or conveyance 

4. Over-processing or incorrect processing 

5. Excess inventory 

6. Unnecessary movement 

7. Defects 

8. Unused employee creativity 

As mentioned, Lean production is today a well-known and highly used concept worldwide, much 

because of the repeated successes and cost savings made, not only in Toyota, but also in many 

different types of companies around the globe. Womack and Jones (1996), conducted several studies 

on how a larger Lean production implementation affected different companies and their costs during 

a four-year period. The results from the general outcome of the investigated companies and their 

major Lean production implementations show that, in average, the organizations managed to double 

the productivity from labor, while decreasing throughput times and inventories by approximately 90%.  

Several concepts, methodologies, and techniques have derived from Lean production, and in the 

following sub-chapters, the most prominent for this study are explained individually.  

3.4.1 Production levelling 
Levelling the production is one of the most important parts of Lean production. This is applied by 

smoothing the customer demand for a period into one, common demand. This creates a stable 

process, in which idle time, labor, and work in process can be minimized, this due to the smaller 

fluctuations in the production between different weeks (Monden, 2012). If several products are 

manufactured in the same production line, Lean production also suggests smoothing out the span of 

products, meaning that each product type is to be produced at a steady pace. This is also known as 

product mix smoothening. According to Korytkowski, Grimaud, and Dolgui (2014), the conversion of 

an uneven demand into an even, predicable demand is similar to a cyclic planning, where production 

is following the same repetitive pattern. Using this approach is beneficial for both production 

management and planning. The pace, in which each machine in the production line must produce, in 

order to fulfill this smoothened demand, is referred to as takt time. Often, the stations in the line have 

different conditions, meaning that they are capable of producing in different speeds. If the machines 

are sub-optimized and trying to maximize their production, some machines will create excess 

inventories because sub-sequent machines may not be able to keep the pace of the previous ones. 

According to Coimbra (2013), this will be prevented if following a common pace along the entire 

production line, where availability of incoming pieces will be ensured, as well as that over-production 

will be minimized. Because the pace, or takt time, is based on the customer demand, additional final 

inventories are also minimized, which otherwise can occur due to over-production (Segerstedt, 2008). 
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3.4.2 One-piece production 
According to Coimbra (2013) and Black (2008), one emphasized work approach in Lean production is 

to strive towards a one-piece production. This suggests that pieces flow through a line without 

interruptions, meaning that as soon as a piece has been processed in one machine, it moves to the 

next, without waiting for the remaining pieces to be finished. By doing this, inventories inside the 

process are decreased and the lead times are shortened. Although, according to Monden (2012), it is 

not applicable in all types of industries, but even for these cases, many benefits can be gained when 

at least decreasing batch sizes within the production, moving slightly towards a one-piece production 

to the highest extent possible.  

The obstacle in using this, together with achieving a smoothened mix of products, is the setup times 

in the machines. Smaller batches and larges mixes of products means many setups, which is why this 

obstacle must be focused upon and attempted to be reduced, enabling faster changes in the 

production (Monden, 2012).  

3.4.3 Setup time reduction 
Setup time reduction is an important segment in Lean production. According to Shingo (1985), Single 

Minute Exchange of Die (SMED) is a concept for reducing setup times in the production. This has been 

frequently used in Japanese industries for several decades, later been refined by Toyota, and is now a 

spread concept across the globe. It is a central technique in Lean production, this because it facilitates 

the pursuit towards a one-piece flow in the production. It helps achieving product smoothening and a 

one-piece flow, or at least smaller batches. This is because the lower the setup time is, the more often 

products produced in the machines can be switched, i.e. batch sizes can be decreased (Monden, 2012). 

A SMED-project may not be applied in order to decrease batch sizes in production, but the freed 

capacity can be utilized in other ways, such as increasing production (if demand allows), or using the 

additional capacity as a safety cushion for fluctuations in lead time and demand. According to Shingo 

(1985), a SMED-project is divided into three steps, described below: 

1. Separating internal and external setup 

In this step, all activities connected to the setup operation are to be divided into two 

categories, internal and external. Internal activities are connected to actions requiring the 

machine to be shut down in order to perform them. External activities are connected to actions 

that can be made outside of the machine in beforehand, without shutting down the machine. 

2. Converting internal to external setup 

Because the internal activities are causing the machine to stop, attempts should be made to 

convert internal activities to external activities, decreasing the time required for machine 

shutdown.  

3. Streamlining all aspects of the setup operation 

This step is made in order to shorten the total time needed for setups, both internal and 

external. There is always room for improvements, and by investigating and improve individual 

elements of the setup, much time can be saved. 

3.4.4 Supermarkets 

A supermarket is a buffer or inventory that is located within the process. This is used to facilitate the 

flow in the process, ensuring that materials are available in the sub-sequent machine of the 
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supermarket (Coimbra, 2013). In Lean production, there is a high focus on removing unnecessary 

inventory, but a supermarket can be necessary in order to manage a continuous flow. However, 

according to Coimbra (2013), there are some basic rules regarding a supermarket, which differs from 

traditional storages, listed below: 

 Fixed location for every part number 

 Easy-picking of material by keeping it on a ground level 

 Allowing visual management 

 Following First In, First Out rule 

 Using material carriers that facilitate an easy handling and a fast flow, e.g. small containers, 

containers on wheels, and trolleys 

By following these rules, the supermarket becomes an integrated part of the flow, and is an easy 

approach for ensuring material availability without much additional material handling.  

3.5 Inventory management 
According to Jacobs, et al. (2011), the reason behind having inventories is that they enable the 

opportunity for decoupling operations in the manufacturing (see Chapter 3.6), produce at distant 

locations away from the customer, and to anticipate variations in the customer demand. Inventories 

can exist for finished products and well as for non-finished parts within the manufacturing process, 

where the latter often is referred to as work in process (WIP). WIP, or buffers, can be necessary to have 

in front of work centers that require a high level of utilization, ensuring an availability of incoming 

material. Although many advantages are connected to the existence of inventories, they also come 

with high costs. In the following paragraphs, these costs will be described. In addition, the concept of 

safety stock will be described, which is used to handle the variation in demand. (Jacobs, et al., 2011) 

3.5.1 Costs of inventory 
Inventory is an important cost driver for a company to consider and, even if many companies do not 

carefully reflect upon this, it can be one of the largest single expenses in a production line. The tied-up 

capital, i.e. the investment made in keeping an inventory, is perhaps the most visible form of cost 

associated to inventory but there are others as well. According to Jacobs, et al. (2011), it is appropriate 

to divide costs connected to inventory into four categories, as the list below shows. Brief explanations 

are included in this list, for each type of inventory cost.  

 Order preparation costs 

These are costs that occur each time an order is to be released. Order preparation includes 

costs related to issuing paperwork of the order, potential onetime costs for ordering, labor for 

time spent, and transportation. (Jacobs, et al., 2011) 

 Inventory carrying costs 

These are the costs connected for holding inventory, including the cost of capital of the storage 

and its goods. In addition, taxes, insurances, inventory obsolescence or decay, facility costs 

(rent, electricity, heat etc.), operation costs of inventory, and product shelf life limitations are 

also included in inventory carrying costs. The cost of capital is, by itself, an annual cost normally 

amounting to 5-35% of the product’s value, meaning that the total inventory carrying cost can 

easily reach high levels. (Jacobs, et al., 2011) 
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 Shortage and customer service costs 

Shortage and customer service costs occur when an order is delayed and/or cannot be fulfilled 

due to a high demand. It is often more difficult to calculate these costs, compared to the other 

inventory related costs. It can include costs of the work needed to keep track of backlogs, cost 

of goodwill loss, and delay fees. To prevent shortages and to keep a high service level, it is 

possible to store additional goods in the inventory, a so-called safety stock. However, the 

consequence of a safety stock is higher carrying costs, meaning that it is important to find a 

balance between an acceptable service level and the additional carrying cost, generated by 

the safety stock. (Jacobs, et al., 2011) 

 Incremental inventory costs 

These are the variable costs depending on the quantity of the orders, including the actual costs 

for the purchased material, labor costs, and overhead costs directly related to the products. 

The higher the total quantity of products is, the higher these costs are, wherefore the inclusion 

of the word incremental in the name. (Jacobs, et al., 2011) 

One way of controlling the inventory is to use a specific lot sizing strategy. According to Jonsson and 

Mattsson (2009), the Economic Order Quantity is the most common approach, where an optimal lot 

quantity is found by comparing holding costs and setup costs. Other examples of alternative lot sizing 

strategies are estimated order quantity, estimated run-out time, economic run-out time, and Silver-

Meals method. 

3.5.2 Safety stock 
Safety stocks are additional inventories with the main purpose of cushioning the process against 

unexpected supply disruptions or variations in demand (Anupindi, et al., 2014). If high variation exists, 

the safety stock is the main control for the service level achieved by a company, which is the probability 

of delivering the customer demand on time. Consequently, this means that the safety stock is also 

controlling the costs due to shortage or customer service to some extent. According to Jonsson and 

Mattsson (2009), a company can protect itself from variations by using safety stocks, which is 

inventory, or by using safety lead time, which is when production starts in advance of scheduled orders, 

giving an additional time frame for unexpected events.  

If the aim is to decrease the inventory levels in safety stocks, the variations regarding demand and 

supply must be decreased if no other costly consequences are to happen (Anupindi, et al., 2014) 

3.6 Decoupling 
According to Wikner (2014), decoupling is an approach to separate and disconnect a material flow into 

several areas or sub-flows. The reason behind this approach is that it enables for a more focused and 

local process management in the different areas. Inventories are often the key to succeed with a 

decoupling point in a process, which serves as a link between two sub-flows. This is often used in 

processes where several products have similar characteristics up until a certain point in the flow. After 

this point, the products are more customized according to the customer demand, dividing them into 

several sets of characteristics. Having a customer order point, or decoupling point, in a location where 

the products are split into several sets of characteristics have been found highly beneficial in regards 

to process efficiency (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2009).  
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According to Olhager, Selldin, and Wikner (2006), processes with a demand mediation decoupling 

point can be managed in different ways and with significantly different characteristics in the two areas 

connected the decoupling point. For example, this can mean having a more productive and efficient 

approach in the upstream area, and a more customized production according to customer needs in 

the downstream area.  

3.7 Maintenance 
In all processes that consist of machines there will be breakdowns eventually, meaning that 

maintenance is an important aspect to consider when planning and manufacturing products. When 

measuring the efficiency of a process, often Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE) is used as an index for 

evaluation. According to Coimbra (2013), OEE consists of availability, performance, quality aspects. If 

equipment and machines often break down, the availability will be negatively affected and thus the 

OEE as well, which is why management for maintenance is important.  

Maintenance is often divided into three categories, corresponding to the strategy in which the 

maintenance is conducted. These are listed below, together with a short description 

 Preventive maintenance 

According to Smith and Hinchcliffe (2004), preventive maintenance is connected to scheduled 

tasks executed in order to maintain the functionality of operating equipment or systems. 

Benefits are e.g. increased uptime and balanced workload (Mobley, 2002) 

 Corrective maintenance 

According to Mobley (2002), corrective maintenance is applied when actions are needed for 

already failed equipment or systems in order to restore the functionality. It is generally more 

expensive to use corrective maintenance compared to the other alternatives, although it is 

difficult to eliminate the need of corrective actions.  

 Predictive maintenance 

Predictive maintenance is a more continuous approach, where machine conditions are 

monitored over time in order to predetermine when maintenance actions are needed in order 

to keep the functionality, in contrast to preventive maintenance where actions are instead 

scheduled. (Mobley, 2002) 

When discussing maintenance related aspects, such as machine reliability, two terms are often used, 

Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) and Mean Time To Repair (MTTR). These describe the average 

uptime, i.e. the time running until a stoppage occurs, and the downtime, which is the average time for 

stoppages. 

Law and McComas (1986), describe the importance of using correct data for breakdowns when 

applying simulation. Often machine availability is stated as a percentage, e.g. 90% uptime. In Figure 4, 

a comparison between two simulation results is shown, one simulation including breakdowns and one 

that does not. When breakdowns are included, the MTBF is set to 540 minutes and the MTTR is set to 

60 minutes, which corresponds to an arbitrary setting for a 90% uptime. When excluding breakdowns, 

the cycle time is reduced with 10%, to correspond to the lack of maintenance aspect. The run lengths 

for both simulations are set to 160 hours, with five replications each. All values in the table are stated 

in minutes.  
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Figure 4: Comparison of simulations with and without breakdowns (Law & McComas, 1986) 

It is seen that, while throughputs are similar between the two experiments, the lead times and the 

maximum queues are significantly increased when including breakdowns in the simulation. This is an 

important aspect to consider when using a simulation model for a production line (Law & McComas, 

1986). 

3.8 Priority sequencing 
As all production orders cannot be executed simultaneously in a shop floor, a sequence to produce in 

must be established. Whether this sequencing is made manually or by computer software, it is always 

based on one or more priority planning rules (Olhager, 2000). According to Jonsson and Mattson 

(2009), there are two types of priority planning rules, general priority rules and scheduling-based 

priority rules. Some of the, according to Jonsson and Mattsson (2009), most common priority rules are 

listed and briefly described below: 

 Shortest operation time rule 

This is a general priority planning rule that means that orders with the shortest operation time 

are given a high priority. This leads to that the average throughput time and tied-up capital are 

minimized. Although, it could also lead to long waiting times in the end of the process, due to 

the quick throughput, or that orders with long operation time will have to wait at the process 

beginning, risking a late delivery. Because of these issues, this rule is often combined with a 

maximum waiting rule in order to decrease these problems. 

 Highest number of remaining operations first 

This general rule suggests that the products being latest, according to the schedule, are to be 

produced first. This rule facilitates in achieving a high delivery precision, although sometimes 

at the cost of throughput time and tied-up capital.  

 First in, first out 

This is one of the most used general priority rules for manufacturing cells or process lines. The 

rule states that orders with the earliest arrival time are to be processed first. This is often 

abbreviated as FIFO.  

 Largest order value first 

This general rule, prioritizing orders with high values, keeps down the costs of tied-up capital. 

 Earliest finished time first 

This is a scheduling-based priority rule that suggests starting with orders that have the earliest 

finishing date. This prioritizes delivery precision and can be used both for orders’ final due 

dates as well as individual operations’ due dates. 
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 Earliest start time first 

Similar to the last scheduling-based priority rule, this prioritizes based on time, but instead the 

starting time of the order. The earliest starting date is processed first, and this can be applied 

for starting times regarding both the entire order as well as for individual operations.  

3.9 Synchronized production 
Synchronized production means a stricter connection between inventories and production steps. This 

can be applied for a single production line or an entire supply chain. Olhager (2000) describes how this 

synchronization works, and from his reasoning, a graphical explanation has been created, presented 

in Figure 5.   

 
Figure 5: Synchronized production (derived from reasoning by Olhager (2000)) 

In Figure 5, it can be seen that A is a demand and P is a production rate. If A is less than P, a storage or 

queue is inevitable if production is continued. A common approach is to deliver a certain quantity (Q) 

in one single batch, which is the demand for one cycle. If instead producing at the same time as the 

demand is consuming incoming products, it is seen that the peaks of inventory is lowered. Connecting 

the production to the demand of the subsequent step is called production synchronizing, and is an 

approach that can decrease inventories in processes or supply chains. Although, it may require more 

process control in order to handle this synchronization. 
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4. Conceptual model 
In this chapter, the essential information required in order to develop a high qualitative simulation 

model is presented. This includes information regarding the process, its constraints, customer demand, 

and material routes. A description of the fuel injector project is also included in order to increase the 

understanding of the process and the company. In addition, delimitations required in order to complete 

the conceptual model are also presented in this chapter. 

4.1 Fuel injector project 
The fuel injector project is the latest active project at the Gnutti Carlo factory in Alvesta. The company 

and the customer, which is a large supplier of parts for diesel engines in trucks and construction 

vehicles, have together agreed upon a multiple year contract, where Gnutti Carlo Sweden in Alvesta is 

responsible for supplying fuel injectors of different types. Eight different product types are to be 

produced, which will be named Product A-H in the study instead of their actual designations, this due 

to confidentiality reasons. 

This project was first initiated in December 2013 and have been continuously developed since then 

and is becoming more specific as time gone by. The deadline of the project is in December 2015, which 

means that the first products are to be delivered to the customer in the beginning of 2016. First, the 

production will be initiated on a lower scale, continuously increasing, and at last reaching a full 

production at the start of 2018 (Gnutti Carlo internal documents, 2015).  

4.2 Process description 
The production process consists of a line with six operations, excluding the quality control stations and 

the packing of products. The first two stations, including the turning operation and the milling and 

drilling operation, consist of parallel machines, while the remaining stations only consist of one 

machine each that processes the parts moving through the flow. In Figure 6, a process map is 

presented, giving an overview of the production flow, including its machines and activities. Brief 

descriptions for each step are presented below the graphical map.  
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Figure 6: Process map of fuel injector process 
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 Incoming Material 

The first part of the process is the incoming material. This consists of pallets with bar material, 

which are placed in an inventory nearby the first work station. The bar material inventory is 

refilled properly in order to ensure an availability of material in the turning station (see Chapter 

1.3). 

 

1. Turning Station Machine 1-2 

The two parallel lathes are similar in design and purpose, with the difference of which products 

they are able to process. The turning process consists of two tempos, where each tempo 

handles one piece each simultaneously, i.e. two pieces are being processed at once. Due to 

this flow, the throughput of pieces in the machine will depend on the process time of the 

slower of the two tempos, which in this case is the second tempo. This cycle time is used later 

in the study.  

 

2. Milling and Drilling Station Machine 1-6 

The milling and drilling station consists of six parallel machines, which, as the turning station, 

are quite similar but are certified for different products. Each milling and drilling machine is 

able to process a batch of eight pieces simultaneously in every machine cycle. The parts are 

mounted on smaller palettes, which one by one are loaded into the machine when ready for 

processing. The machine is able to hold up to eight of these palettes simultaneously, including 

both palettes with finished products as well as products waiting to be processed. In order for 

the products to be firmly mounted onto the palettes, a part carrier must be assembled on each 

product. This part carrier is also to be removed after the milling and drilling process, meaning 

that this process consists of three steps, which is illustrated in Figure 7. 

 

Milling and 

Drilling

Assemble 
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Disassemble 

products from 
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Figure 7: Milling and drilling station steps 

3. High Pressure De-burring Station 

After the milling and drilling procedure, the parts are to be de-burred. This is done using a 

technique where the products are processed using a high-pressure beam, which creates a de-

burring of the edges on the pieces. This machine also washes the machines to some extent 

because of the high-pressure beams, removing some of the metal chips and debris. 

 

4. Washing Station 

After the first three operations, the parts are further washed in a washing machine, this in 

order to ensure a cleanliness of the parts by entirely removing remaining metal chips and 

debris; a requirement in the following stations.  

 

5. Mid-process Quality Inspection 

After the washing, all products are inspected to ensure that the quality requirements are 

fulfilled after the first four operations. This is a complete quality control, meaning that 100% 

of the parts are inspected individually using a microscope. This is conducted because the 
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tolerance levels are very small and deviations in the process must be discovered as soon as 

possible in order to take proper actions for recovering the process stability to a normal state.  

 

6. Electro Chemical De-burring Station 

In this station, the inside of the product is de-burred using a technique where a tank is filled 

with a chemical substance, creating a certain set of physical properties. Then, the product is 

connected to an electrical current, which together with the chemical substance enables a de-

burring process.   

 

7. Coating Work Station 

In this station, a protective layer is applied on the parts. It is of high importance that this 

operation is performed within a few minutes after the previous operation, the electro chemical 

de-burring. This short time span is necessary because the electro chemical de-burring makes 

the products vulnerable for corrosion, which the coating prevents.  

 

8. Final Quality Inspection 

Another quality inspection is performed on the finished fuel injectors after the coating is 

complete. As before, this inspection is made with microscope on 100% of the products, this 

due to the high quality requirements. This is the final control before the products is sent to the 

customer, meaning that it is an important step for ensuring a high customer satisfaction. 

 

9. Packing Station  

The finished fuel injectors are packed in boxes of 40 and then stacked on a larger pallet, 

capable of carrying 16 of these boxes. This means that pallets containing 640 pieces are 

transported to the customer. Mixing of product types on the pallets is not allowed because 

each pallet must contain only one type of products when shipped.  

 

 Final Storage 

When packed according to the requirements, the pallet is stored in a final inventory until 

shipped to the customer.  

4.3 Process constraints 
The process has, as all processes, a few constraints that will have a large impact in how the process 

behaves and how it should be designed, both physically and logically. In Figure 8, the process map is 

once more shown, this time with locations of the constraints detected. Descriptions for each constraint 

are presented below the process map.  
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Figure 8: Process map with constraints 

4.3.1 Constraint 1: Demand from customer 
The demand from the customer can be seen as a constraint, this because additional production should 

not be executed, even if there is available capacity left when the demand has been produced. The 

customer for the fuel injectors is the only customer for this process and it is not possible to add other 

customers, which would otherwise create an opportunity for further production. This is due to the 

deep process customization according to the customer’s specifications, making it impossible to adapt 

the process to other customers. However, the customer demand has been decided according to the 

capacity stated by Gnutti Carlo. This means that the demand can be increased if the capacity allows it, 

although this is a decision taken after a longer period and nothing that change quickly. This means that 

the demand can be considered as a constraint on a short-term perspective, but not from a long-term 

perspective. 

In addition, there is a high probability that the customer demand will vary over time, a variation that 

is not currently known. This means that some measures must be taken to handle this variation and still 

keep a stable process. 

4.3.2 Constraint 2: Milling and drilling station 
The milling and drilling station is considered as the major constraint in the process. This depends mainly 

on two reasons, where the first reason is that these are the machines with the longest operation times 

in the process. This means that a high utilization, minimizing waiting- and down times, is pursued. 

Secondly, it is not possible to process every product type in all machines, because this will require 

individual certifications from the customer, for each product and each machine that are wished to 

combine. These certifications are very timely to obtain, taking as long as six months, including 

production and shipping of several prototypes that have to be approved by the customer. It is currently 

not in Gnutti Carlo’s interest to certify products for more machines due to this reason. Because of this 

dilemma, the turning stations must provide all milling and drilling stations with several types of 

products, simultaneously, in order to prevent stoppages due to material starvation.  
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4.3.3 Constraint 3: Coating availability requirement 
The third constraint is connected to the electro chemical de-burring machine and the coating machine. 

This is based on that the process of electro chemical de-burring is making the material extremely 

vulnerable to corrosion. In order to prevent the parts of receiving corrosive damages, they must be 

processed in the coating machine to obtain a protective layer, this within a few minutes after the de-

burring process. In order to achieve this, it is important that the coating machine is always available 

for parts finished in the de-burring station, i.e. no queues are allowed in front of the coating station. 

The electro chemical de-burring machine has in addition a quite long setup time between some 

product types, meaning that proper batch sizes must be determined to keep an efficient flow.  

4.3.4 Constraint consequences 
Due to these constraints, a decision has been taken considering the placement of two supermarkets 

inside the process. The first is located in front of the milling and drilling station, and the purpose for 

this will be to serve the machines with different products in order to prevent waiting times due to 

starvation. However, this supermarket size should be controlled in order to keep the inventory costs 

as low as possible. Currently, no specific holding costs are defined in the factory. If only using the 

product value for calculating costs, the most cost-effective storage size is rather high. Although, smaller 

inventories mean more available space, which is a factor that the company highly values, and this is 

very hard to quantify and use together with existing inventory and lot sizing methods.  

The second supermarket is located prior to the electro chemical de-burring station. This inventory has 

several roles, where the most significant is to handle the fluctuations in customer demand. Because 

no variations are currently known, it is difficult to determine a proper safety stock needed for this. An 

alternative position would be to locate a safety stock in the final storage as well, but due to the 

additional costs this brings in the booking, this is not found suitable. In addition, it is located after the 

mid-process quality control, meaning that all pieces in the supermarket fulfills the requirements, which 

is appropriate when entrusting this as a safety stock for the customer demand.  

The supermarket also holds products in order to be able to use proper batch sizes for the electro 

chemical de-burring stations, which will facilitate the flow and ensure an availability of the coating 

station, preventing the products to be affected by corrosion.  

In Figure 9, the locations for the supermarkets are shown on the process map, marked as red lines.  
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Figure 9: Process supermarket locations 
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4.4 Conceptual model delimitations 
Because of the planned supermarkets and the process configuration, it is possible to divide the process 

in different areas or sub-flows, which can be handled and investigated separately (Olhager, Selldin & 

Wikner, 2006); (Wikner, 2014). The reason for this is due to the in-process storages, mainly the last 

supermarket, giving the opportunity of decoupling the process flow. This supermarket is decided to 

handle the fluctuations of customer demand, as well as ensuring an availability of products for the 

electro chemical de-burring station to process. Because of the variation needed in production for 

handling specific customer demand, it is appropriate to form this supermarket and the following 

production stations into one area. Here, the production can be customized in order to fulfill specific 

customer requirements that may vary over time. However, it is not necessary that the remaining 

process stations follow this, potentially varying, production strategy. Levelled production has been 

proven an efficient approach for creating stable production flows, but this strategy must be used 

together with a buffer that can handle the fluctuations in demand (Korytkowski, Grimaud & Dolgui, 

2014). When having a supermarket that also protects against fluctuations, it is possible to use levelling, 

or takt, prior to the supermarket and a more customized production past it, handling the supermarket 

as a decoupling point in the process (see Chapter 3.6). At this point, it is not possible to determine a 

suitable final supermarket size, because no information regarding demand variation is available; only 

the annual demand has been stated. This annual demand is possible to break down into a takted 

schedule, creating a stable production flow, which is beneficial according to the Lean philosophy 

(Monden, 2012).  

Now two areas are present, but it is possible to divide the area before the final supermarket further, 

into two different sections. The first section starts at the incoming material and ends after the milling 

and drilling station. The reason for this division is that the stations after the milling and drilling station 

only consist of one machine each, while the milling and drilling station consists of six parallel machines. 

By having six machines feed one machine with several types of products, it is not certain that similar 

batch sizes along the entire flow are the most efficient approach. After the milling and drilling station, 

queues are inevitable due to the variation of products coming out, which are to be processed in the 

high pressure de-burring (HPDB) station. Batch sizes in the milling and drilling station are the entire 

weekly demand, this due to its constraining nature. According to Theory of Constraints (see Chapter 

3.2), this station should be active to the highest extent possible. If this batch size is to be processed in 

the HPDB machine as well, it means that this station must wait a quite long time, which is until the 

entire batch is finished, before initiating the next product type. By splitting the weekly demand into 

smaller batches, it is possible to take portions of what is available, and in that way decrease the queue 

successively. Due to this, starting at the HPDB station and ending at the final supermarket, a new 

section can be defined. 

Using a weekly demand as the largest batch size is a delimitation made together with persons from 

the company, knowing the process and having experience with the customer that the products are 

provided for. The decision of maximizing batches to one weekly demand, and not more, was based on 

that the customer demand variation is not known at this point, and using this strategy will be a 

precaution for that the study will correspond to a situation that is flexible against quick changes in 

demand, which is currently considered as probable. 
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This means that, from incoming material up until the start of the HPDB station, one single area can be 

defined, which can be investigated separately and customized according to its needs. Due to the 

process size and complexity, it has been chosen to delimit the scope of the study, and focus the work 

on the area in most need of investigation in order to solve the problem and answer the research 

questions. Of the constraints presented, the most severe is considered the constraint connected to the 

milling and drilling station, where waiting times should be minimized in order to keep the constraining 

machines running. The waiting time will be controlled using the supermarket in front of the milling and 

drilling station, but while minimizing the waiting times, this inventory should be kept as low as possible 

in order to maintain a proper cost-efficiency (see Chapter 3.5.1). 

To summarize, the delimitations made in order to make the study possible during the planned time 

frame and to be able to answer the study questions is to investigate only the area covering the first 

two process stations, i.e. from incoming material to the front of the HPDB station. The production will 

be executed with a takted production schedule, which is the annual demand, based on the S&OP, 

divided by the available weeks. The milling and drilling station will have batch sizes corresponding to 

the entire weekly demand in order to keep the machines activated to the highest extent possible, this 

due to its constraining position in the process (see Chapter 3.2). The supermarket and the production 

approach used in the turning station will be the focus in this simulation study. The initial plan from 

Gnutti Carlo is to produce entire weekly batches in the turning station as well, but this is altered in the 

experiments in order to find potential benefits from using different batching strategies in the two 

stations. In Figure 10, the areas are shown on the process map and Area 1 is, as mentioned, the area 

in focus for this study. 

 

Figure 10: Process divided into decoupled areas 

4.5 Cycle- and setup times 
Data regarding cycle times and setup times has been given for the activities in the first two operations, 

the turning operation and the milling and drilling operation. Apart from the actual processing in the 

milling and drilling operation, two additional activities are present, the assembly and disassembly of a 
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part carrier, needed for fix the products when processed in the machines. The cycle times given are 

average values that have been generated through testing by process personnel, considering the 

production time for each unit. Setup times for the machines occur each time the product type is 

changed. This is considering the entire stoppage, from shutting down the machine until the next 

product is running stable, i.e. after start-up and after potential initial quality testing of products. In 

Table 3, this cycle time data for all product types is presented, together with the setup time for the 

two stations. 

Table 3: Cycle- and setup times for all products (Gnutti Carlo internal documents, 2015) 

 

4.6 Machine availability 
Due to this stage of the fuel injector project, sufficient data regarding machine availability and 

probability distributions for breakdowns and repairs is not currently available. This is because there 

has not been enough time to test the machines in a real production environment on the shop floor. 

The only available data considering the machines comes from the machine manufacturers, which 

states that both the lathes and the milling and drilling machines can expect an up-time rate of 98% 

(Gnutti Carlo internal documents, 2015). However, this data should be further tested before using it at 

a trustworthy source for decisions including maintenance aspects, because many other parameters 

that are not currently known could further affect the true machine availability.  

4.7 Process variation 
No process variation is currently known because there has been insufficient time for testing, this due 

to the current stage of the project, where no real production has yet been initiated. This can affect the 

results because, when including stochastic parameters, the process behavior may be very different. To 

compensate for the lack of variation data, a sensitivity analysis (see Chapter 3.3.2) will be conducted, 

where different arbitrary values for cycle time variation are included, this in order to see the potential 

impact a non-stable process would have on the results.  

4.8 Production volumes 
Planned volumes for the fuel injectors have been defined in a S&OP, established together with the 

customer, for the nearest upcoming years. At process initiation in the beginning of 2016, the 

production will start at a lower scale, gradually increasing, until full production is reached at the 

beginning of 2018 (Gnutti Carlo internal documents, 2015). The full production will be the focus for 

this study because this state will have most impact on the areas considering this research.  

Turning Assembly carrier Milling + Drilling Disassembly carrier

Setup time 60 min - 60 min -

Product A 59 s 15 s 193 s 15 s

Product B 58,25 s 15 s 185 s 15 s

Product C 60 s 15 s 221 s 15 s

Product D 59,4 s 15 s 221 s 15 s

Product E 61,05 s 15 s 200 s 15 s

Product F 59,55 s 15 s 201 s 15 s

Product G 59,5 s 15 s 207 s 15 s

Product H 61 s 15 s 211 s 15 s
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The annual demand of the different product types can be seen in Table 4. 

Table 4: Annual demand of products (Gnutti Carlo internal documents, 2015) 

 

As the demand variation is not currently known, a stable demand is assumed. This means that a takted 

production schedule can be used on a weekly basis, wherefore the annual demand for each product 

must be divided into the number of available production weeks, which in this case is set to 46 weeks.  

The carrying boxes used within the production are similar to the ones that are sent to the customer, 

having the same capacity of 40 pieces. This is decided to be the smallest amount possible to produce 

in one cycle, meaning that the production volumes will be stated in multiples of 40. 

In addition, there will also be scrap in the production due to quality deformities, both planned from 

testing as well as unexpected from process deviations. This has to be considered in the produced 

volumes, meaning that the expected amount of scrapped goods is to be added to the demand in order 

to offset this loss.  

In Table 5, the production volumes that are used in the study are presented, including the 

aforementioned aspects, together with some additional information. The bottom bolded field, 

Takt/week, is considering the weekly volumes that the simulation model will follow.  

Table 5: Volume data and weekly production 

 

4.9 Material routes and sequences 
In the first two operations, the eight products have been designated to one or two machines in each 

station. The reason that not all machines can be used for all types of products is that before a product 

is approved for processing in a certain machine, a time consuming procedure of testing and sending 

prototypes to the customer must be executed. Due to this, it has been decided not to perform 

Product type Annual demand

Product A 60585

Product B 105722

Product C 76387

Product D 29901

Product E 33208

Product F 134547

Product G 30272

Product H 14275

Total 484897

Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H

Demand 2018 60585 105722 76387 29901 33208 134547 30272 14275

Scrap rate 0,03 0,03 0,03 0,03 0,03 0,03 0,03 0,03

Scrap amount 1818 3172 2292 897 996 4036 908 428

Annual production 62403 108894 78679 30798 34204 138583 31180 14703

Weeks per year 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46

Weekly production 1357 2367 1710 670 744 3013 678 320

Pallet size 640 640 640 640 640 640 640 640

No of pallets/year 98 170 123 48 53 217 49 23

No of pallets/week 2,1304 3,6957 2,6739 1,0435 1,1522 4,7174 1,0652 0,5

Takt/week (mult. 40) 1360 2360 1720 680 760 3000 680 320
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additional certifications, but instead keep the number of approved machines for each product type as 

low as possible. In cases where two parallel machines are approved for the same product type, the 

reason is that this is necessary in order to fulfill the volume demand, i.e. the demand excess the 

maximum capacity of one machine. When several products are produced in the same machine, the 

general rule is to prioritize the products with the highest volume (Gnutti Carlo internal documents, 

2015).  

In Table 6, an overview is presented, describing which machines that each product type is approved in 

for the first two operations.  

Table 6: Approved machines for each product type 

 

Table 7 and Table 8 present how the volumes of the eight products are divided among the machines 

in the turning station and the milling and drilling station. This division is an attempt of balancing the 

capacity utilization to the highest extent possible.   

Table 7: Turning station detailed weekly production 

 

Table 8: Milling and drilling station detailed weekly production 

 

Product ID Lathe no. Mill + Drill no.

A 1 1

B 1 1 & 2

C 1 3

D 2 4

E 2 4

F 2 5 & 6

G 2 5

H 2 4

Lathe 1 Lathe 2

Product A 1360

Product B 2360

Product C 1720

Product D 680

Product E 760

Product F 3000

Product G 680

Product H 320

Total 5440 5440

Mill + Drill 1 Mill + Drill 2 Mill + Drill 3 Mill + Drill 4 Mill + Drill 5 Mill + Drill 6

Product A 1360

Product B 440 1920

Product C 1720

Product D 680

Product E 760

Product F 1120 1880

Product G 680

Product H 320

Total 1800 1920 1720 1760 1800 1880
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As mentioned, the general sequencing rule is to prioritize the products with the highest volumes. This 

is based on that these products stand for the major part of the process turnover, leading to the priority 

of ensuring these deliveries in time. The production follows a FIFO sequence on a product type level, 

meaning that also potential batches are to be divided according to FIFO. (See Chapter 3.8) 

4.10 Conceptual model summary 
In order to get a better understanding of the important aspects considering the conceptual model, 

which are to be used in the simulation model, these are listed below as brief descriptions: 

 Eight different product types, named Product A-H. 

 Different constraints lead to the insertion of supermarkets in the process. 

 Study is focusing on Area 1, which is a division of the process, made possible due to decoupling 

points. 

 Utilization in milling and drilling station is pursued to be maximized, this due to its constraining 

nature. 

 Difficult to quantify the value of inventory space, which is one reason for applying simulation. 

 Takted production schedule based on S&OP of 2018, which is when full production is initiated. 

 Using the given data for setup- and processing times, volumes, and routing. 

 Largest volumes prioritized in mill and drill, following a FIFO sequence on product type level. 

 No variation data is given, which is compensated by the conduction of a sensitivity analysis. 

 No detailed maintenance data is given, only expected availability from the machine 

manufacturers. 

 The main goal is to minimize the inventory required in the first supermarket, this while still 

achieve minimum waiting times in the milling and drilling station. 

 The study will cover the test of several batching strategies in the turning station in order to see 

how the process is affected when decreasing batch sizes in different ways. 

This conceptual model is the foundation for the simulation model created and the experiments 

conducted.  
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5. Simulation model 
The development of the simulation model is described in this chapter, presenting its different sections 

and sub-processes. How data is inserted in the model, as well as how data is obtained from 

measurements, are also described. In addition, a description of how the validation of the model is 

ensured is included in this chapter.  

5.1 Modelling introduction 
Following the findings from the conceptual model, a simulation model is developed. This is applied in 

order to identify the behavior of the process, including how different parameters affect the process 

and its outputs. Because of the difficulties in defining a proper value for inventory space that will 

prevent starvation, together with the high process complexity, a simulation approach is considered the 

best solution in order to fulfill the study purpose and answer the research questions. Due to the 

complexity of the process, the model is divided into several sections, or sub-processes, which is helpful 

in order to get an overview and understanding of the model. 

Upcoming headings will cover the development of each of these sub-processes or sections. These will 

give a thorough explanation of how the model behaves, as well as present examples of parameters 

and variables that are active in the different sections. The first section is a general overview of the 

model, called main model, and is covering the main activities, as well as the incoming and outgoing 

material. In addition, the handling of input data is included in this section, both the internal data from 

the modelling software itself, as well as the data transferred from an external spreadsheet. The second 

section is the turning station and this is a sub-process of the main process and includes the two lathes. 

The third section is the milling and drilling station and includes the six milling and drilling machines, as 

well as the supermarket in front of this station. This is also a sub-model derived from the main model.  

5.2 Main model and input data 
The main model is, as mentioned above, an overview of the main process activities included and is also 

covering the handling of incoming and outgoing material, as well as the transfer of starting conditions 

to the different entities, this from both internal and external data. In Figure 11, a screenshot of the 

entire main model view is seen.  
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Figure 11: Overview of main model 

As seen, the overview is quite wide and it is difficult to get a full understanding from it, but it gives a 

good first perception of the general layout. In general, the boxes in the left field of the screen 

corresponds to the incoming material and the right field is handling the division of outgoing material, 

both fields according to which product type that is currently moving, a total of eight different product 

types. The link between the left and the right side of the model includes the basic data assignment to 

the entities and the two sub-processes, the turning station and the milling and drilling station. In order 

to improve the understanding, the main parts of these sections will be explained separately in different 

sub-chapters below.  

5.2.1 Incoming material 
The incoming material to the process, which is the starting point of the model, is made of eight create 

blocks, one for each product type in the process line. Each create block is connected to an assign block, 

which gives each incoming entity a common ID number, used for identifying which product type the 

different entities is linked to. This is one of the most commonly used information in the model, this 

because the ID is used as a position in many variable matrices. Using this approach gives an opportunity 

for simplifying the fetching of process data from the external spreadsheet. In Figure 12, the create 

blocks are shown within the red rectangle of the screenshot. 
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Figure 12: Main model create blocks 

An enlarged view of the blocks containing the incoming material, as well as the blocks assigning the 

product type ID number is seen in Figure 13. 

 
Figure 13: Main model incoming material 

In order to create the correct amounts of entities for each product type, data regarding volumes is 

obtained using variables, which in turn is set using an import from an external spreadsheet at initiation 
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of each simulation run. An example of how the create blocks are configured is shown in Figure 14, 

where the data window for Incoming Product A is presented. Here it can be seen that once every week, 

i.e. once every 168 hours, a batch of a certain volume, which is obtained from a position in a variable 

matrix, is created and pushed into the model. This data window is similar in all create blocks, but with 

different positions in the variable matrix, this in order to get the data corresponding to the correct 

product type.  

 
Figure 14: Main model create block settings 

The variable matrix is obtained originally from an external spreadsheet and this data is contained in a 

single-row table, presented in Table 9. More information of how data is obtained is described in 

Chapter 5.2.2. 

Table 9: Incoming material matrix 

 

5.2.2 Input data 
In order to make the model adaptable and easy to adjust for different scenarios and situations, a 

spreadsheet file was created using Microsoft Excel, containing most of the data used in the model. This 

data consists of cycle times, setup times, sequencing, number of setups, volumes etc. The spreadsheet 

is divided into several named ranges, according to which group the values belong. These ranges are 

the data imported into the simulation software, followed by a conversion into variable arrays. By 

obtaining data externally and using variables to handle the data in the different activities, or assigning 

attributes to the entities, it is possible to change entire scenarios by just changing the spreadsheet 

data fields once, instead of changing data in single blocks of the simulation model. By using this 

approach, the time consumption needed during model changes, as well as the risk for input mistakes, 

are minimized. The spreadsheet is used for several parts in the model and not only for the basic data 

input in the main model view. More information of the use of the spreadsheet data will be further 

explained in the upcoming chapters describing the areas where the data is used.  

A screenshot of the assign input data block in the main model can be seen in Figure 15. In this, it is 

seen which attributes that are set, and from which positions in the variable matrixes this data is taken 

from. Some of the attributes assigned handles data that are not currently used in the model, e.g. cycle 

Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H

Takt/week (mult. 40) 1360 2360 1720 680 760 3000 680 320
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time for operations outside the study scope. This data does not interfere with the model and are 

helpful if the model is to be extended in the future, wherefore it has been chosen not to remove this. 

 
Figure 15: Main model basic data attributes 

5.2.3 Sub-processes 
After assigning the basic data for each incoming entity, the entities are moved through the activities in 

the production line, where the actual processing of products takes place. There is a high complexity 

and large size of the modelling for these process steps, wherefore a decision was taken to create these 

inside of sub-processes in the simulation software, this in order to give the model a better overview 

and make it easier to understand. The two sub-processes, the Turning station and the Milling and 

drilling station, are further explained in separate sub-chapters (see Chapter 5.3 and Chapter 5.4).  

5.2.4 Outgoing material and data measurement 
When the entities or products have been processed in the milling and drilling station, the model is 

reaching its end. Although, some measurements are made at this stage and the modelling for this is 

placed in Main model. In Figure 16, a screenshot of the entire division of entities and the measuring 

blocks before exiting the model are seen.  
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Figure 16: Overview of outgoing material data measurement 

All entities pass through a decide block (first block to the left in Figure 16), in which an if-statement is 

set that sends the entities in different directions depending on which product type ID they belong to. 

The set of modelling blocks connected to a specific product type is similar between the different 

product types. First, the incoming entities are checked if they have been assigned as scrap during the 

run. If true, these are moved through a counter and disposed from the model, without further data 

collection. If not scrap, the entities are moved through blocks that count, assign, and transfer output 

data, such as lead times, time stamps, and approved amounts.  

5.3 Turning station 
When the basic input data have been assigned to the entities after creation, all products are moved 

into the sub-model Turning Station. This station consists of two lathes, which is the first operation in 

the process line. In Figure 17, a screenshot of the entire sub-model is shown.  
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Figure 17: Turning station overview 

It is difficult to get an understanding from the figure itself, wherefore different areas of the sub-model 

are further explained in following sub-chapters. 

5.3.1 Batching 
The first box that all incoming entities pass through is handling the batching of the products, which is 

a sub-process itself. In Figure 18, a screenshot of this batching sub-process is presented. Here it is seen 

that all products first are divided, which is done according to product type. By using counters and 

variables taken from the data input spreadsheet, each product type’s weekly volume is divided into 

batches according to the specifications made in the spreadsheet. When divided, each batch is assigned 

to a number, which is used for identification and controlling in the upcoming steps of the turning 

station.  

 
Figure 18: Batching sub-process overview 
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5.3.2 Turning processing lines 
When the batches have been assigned, the products are moved into one of two lines, which 

correspond to the two lathes in the station. The choice of lathe to use for the different product types 

is specified in the input data. This input data is in turn based on the data describing the certified 

machines for each product type. In Figure 19, a screenshot of the lines corresponding to the activities 

connected to the two lathes are shown. 

 
Figure 19: Lathe lines in turning station 

In these, activities such as setup, scrap management, lead time measurement initiation, and counting 

are present, apart from the actual turning activity.  

5.3.3 Measuring and controllers 
Additional controls of the model include the handling of when to start and stop producing, as well as 

when to switch between batches. In Figure 20, the turning station sub-model is once more shown, this 

time with the areas having most control regarding these aspects highlighted. 

 
Figure 20: Turning station measuring and controlling areas 

The highlighted area to the right is enlarged in Figure 21, showing how the switch between batches 

occurs. All entities pass through a decide-box, which sends each entity in a direction depending on a 

counter value. This controls whether the demand, which is stated in the input data, is reached or if the 

production is to continue. If reached, the entity is moved through a box that is changing a variable, 

which releases a hold-box before the lathes and thus initiates the next batch in line. For the last piece 
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of the last batch of the week, no release signal is sent, but instead the machine is locked for the rest 

of the week. However, there is an exception for this if there is a delay in production, i.e. if the demand 

has not been reached during the week it was planned for. If this happens, it does not lock down the 

machine, but instead signals a release for the next batch in line.  

 
Figure 21: End of batch controlling area in turning station 

In Figure 22, the control of the production initiation at week start is shown. Directly after the batching 

has been conducted at week start, a signal is created and sent through a decide-box that checks the 

state of the two lathes. If earlier week’s demand has been reached, the machines should be locked 

down, according the previously explained control. In this scenario, the signal created goes through a 

box that releases both of the machines, initiating the production of the first batch in line. If one or both 

machines have been delayed previous week and still producing the last week’s demand, no release 

signal is sent for the delayed machine/s and this is instead handled by the control shown in Figure 21. 

 
Figure 22: Controlling area for week start in turning station 

5.4 Milling and drilling station 
The milling and drilling station is the most complex part of the model, this due to that six machines are 

present here and there is much routing and sequencing parameters to consider in this section. In 

addition, the supermarket is located in this sub-model, creating another layer of complexity. In Figure 

23, a screenshot of the entire sub-model is presented. It is difficult to understand the model from this 

graphical view, wherefore parts of the sub-model will be described separately below.  
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Figure 23: Overview of the milling and drilling station 

5.4.1 Supermarket 
Incoming material, i.e. material finished in the turning station, are moved into the supermarket 

section, which is located before the milling and drilling processing steps. The supermarket area in the 

model is seen in Figure 24. 

 
Figure 24: Supermarket overview 

First, a decide block is dividing the incoming entities according to which product type they belong to. 

All products are from there put in a hold-box, stopping them from moving forward in the model, this 

until a set if-statement returns a true value. In Figure 25, an example of the settings for the hold-box 

is seen, which in this case is connected to Product A.  
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Figure 25: Supermarket Product A settings 

As seen, the hold-box releases the entities when two conditions are fulfilled. The first condition is 

fulfilled when the variable prod_type_to_proc_mill1 equals 1, which is corresponding to the situation 

when the first milling and drilling station is supposed to produce Product A’s. The second condition is 

fulfilled when the variable mill1_locked equals zero, which is met as long as the total weekly demand 

of the first milling and drilling station has not yet been produced.  

Two of the product types are possible to process in two separate milling and drilling machines, and in 

order to control the hold-boxes for these types, a more complex if-statement is needed. One example 

of these situations is seen in the hold-box for Product B, which is a type that can be processed in both 

the first and the second milling and drilling machine. In Figure 26, the setting for the supermarket hold-

box for Product B is seen, where the full text is shown in the bottom black bar, which is enlarged in 

Figure 27. 

 
Figure 26: Supermarket Product B settings 

 
Figure 27: Supermarket Product B detailed condition 
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These hold-boxes, and especially their conditions that must be fulfilled, creates a situation similar to a 

synchronized production (see Chapter 3.9) in the milling and drilling station. The production is active 

at the same time as the inventory is refilled, leading to a smaller inventory needed. The most complex 

part of this synchronization is that three milling and drilling machines at a time are to be fed from each 

lathe, meaning that the synchronization only occurs for one milling and drilling machine at a time. 

When to change product in the turning station, initiating a new synchronization with the next milling 

and drilling machine, is quite difficult to determine. This is when the inventory has reached a level that 

will suffice until the next production cycle of turned parts for that specific product starts. This is one of 

the strengths with using a simulation model for this, which facilitates this determination that would 

otherwise be very difficult to calculate analytically, especially when investigating several situations and 

scenarios.  

In order to handle the initial size of the supermarket, a set of create-boxes are connected to the 

supermarket, shown in Figure 28. The values set in these will be the storage size at the beginning of 

the week, and this size is the inventory level the turning machines attempt to refill before the end of 

the week.  

 
Figure 28: Initial supermarket modelling blocks 

5.4.2 Milling and drilling processing lines 
The complexity of this process station does not origin in the processing itself, but instead in the routing 

and measuring of products. In Figure 29, the main activities connected to the actual milling and drilling 

operations are shown, where each rectangle corresponds to one milling and drilling machine, including 

the assembly and disassembly of part carriers. Apart from the processing, setups and scrap 

management are also included in these areas. The data for these are taken from attributes connected 

to the entities and variables set. As the complexity does not lie here, these activities only follows basic 

data for the entities routed through, a routing that is the main reason for the complexity present. 
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Figure 29: Overview of milling and drilling processing areas 

5.4.3 Measuring and controllers 
The complexity and size of this sub-model origin in the routing control and the measurements made 

within the model. In general, there are three larger controlling parts in the milling and drilling sub-

model, including the handling of how and when to switch between products in the machines, the 

measurement of supermarket size, and the splitting of one product type into two different milling and 

drilling machines. 

The first, how and when the product types change in the milling and drilling machines, is mainly 

handled at the end of each processing line, highlighted in Figure 30. 

 
Figure 30: Overview of milling and drilling station product switch controlling area 

As it is not possible to understand the model from the large overview, some examples will be 

described. The first example will show how a simple controlling area is constructed, ensuring that the 

model behaves as expected in order to get proper data. In Figure 31, the last part of the third milling 

and drilling machine is shown. In this, it can be seen that a counter, together with a decide-box, are 

controlling whether the next upcoming pieces will continue as before, or if something is to be changed 

in the process. If the last part of the weekly demand has been produced and is according to plan, the 

machine will lock down for the remaining week, preventing further pieces from pushing through, and 

some counters and variable are reset into a default mode. If it is the last piece, but not on time 

according to plan, only the counters and variables are reset, but no lockdown of the machine occurs. 

The reason behind the simplicity in this case is that this machine only handles one type of products 

and this product type is not split across several machines, i.e. it is quite isolated from the remaining 

station. 
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Figure 31: Milling and drilling machine no.3 outgoing controlling area 

As many of the machines in the milling and drilling station were not as simple as the third machine, 

solutions that are more complex had to be applied in the modelling for these. For example, in the fifth 

and sixth machine in the station, more products were included, as well as that one of the product types 

was divided across both machines. In Figure 32 and Figure 33, the controlling area regarding the 

aforementioned functions for these is presented. The two figures describe the same area, but this is 

divided into two views in order to increase the readability. The same principles as before are followed, 

meaning that a check is made, controlling whether the planned amount has been reach or not, which 

may or may not trigger different actions in the process, such as releasing next set of products, locking 

the machines, resetting counters and variables, or setting points for output data collection. Here it can 

be seen that, due to additional parameters to handle, the modelling is significantly increased, 

compared to the situation regarding the third milling and drilling machine.  

 

 
Figure 32: Milling and drilling machine no. 5 & 6 outgoing controlling area part 1 
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Figure 33: Milling and drilling machine no. 5 & 6 outgoing controlling area part 2 

In addition to these areas, a similar modelling area as in the turning station is present in this sub-model 

as well, where a signal is triggered at week start that checks the status of the machines. Depending on 

the values from the aforementioned controlling areas at the end of the process, different paths are 

taken in this status check, releasing machines for production or continuing as is. See Chapter 5.3.3 for 

a further description of how this check is made at week start.  

The second aspect in controlling the milling and drilling station is the handling and continuous 

measuring of inventory size in front of the machines. In general, a few variables for measuring 

inventory are connected to each product type, which are altered depending on how the entities 

belonging to a specific product type moves in the model. The sum of the different variables 

corresponds to the total amount of products currently located in inventory, which physically is the 

same location but logically it may be several locations, wherefore the usage of several variables. In 

order to collect this data and to see changes in inventory over time, a separated set of modelling blocks 

were added, which is presented in Figure 34. 

 
Figure 34: Data collection of inventory level 

This set of blocks consists of a create block, two blocks for compiling data, one block for transferring 

data, and one dispose block. The entities moving through these blocks are only signals, meaning that 

these do not correspond to products, as the remaining model. Once every tenth hour, a signal is 

released, calculating a current value of the inventory level and then sends this data to a text file. This 

approach gives the opportunity to see how the inventory behaves over time, e.g. seeing average 

inventories for specific products and finding the maximum storage needed.  

The third major aspect in controlling this sub-model is the handling of products that are split across 

two machines. This handling is located on several places in the model, but one area of controlling is 

located right before the first processing step in the milling and drilling process, the assembly of the 

part carrier. In Figure 35, this area for the first and second milling and drilling machine is shown. 
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Figure 35: Modelling blocks for splitting products between machines 

The decide blocks checks a certain set of conditions, controlling if it is possible to move products that 

were planned for one machine into another. Important to consider is that these blocks only handles 

splitting of products outside the planned scope in the process, meaning that if variation in the process 

makes one machine delayed and the other is able to produce the same article, the latter machine can 

take some of the load. The planned workload division between machines is defined in the input data, 

but for occasions where a further division of workload is appropriate, the model can handle it, which 

also is closer to a real situation in the production.  

The aforementioned aspects are examples that together make the model complex. These areas are 

the base for controlling the behavior of the model, e.g. triggering how the supermarket releases 

products, which routes the products are taking, and how data is gathered. 

5.5 Simulation model validation 
In order to ensure the validity of the model, several measures have been taken throughout the model 

development. First, there has been a continuous dialog with several persons responsible for the project 

of the upcoming process line, persons that are considered to have the highest possible knowledge of 

the process at this point. The communication with these persons included larger meetings when 

decisions, having a higher influence of the model behavior and the results, had to be taken.  If smaller 

wonderings regarding details in the model appeared, the persons having the most knowledge 

regarding these specific subjects were advised informally. There were also continuous reporting 

sessions at different phases of the model development with these persons, ensuring that the model 

represented what has been discussed and decided. These actions correspond to the face validation 

technique, described in Chapter 3.3.2.  

At model completion, a larger meeting was arranged where all persons that had been included for 

questioning during the model development were gathered, together with several managers. In this 

meeting, the entire model was presented and run, this in order to see if general outputs, e.g. lead time, 

were corresponding to planned values. According to these process responsible persons, the lead times 

achieved for the different products and the general behavior of the process were all corresponding to 

an acceptable extent, compared to the calculations made in the planning phase. This large meeting 

was a combination of face validation and review, both described in Chapter 3.3.2, where process 

knowledgeable persons were involved for evaluating the results, together with managers, who could 
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give new perspectives. The managers also need to understand the concept of the model in order to 

use it as a decision making tool later on.  

Apart from the involvement of these process knowledgeable persons and managers, some precautions 

were also set inside the modelling itself. For example, in many of the decide-boxes that send the 

entities on different paths depending on statements set, one additional path was set that was not 

connected to a statement (i.e. an else-statement), which were directly connected to an outgoing 

dispose-box. This was an approach used to ensure the validity of the decide-boxes, a location where 

many modelling faults can occur, and as long as no entity reached these additional dispose-boxes, the 

decide-box worked according to the statements in it. In Figure 36, one of these decide-boxes is shown, 

together with the additional dispose-box. This method is similar to the fault/failure insertion 

technique, described in Chapter 3.3.2. 

 
Figure 36: Decide-box modelling error prevention 

The correctness of data was tested through an interface testing (see Chapter 3.3.2). Because data was 

imported from an external spreadsheet into the model at run initiation, as well as collected and 

exported to external text files at the end simulation, it is crucial that the correct data reaches its 

predetermined target in order to ensure that the results reflect what is expected. In order to ensure 

the correctness of data, several random samples have been taken on parameters, for control 

measurement purposes. For input data, different number displays were temporarily inserted on the 

model view and then connected to different attributes. After that, the model was run in a slower speed 

for an arbitrary length, observing the displays in order to see that the different entities were showing 

a correct value for their attributes. The output data was controlled by running the model for a shorter 

time, this to see that the outputs were transferred to the correct location. In addition, for the output 

parameters that were supposed to have an equal number of samples, e.g. for the inventory level that 

was fetched every tenth hour, the samples were counted as a precaution for controlling the 

correctness of the experiment. 

Desk checking has also been applied (see Chapter 3.3.2), meaning that the model has continuously 

been inspected during development in order to ensure a correct use of syntaxes, cross-references, and 

data. 

All these validation techniques show no signs of abnormalities in the model, wherefore it has been 

decided to consider this simulation model as valid. This means that its results are considered to reflect 

the real process, based on the stated prerequisites and the delimitations made. 
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6. Experimental planning & Output data collection 
All information considering the experiments conducted on the simulation model is presented in this 

chapter. This is divided into the planning, the execution, and the collection of output data, which were 

the three large phases regarding the experiments.  

6.1 Planning of experiments 
In order to obtain a proper set of results and to be able to answer the research questions, the approach 

of how to apply the simulation model had to be carefully planned. A simulation model works very well 

together with conduction of experiments due to the ease of changing parameters and quickly seeing 

effects. These experiments are a central part in pursuing the study purpose and answering the research 

questions, meaning that the experiments first needed to be clearly defined. The simulation model 

represents a quite complex process, and because of this, many combinations of parameters to be 

altered can easily be found. In order to limit the number of combinations, and by that also the number 

of experiments needed, a set of scenarios were determined that describes different situations that are 

considered to best fit the stated research questions. The main parameter that was to be altered was 

the batch sizes in the turning station. The reason behind this is that the second station, the milling and 

drilling station, is considered the bottleneck of the process, meaning that this will set the pace of the 

process according to Theory of Constraints (See Chapter 3.2). If following the TOC philosophy, the 

milling and drilling station should be producing as much as possible, and the surrounding machines are 

to ensure that this is fulfilled. This means that as long as the milling and drilling station is running, the 

excess capacity in the turning station, created due to the shorter lead time, can be utilized in different 

ways. If using this excess capacity for setups, batches in the turning machines will be smaller and 

theoretically leading to a decreased inventory before the milling and drilling station (Monden, 2012). 

Because of the impact from inventory to costs (See Chapter 3.5.1), the batch sizes in the turning station 

was the main aspect to be investigated. As previously mentioned, the inventory costs are difficult to 

quantify, especially as the storage space is hard to value, wherefore using an analytical tool for 

calculating lot sizes, such as EOQ (see Chapter 3.5.1), is not justified to the present situation and should 

therefore not be used in this case. The goal is only to minimize the inventories and still achieve 

minimum waiting times. This meant that different batch sizes had to be tested, and these modifications 

were therefore divided into different scenarios, describing different approaches to take regarding how 

to handle batches in the first station. The main scenarios considering batch sizes in the turning station 

were: 

 Entire weekly demand batch sizes 

Each product type’s weekly demand is produced in one batch, i.e. one setup per week per 

product type. This is set as the maximum batch size allowed (see Chapter 4.4). 

 Same amount of setups per product 

In each lathe, the included products share the same number of setups made per week, with 

no consideration of volume differences in batch sizes between different product types. 

 Similar batch sizes among products 

The weekly demand for the different product types are divided so that a similar size is used for 

all the batches, i.e. the number of setups differ between product types due to differences in 

volume, but are in similar sizes. 
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These scenarios will be further elaborated in the following sub-chapters, describing more thoroughly 

how the turning station is handling the product batches, as well as how these main scenarios can be 

divided into additional sub-scenarios. The following sub-chapters also include descriptions of how 

variation and maintenance aspects are handled. In addition, a scenario describing a potential future 

situation, where a SMED-project has been executed and the setup times are decreased, is also to be 

used and thus further described.  

In all experiments conducted, the outputs that are being measured are: 

 Inventory levels in supermarket before milling and drilling station 

 Utilization of milling and drilling machines 

 Individual product lead times for the first two process stations 

 Amount of outgoing products 

A more detailed explanation of the output collected will be described in Chapter 6.3. 

6.1.1 Description of scenarios 
As mentioned in Chapter 6.1, three main scenarios have been defined. Within two of these, several 

paths and approaches exist, splitting these into further sub-scenarios. In the following sub-chapters, 

thorough descriptions of each scenario are presented.  

Due to lack of data of a running process, no information regarding process variation is currently 

available. Because of this, no variation is included in the first set of experiments and this is instead 

handled using a sensitivity analysis (see Chapter 3.3.2).  

For each of the scenarios, an initial supermarket size must be found before running the full experiment. 

The requirement for this is following the purpose of the study, which is to be minimized while still not 

creating any unnecessary waiting times in the milling and drilling station. These initial supermarket 

sizes are determined by individually investigating each product type and finding the minimum initial 

inventory at week start that achieves the shortest possible lead time. A further description of how this 

supermarket size determination is conducted is found in Chapter 6.2.1.1. The supermarket size that 

achieves minimum waiting time while being kept as small as possible is occasionally referred to the 

100% inventory further on in the report. 

This 100% initial supermarket size is also altered when experimenting with the different scenarios, this 

to see the effects on the process if these inventory levels are not achieved. Three additional 

experiments are to be made in each of the scenarios in the first set of experiments, where the initial 

supermarket will be successively decreased and have levels of 60%, 30%, and 0% of the original 

supermarket size, the 100% level.  

6.1.1.1 Entire weekly demand batch sizes 
The first scenario is describing the situation where the entire weekly demand per product is produced 

in one big batch, i.e. with one setup per week and product, which also is the approach used in the 

milling and drilling station. This approach has been the initial plan by Gnutti Carlo, and it is included to 

show the outcome of producing large batches, compared to smaller ones. This approach is, according 

to Theory of Constraints (see Chapter 3.2), a proper way of handling the bottleneck, in order to keep 

the production rate as high as possible in the constraint. However, it is not theoretically the best 
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approach for the turning station, which is a non-constraining station. A comparison between the 

experiments conducted will determine if this is true or not. The production sequence in this scenario 

is following the earlier mentioned guidelines, where the largest volumes are prioritized. The sequence 

in the turning station is shown in Table 10, which is a table taken from the input data spreadsheet. The 

two lathes in the turning station are shown together with their products in the columns, and the rows 

correspond to the batch number of the product. Each batch for each product has a number assigned 

to it, reflecting the order in which the specific batch is to be produced in their assigned lathe.  

Table 10: Batch sequence in lathes 

 

6.1.1.2 Similar amount of setups per product 

The next main scenario is to alter the batch sizes so that the amount of batches is the same across 

product types. This means that the number of setups per product and week are the same, but the 

batch sizes will differ between product types. 

Two different levels are tested in this scenario. First, the batch size equals half of the weekly demand, 

meaning that each product type is produced in two batches, i.e. two setups per week and product.  

The second approach is to maximize the number of setups per week for the products. Because the 

flows within each lathe are separated, these maximums can be calculated separately as well. In the 

first lathe, there are three products included, with a total weekly processing time of approximately 90 

hours in order to reach the demand, setup time excluded. As mentioned in Chapter 4.6, data regarding 

machine maintenance is not available, but an arbitrary value of 96% availability will be used for this 

scenario in order to determine the available capacity (see Chapter 6.1.3). A working week consists of 

110 hours in a three-shift production line with full utilization, and if the arbitrary availability value is 

applied on this, it gives a capacity of approximately 105 hours (0,96*110). This means that the time 

available for setups is approximately 15 hours (105-90), which corresponds to 15 setups. The 

processing time for fulfilling the demand in the second lathe is also 90 hours, meaning that a maximum 

of 15 setups is allowed in this as well. It is important to consider these values as arbitrary and not true 

values to use in a real production. In reality, the available capacity will probably be lower, but this is 

used to see how a highly increased number of setups affect the inventories.  

15 setups in each lathe will be divided among the products included in the two machines, where the 

first lathe produces three different products and the second lathe produces five different products. 

This gives that each product in the first lathe will be divided into five batches and each product in the 

second lathe is divided into three batches, this in order to achieve a total of 15 batches per machine.  

Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H

Batch 1 3 1 2 4 2 1 3 5

Batch 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lathe 1 Lathe 2
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Apart from these two levels considering number of setups, several sequences can also be applied. This 

is true for the second lathe only, where five different products are produced and feeding only three 

milling and drilling machines. The first lathe produces three products and feeding three different 

milling and drilling machines, leading to that only one sequence is logical if following the earlier 

mentioned rule of prioritizing larger volumes. For the second lathe, two different potential sequences 

have been determined, with different benefits from using both. These sequences are defined together 

with process knowledgeable persons, and are based on potential sequences that are realistic in the 

production at Gnutti Carlo. Each product type is following FIFO (see Chapter 3.8), but between batches 

in the turning stations the sequence may differ. 

The first sequence is beneficial for the control of production in the turning machine, where the 

sequence between the five product types follows a repetitive pattern. This means that a defined cycle 

including all products is determined, and this is followed without considering what the milling and 

drilling machines are producing. This is an easy approach because everyone will know which product 

to produce next because of the decided cycle, but it will not be logical according to the demand in the 

next station.  

The other sequence is therefore following the demand of the milling and drilling station, instead of 

using a static cycle. The demand sequence is more difficult to follow for the operators, because the 

product to switch to when finishing a batch differs over time.  

To describe the meaning and differences between these sequence approaches further, screenshots 

from the input data are presented in Table 11 and Table 12 with highlighted areas, where the cell 

values correspond to the order in which specific batches are to be produced in each lathe. Table 11 

shows a scenario using the repetitive sequence and Table 12 shows the sequence following the milling 

and drilling machines’ demand. It can be seen that the repetitive follows the order Product FProduct 

EProduct GProduct DProduct H continuously and the demand sequence are going through 

Product F, Product E, and Product G entirely, before continuing with the remaining products.  
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Table 11: Batch sequence in lathes - half weekly demand following a repetitive sequence 

 

Table 12: Batch sequence in lathes - half demand following a demand sequence 

 

Due to the two different levels and the two different sequences to use, four different scenarios is 

determined that is connected to using the same amount of setups among products. 

6.1.1.3 Similar batch sizes among products 

The last of the main scenarios is to use similar batch sizes among the product types. Due to differences 

in volumes, the number of batches will differ between the products, but the batch size will be similar.  

Two different levels have been determined for this scenario, one where the batch size is spanning 

between 600 and 800 products per batch, and the second spanning between 300 and 400 products 

per batch.  

As with the scenario considering the same number of setups among products, these scenarios can also 

use different sequences. The same sequences as described earlier is used for this too, the repetitive 

sequence as well as the demand sequence. 

This means that there are two different levels and two different sequences, leading to a total of four 

scenarios.  

6.1.2 Variation in cycle times 
In the aforementioned scenarios, cycle times are considered as constants, meaning that no variation 

is present in the experiments for these. This is due to insufficient data regarding process variation. 

Although, when the real production starts, variation will be present in the process. This could affect 

the process so that the results obtained from the simulation, not including variation, differ too much 

from reality and become unusable. To control this, a sensitivity analysis is conducted, where different 

arbitrary values of cycle time variation are introduced. Three different levels of variation are included, 

changing the minimum and maximum cycle time for each activity to 15%, 10%, and 5% of its original 

Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H

Batch 1 3 1 2 4 2 1 3 5

Batch 2 6 4 5 9 7 6 8 10

Batch 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lathe 1 Lathe 2

Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H

Batch 1 3 1 2 7 2 1 3 8

Batch 2 6 4 5 9 5 4 6 10

Batch 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Batch 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lathe 1 Lathe 2
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value. If the results do not significantly differ from the results without variation, the original results can 

be seen as more reliable.  

By not using variation in the original set of experiments, the determination of initial supermarket is 

highly facilitated and much time is saved in simulation time required (see Chapter 6.2.1.1). 

The inclusion of variation in the experiments is applied for all scenarios, but only using the supermarket 

size with minimum waiting time (the 100% inventory). This is because the main goal is to achieve a 

minimum waiting time, and the sensibility analysis is mainly used for controlling the results and 

increasing model validity, making it unnecessary to try different inventory levels.  

The sensitivity analysis is applied in order to compensate for the lack of process variation data. As more 

time goes by and it gets closer to the start of full volume production at the beginning of 2018, this 

information will be clearer and it is possible to run additional measurements on running machines in 

order to obtain the required information regarding this.  

6.1.3 Maintenance aspect 
An important part to consider is the maintenance aspect of the machines, which will have an impact 

on the results. Downtime of machines is inevitable and is impossible to remove entirely from a process. 

If having a synchronized flow in the process, an unexpected failure of a machine will break this 

synchronization, meaning that this should be included in the simulation model. Unfortunately, due to 

the lack of information regarding the upcoming process regarding machine availability and the 

impossibility for actual measurements, it is not possible to determine proper values for MTBF and 

MTTR, together with its distributions, for the different machines. The only information available at this 

point is the stated efficiency rate of 98% from the machine manufacturers. In order to have a safety 

margin for this value, a decision was taken with process responsible persons to lower this number to 

96%. This decrease of 2% from the originally stated value is an arbitrary change, but with the 

information currently available, this is considered acceptable.  

An attempt was made to include the maintenance aspect in the model based on this number. This was 

made by adjusting the MTBF and MTTR, and having different time spans to use the percentage rate 

on. For example, by having a time span of one month generates a MTBF of approximately 454 hours 

(96% of the hours available during a month) and a MTTR of approximately 19 hours (4% of one month). 

By adjusting the time span, it is possible to see how different maintenance approaches affects the 

process, this to see if more frequent stops, with shorter downtimes, are favorable over less number of 

stops, with longer downtimes. A similar approach is presented by Law and McComas (1986), where 

two simulations are compared, one not including maintenance, and one with an arbitrary MTBF, based 

on an uptime rate. This shows that when breakdowns are considered, which will be true in a real 

situation, maximum queues in the production are significantly increased, compared to not including 

breakdowns (see Chapter 3.7). While using arbitrary values for MTBF and MTTR is a proper approach, 

it is very difficult to apply on the model. The plan was to set these different MTBF and MTTR values on 

the machines in both stations, this together with a variation of 10% (up and down), in order to receive 

a more realistic outcome of failures, because failures do not occur in a constant manner. The 

probability distribution was set to rectangular, meaning that the probability for the time where the 

failure occurs is equal along the entire time span surrounding the MTBF value. This would have worked 

perfectly if the process was less complex, perhaps only included a series of machines without the 
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parallelization and the restrictions considering which machines the products are certified for. In this 

study, where six machines work in parallel with different products, using this approach would lead to 

that all six machines break down almost simultaneously at a similar point in time, which is a very 

unlikely scenario in practice and will have an extreme impact on the process during failures. Because 

this would affect the output so much and probably skew the results and conclusions made, it was 

decided not to include this aspect in the model.  

Although, the maintenance in the process should not be neglected in any way, but instead be 

considered when using the study results as an input for the decision making regarding the process. 

Because the study is investigating a future process, which will not be present until 2018, there will be 

time to further investigate and measure these values and get an understanding of the process behavior 

regarding the maintenance of machines, and then use this information in the final decision-making 

before the production is initiated.  

6.1.4 Setup time reduction 
As described in Chapter 3.4.3, SMED is a part of Lean production that has shown to be a successful 

approach for many companies worldwide, making processes more efficient, with less cost. Therefore, 

it is considered interesting to see the impact of a potential SMED project on the machines included in 

the model. The results from this is to be seen as a benefit from a potentially possible setup reduction 

project, meaning that these results are not reflecting the current reality and therefore is not the main 

focus of the study. Because a SMED project generates more capacity due to the decreased time spent 

on setups, it is possible to allocate this time for whatever task that is considered most beneficial, e.g. 

increase production volumes, decrease batches by increase number of setups, or use the time as a 

safety capacity for fluctuations in demand. In this case, the additional time will be used to increase the 

number of batches and conducting more setups during a week. This choice was taken because the 

focus of the study is to minimize the inventories needed inside the process, and the impact of this 

approach is most interesting from the perspective of the study.  

Two of the scenarios are considered appropriate to test when increasing the amount of setups 

conducted, which are the scenarios consisting of the max amount of similar batches and the max 

amount of equal number of setups among the products. Although, due to limitations in the model, it 

is not possible to use the scenario regarding maximizing the amount of similar batches. This is because 

the input spreadsheet and the model only can handle a total of eight setups per product and week. If 

this scenario were to be used and to be maximized, some products would require a higher value than 

this. Instead of reconstructing the model, it was decided to remove this scenario from the experiments. 

This is because the time needed to reconstruct do not reflect the importance of the results, due to that 

the setup reduction results are not the main focus of the study and are only used to see potential 

benefits. The max amount of equal number of setups scenario is alone considered to provide sufficient 

results regarding this and therefore this is an acceptable delimitation of the experiments. The max 

amount of equal number of setups can be divided into two paths, this due to the sequence alternatives 

in the second lathe, mentioned in earlier scenarios. Both these sequential alternatives are tested.   

The experiments considering the impact of a setup reduction include two different reductions. The 

highest effect is a decrease by 50% from current setup times and the second value is a decrease by 

30%, this to see how different SMED efforts affect the outcome. The original setup time is one hour 
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per machine, meaning that the two different types of experiments will instead have setup times of 

either 30 minutes or 42 minutes. 

6.1.5 Summary of planned experiments 
To summarize the planning of experiments, three main areas have been distinguished. The first is 

covering a set of experiments that is altering the model according to nine different scenarios. These 

scenarios cover different approaches of how to handle batches, batch sizes, and the sequence for 

production connected to the batches. In addition, each scenario is testing different levels of initial 

supermarket size, where the first level, the 100% supermarket, corresponds to the minimum inventory 

level needed in order to achieve a minimal waiting time in the milling and drilling station. The different 

levels of supermarket size are set to 60%, 30%, and 0% of the original supermarket size. This gives an 

opportunity to see the impact on process outputs for situations when the aimed inventory levels are 

not achieved. No variation is included in these experiments, and instead this is compensated for in 

another set of experiments. In Figure 37, a tree diagram shows the division of the experiments 

connected to all scenarios where no variation is applied. Each blue box is corresponding to one 

experiment.  

 
Figure 37: Overview of experiments without variation 

In order to compensate for the lack of information regarding variation in the process, a sensitivity 

analysis is conducted. In this, three different levels of cycle time variation are introduced, 15%, 10%, 

and 5%, only using the 100% supermarket size from when no variation was present. All scenarios are 

tested with the different levels of variation. This is used in order to see how much the results will differ 

when introducing variation, giving a perception of how reliable the former results are. In Figure 38, a 

tree diagram of the division of experiments conducted when applying cycle time variation is shown, 

where each blue box corresponds to an experiment.  
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Figure 38: Overview of experiments including variation 

Lastly, the final experimental planning area covers the experiments connected to the situation of 

decreased setup times, which follows a potential SMED-project. This is to see the potential benefits of 

decreasing the setup times, which will allow for even smaller batches. Due to model restrictions, this 

is only conducted for one scenario, with two different sequences. The experiments connected to this 

area will be conducted using two different levels of the setup time reduction, 50%, or 30% of the 

original setup time. In Figure 39, a tree diagram of the experiments included in this potential situation 

is shown.  

 
Figure 39: Overview of experiments with setup time reduction 

6.2 Execution of experiments 
When conducting the experiments, it was important to create a logical and structured order, this to 

ensure that all planned experiments were executed and were set up correctly. As mentioned, the 
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variation

5% cycle time 
variation

Repetitive 
sequence

100% supermarket 
(no waiting time)

15% cycle time 
variation

10% cycle time 
variation

5% cycle time 
variation

After potential SMED-project

Same amount of 
setups per 

product

New max amount 
of equal number 
of setups among 

products

Sequence 
according to 

demand

New 100% 
supermarket (no 

waiting time)

50% setup time 
reduction

30% setup time 
reduction

Repetitive 
sequence

New 100% 
supermarket (no 

waiting time)

50% setup time 
reduction

30% setup time 
reduction
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experiments can be divided into three larger categories, and this approach was followed during the 

execution. In the following sub-chapters, further descriptions of specific settings and the approach of 

conducting the experiments are presented. 

6.2.1 Experiments without variation 
In simulation experiments, it is important to determine the number of replication runs required to 

execute in order to ensure an acceptable reliability of the study. This is because these processes are 

stochastic and it is needed to ensure that a sufficient level of randomness in the model is fulfilled (Law, 

2007). Because no variation is present in the first set of scenarios, there is no need for conducting 

several replication runs of the same experiment, the results will be the same for each run. The only 

possible stochastic factor is the rate of which entities are considered as scrap or not, which is a small 

rate of approximately 3%, not having any significant impact on the model and its results. Because of 

this small rate, it is not considered necessary to test the number of replications on experiments without 

cycle time variation. 

6.2.1.1 Determining initial supermarket levels 

As it is determined that one run will suffice for the experiments without variation, the next step is to 

determine the inventory levels for each product that is needed in the inventory at week start in order 

to minimize the waiting time. Determining this is done by adjusting and testing the initial values in the 

create-boxes prior to the supermarket, separately for every product type. Because the sequence and 

volumes in the milling and drilling machines is known and static, it was considered appropriate to 

follow this structure in the determination of supermarket needs as well. When observing which 

products that moves through which machines, two different flows within the process can be 

distinguished. The first flow consists of Product A, B, and C, which goes through the first lathe and then 

through the first, second, or third milling and drilling machine. The second flow consists of the 

remaining products, D, E, F, G, and H, which goes through the second lathe and then through the 

fourth, fifth, and sixth milling and drilling machine. Due to this independent separation, it is possible 

to handle the determination of supermarkets in a less complex way. The needed supermarket must be 

determined separately for each product, meaning that many small runs must be made to find these 

values. Hence, handling the model without variation, i.e. using less runs but still maintain similar 

results, as well as dividing the process into these flows, facilitates the determination of supermarkets 

and saves a significant amount of time, without compromising too much on the results.  

Starting with the first flow, it is known that Product A, B, and C are connected to lathe no.1 and milling 

and drilling machine no.1, no.2, and no.3. In order to create a pull situation of the supermarkets, the 

demand of products is to control the setting of inventory levels, i.e. the products starting to be 

produced at week start in the three milling and drilling machines are setting the order in which the 

separate inventories are to be determined.  

If starting with milling and drilling machine no.1, it is known that Product A and Product B are produced 

in this machine, following the sequence A-B. Product A is therefore to be produced initially of the week 

and it is also not produced in any of the other machines. This means that it is possible to start 

investigating the supermarket needs for this specific product. Because no variation is present and the 

production is similar each week, it is possible to observe the production for only one week during this 

investigation.  The goal is to minimize the waiting time in the milling and drilling machine, meaning as 

long products are always available in front of the machine, there will be no waiting time. When 
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knowing this, it is possible to adjust the storage of Product A’s in front of the milling and drilling 

machine in order to achieve a lead time as low as possible for producing the weekly demand of Product 

A, i.e. keeping the waiting times to a minimum. The maximum value to use in this investigation is the 

weekly demand volume, because by having this volume in storage at week start, it is ensured that the 

product amount needed during one week is always available, regardless of how the previous station 

are performing. Another goal is also to minimize the inventories, meaning that, while having a 

supermarket size where no waiting times occur, this storage should also be as small as possible. The 

testing starts with changing the run settings in the simulation software according to these presented 

prerequisites, settings that are shown in a screenshot in Figure 40. 

 
Figure 40: Run setup for one week with terminating conditions 

In this, it can be seen that only one replication is made for each test. Each replication length is one 

week, i.e. 168 hours, because the goal is to minimize the lead time when producing the demand for 

one week. The bottom field, terminating condition, is the most important field when determining the 

supermarket size for a specific product, in where a condition is stated and when this is fulfilled, the 

simulation stops. In this case, where the storage size needed for Product A is investigated, the 

terminating condition consists of when two counters, which are counting outgoing Product A’s, 

reaches the weekly demand of product A, the simulation stops. The entire field cannot be seen in 

Figure 40. Instead, this is shown in Figure 41, where it is seen that when the sum of approved Product 

A’s and scrapped Product A’s reaches 1 360, this condition is fulfilled.  

 
Figure 41: Example of terminating condition for finding initial supermarket 
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After these settings are made, the setting for the specific experiment to be conducted has to be made. 

The first experiment includes when batch sizes in the turning machines are set to the entire weekly 

demand. These settings are made in the spreadsheet containing the input data, and then the model 

behaves according to this. When testing the supermarket for Product A, the create-box for Product A 

prior to supermarket is modified with different arbitrary values, then tested by running the simulation, 

then adjusted according to what lead time that was achieved from the simulation run, and then 

repeating this cycle over again. The first value tested is relatively high, this to ensure that no waiting 

time occur, and then lowered during several runs in order to find a break point where the value is as 

low as possible, still achieving a lead time as low as possible. A simplification made in this adjusting 

part is that the stages, in which the values tested were decreased, are only made in steps of 100’s. For 

example, having one run with a value of 800 becomes a value of 700 in the next run. The only situation 

when this is not followed is when the entire weekly demand is found to be the best solution for 

supermarket size. For example, for Product A, the weekly demand is 1 360 and if 1 300 is not enough 

size in the supermarket, 1 400 is not used but instead the demand value of 1 360.  

The same procedure, only changing the run settings, was used for the remaining products in order to 

find these breakpoints among all products. The test sequence for the first flow was A-B-C, following 

the demand of the first three milling and drilling machines. The test sequence for the second flow was 

E-D-H-G-F, following the demand of the last three milling and drilling machines.  

6.2.1.2 Conduction of experiments 

When the minimum supermarket size was found, where minimal waiting times are achieved with the 

lowest possible inventory, the full experiment was ready to be conducted. A full experiment is set to 

one full year, using the previously determined values for the initial supermarket. The run settings for 

a full experiment are shown in Figure 42. 

 
Figure 42: Run setup for a full experiment 
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Here it can be seen that the replication length is set to one year, which stated by the company consists 

of 46 weeks á 168 hours. No terminating conditions are set, but instead the simulation runs until the 

full year is reached.  

After the conduction of the first experiment, consisting of full weekly demand batch sizes in the turning 

station, and with the supermarket size found according to earlier description, the impact of a lower 

supermarket size was to be investigated. The only difference between these experiments is that the 

initial supermarket size earlier found is decreased in stages until it reached zero, where no 

supermarket is present. The stages in which the supermarket is set to in these experiments are 60%, 

30%, and 0% of the original value, which is referred to as the 100% inventory. By doing these 

experiments, it is shown which consequences having a lower inventory leads to regarding lead time, 

utilization, and produced volumes.  

This described procedure was used in all planned scenarios, leading to nine different sets of values of 

supermarkets leading to a minimal waiting time, and output results from a total of 36 experiments. 

The data collection and output results will be further described in Chapter 6.3. 

6.2.2 Experiments including variation 
The previously described experiments include no variation and in reality, this is not a realistic situation, 

where there will always be some fluctuations in the process. No variation information of the process 

is available, but in order to compensate for the lack of variation it has been chosen to test how sensitive 

the process will be if different levels of cycle time variation is introduced, this in order to see how 

reliable the original results can be considered. For this, three different levels of variation are included 

in the cycle times of the model, which will deviate 15%, 10%, and 5%, both up and down from the 

original value.  

6.2.2.1 Determination of replications required 

Because these settings are making the model stochastic, the number of required replications must be 

tested. To test this, a high amount of replications is first set and then it is controlled how much the 

results differ between each replication run, i.e. a confidence interval for the differences between 

replications are established (see Chapter 3.3.1). The deviation should decrease as the number of 

replications increase, but by having more replications, the more time is needed for each experiment. 

Therefore, it is important to find a proper balance, where the number of replications are as low as 

possible, still achieving an acceptable deviation. 

In this case, the model was set to run for 15 replications and then results were obtained. The setting 

of the model, e.g. batch scenario, supermarket size etc., is not important, only as long as the settings 

are the same for all replications. The important part is to see how the results, regardless of how 

positive these are, compare to each other.  

After the 15 replication experiments, two different outputs were controlled. These were the average 

total inventory and the average overcapacity among all milling and drilling machines. In Figure 43, the 

results regarding the average inventory from each replication and the calculated cumulative standard 

deviation are presented, together with a graph showing the function of the change in deviation as the 

number of replications increases.  
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Figure 43: Replication test using average total inventory output 

As seen, the deviation decreases as the number of replications increases. At first look, it seems that 

the graph shows a major decrease in deviation, and after 7-8 replication the deviation is stabilized, 

around approximately 0,8. This value is half of the initial value of 1,6 that was obtained after 2 

replications. Although, the percentage is not the only important aspect, but the value itself and what 

it means. Having a deviation of 1,6 is a very good result from the beginning, this because it means that 

the average inventory values of approximately 4 470 have a standard deviation of 1,6 between the 

first two replications, i.e. this deviation is negligible due to the small deviation in comparison to the 

output. Hence, it has been chosen that two replications are sufficient for the study including variation, 

at least when observing the average inventory output.  

In order to confirm this, another output was also measured, the average machine overcapacity among 

the milling and drilling machines. The data for this is taken from the same experiment and the results 

are shown in Figure 44. 

 
Figure 44: Replication test using average overcapacity output 

The same phenomenon is present for this output as well. It looks like in the graph that the deviation 

can be significantly improved by increasing the number of replications, where in fact it is a very good 

result even after two replications. This depends on the scale of the y-axis, where this decrease would 

not be possible to see if the ticks were more proportionally set according to the output value. 
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Increasing the number of replications, thus the time required for the experiments, is not worth the 

minor improvement it generates. It is, from these two controls, chosen and confirmed that two 

replications for the experiments including cycle time variation will suffice.  

6.2.2.2 Conduction of experiments 

The experiments including variation are similar to the ones conducted previously, meaning that all 

scenarios for handling batches in the turning station are included. The difference is that the 

experiments covering the successive decrease of initial supermarket size are not included in these 

experiments. The reason behind this is that the goal after the study is to minimize the waiting times, 

thus it is interesting only to include the supermarket size where this is achieved, i.e. 100% inventory.  

The supermarket sizes, found from the situations where no variation were present, are also used in 

these experiments, i.e. these experiments will be repeating the non-variation experiments covering 

100% inventory of the nine different scenarios, only with different levels of variation on the cycle times. 

This is to see how variation in the process, which will be present in a real situation, affects the process 

and the previously obtained results.  

In Table 13, a screenshot from the input data containing the cycle times is presented, where it is seen 

that minimum and maximum cycle time values are controlled and changed automatically, using two 

cells below the cycle time table. 

Table 13: Cycle time input data matrix 

 

Apart from these cycle time changes made, the same settings as the different scenarios from 

previously conducted experiments are used. For each scenario using the 100% inventory, three 

experiments are conducted, with 15%, 10%, and 5% cycle time variation. In total, this generated output 

results from 27 different experiments, with two replications each.  

6.2.3 Setup time reduction 
One large part of Lean production is setup time reduction or SMED (see Chapter 3.4.3). Even if no 

SMED project is currently planned for any part of this process, it is interesting to see potential benefits 

on the observed outputs if this is to be executed. The capacity freed by reducing setup times can be 

used in several ways, such as increasing production volumes, decreasing batches, and therefore 

increasing number of setups. It can also be used as a safety capacity, in case of fluctuations or 

Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H

turn_ct_avg 59 58,25 60 59,4 61,05 59,55 59,5 61

turn_ct_min 50,15 49,5125 51 50,49 51,8925 50,6175 50,575 51,85

turn_ct_max 67,85 66,9875 69 68,31 70,2075 68,4825 68,425 70,15

a_carr_ct_avg 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

a_carr_ct_min 12,75 12,75 12,75 12,75 12,75 12,75 12,75 12,75

a_carr_ct_max 17,25 17,25 17,25 17,25 17,25 17,25 17,25 17,25

mill_ct_avg 193 185 221 221 200 201 207 211

mill_ct_min 164,05 157,25 187,85 187,85 170 170,85 175,95 179,35

mill_ct_max 221,95 212,75 254,15 254,15 230 231,15 238,05 242,65

d_carr_ct_avg 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

d_carr_ct_min 12,75 12,75 12,75 12,75 12,75 12,75 12,75 12,75

d_carr_ct_max 17,25 17,25 17,25 17,25 17,25 17,25 17,25 17,25

min max

Variation 15% 15%
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unexpected process problems. In this case, the extra capacity will be used to increase the number of 

setups, i.e. further decrease the batch sizes in the turning station. As mentioned earlier, due to 

restrictions in the input spreadsheet, these experiments will only consist of the scenario where the 

maximum amount of equal number of setups among products is used, with both repetitive sequence 

and sequence according to demand in the milling and drilling station.  

For the settings before the experiment is initiated, only the setup time is changed in the input data 

spreadsheet, according to how effective this SMED-project would be. This is a value of either 50% or 

70% of the original setup time of the machines. In these experiments, new values for the supermarkets 

are obtained, connected to when minimum waiting times are achieved. The determination of these 

supermarkets followed the same procedure as before, controlling one product at a time, until values 

for all products have been found. As with the experiments including variation, these experiments only 

focuses on the supermarket sizes where minimum waiting time are achieved, meaning that the 

systematic decrease of the 100% inventory is not included. In total, four experiments were conducted 

for situations where the setup times have been reduced, generating new results of suitable 

supermarket sizes, together with new output results. 

6.3 Output data collection 
Each experiment conducted generates a certain set of data, available to obtain after the experiment 

ends. This data consists of a report, created by the simulation software, and a number of temporary 

text files filled with data points, which is programmed to be created when certain conditions in the 

model itself are fulfilled. In the following sub-chapters, a more detailed description of what and how 

the raw data is obtained, followed by how it is later compiled into usable data for the study.  

6.3.1 Collection of raw data 
The output data that are considered in the study are: 

 Inventory levels 

 Utilization of milling and drilling machines 

 Lead time data 

 Amount of outgoing products 

Different approaches are used to obtain this data. For inventory levels, data of current amount of 

products in the supermarket is saved every tenth hour in the simulation software, which also transfers 

all this data to a text document at the end of each simulation run.  

The data regarding the utilization of machines is created in a similar way. Each milling and drilling 

machine have a weekly demand connected to it, and when this is fulfilled, a data point is created that 

calculates the amount of hours left of the week, i.e. the overcapacity for that machine. If the weekly 

demand is not reached, this data point will be set to zero. This data is saved once every week and all 

data are sent to a text file at the end of simulation. Because this overcapacity data does not know how 

much time that has been spent on waiting due to starvation, complementary data is gathered from 

the report, in where total utilization is stated. The data from the report do not consider the 

overcapacity as positive if the machine have finished its weekly demand quickly, but instead this is 

lowering the utilization stated in the report. Because of limitations in both data sources, they were 
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chosen to be used together, this in order to separate the capacity wasted due to starvation and the 

spare capacity created due to efficiency. 

The lead time data is collected by, first giving each entity a time stamp when initiated in the turning 

operation, then comparing this time stamp to a new time stamp that is obtained before leaving the 

process, after the milling and drilling station. The lead time is measured on an individual level, and for 

each outgoing product that is not considered as scrap, lead time data is saved. For each product type, 

all saved data points are assembled into a text document that is available after the simulation ends. 

Because this lead time is measured on an individual level, the data may not be trustworthy to use from 

a planning perspective, where lead times for entire batches may be more proper to use. Nevertheless, 

the data serves as a good benchmark in the output data, enabling the possible to compare scenarios 

to each other. 

All outgoing entities are moving through one of two counters before leaving the model, one counting 

scrapped products and one counting approved products. The values of these counters are presented 

in the created report from the simulation software, and this data is collected manually from that.  

6.3.2 Compilation of data 
All created text documents, as well as the data obtained from the built-in report, are copied into 

several Excel files, one for each experiment conducted. Each type of output data is located individual 

tabs inside the Excel file, and one tab is used for compiling of all types of data results. This compilation 

tab is the data that gives an overview of the essential data, which is later used to draw conclusions of 

the results obtained. As each experiment has its own Excel file with data, each experiment also has its 

own compilation table. In Table 14, an example of one of these compilation tables is seen. 
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Table 14: Example of experiment data output compilation table 

 

In this, essential data is calculated from the data points in the raw data, such as averages, deviations, 

percentages, and amounts. The inventory data is only taken from the raw data in the created text files. 

The utilization field calculates the waiting time, using both the data gathered from the overcapacity 

data text files, together with the utilization data from the report created by the simulation software. 

In addition, a total waiting time is presented, which is a sum of the waiting time in all machines. A 

mean value of the average individual lead time, for each product type, is also presented, which is later 

used when comparing the experiments. This average value is a weighted average, considering the 

individual mean lead time and volume for each product, this because the product types have different 

demands. The field for outgoing pieces presents potential differences between the produced amount 

and the required demand, for a full year. All these compilation tables can be seen in Appendix A, giving 

an opportunity to find specific information regarding a certain experiment conducted.  

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 1360 800 400 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 700 440 200 0

D 600 360 200 0

E 760 440 240 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 680 400 200 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 979,01036 558,992228 640,97021 508,9262 581,3938 641,8536 461,0415 99,30181 4471,4896

Std dev 446,59033 532,1712347 289,89755 172,3115 269,8231 612,7799 279,7098 22,00863 216,13028

Max 1360 1617 1216 600 760 1880 680 204 4942

Min 13 56 0 0 0 56 0 0 3945

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,257271 12,25727061 4,9614975 4,738533 6,106232 6,106232

Use - over cap 97,742729 97,74272939 105,0385 105,2615 103,8938 103,8938

Std dev 0,1586559 0,158655907 0,1822205 0,228291 0,183571 0,183571

Report util. % 0,8857 0,8877 0,9541 0,9553 0,9416 0,9436

Report util. H 97,427 97,647 104,951 105,083 103,576 103,796 Total

Waiting time 0,3157294 0,095729391 0,0875025 0,178467 0,317768 0,097768 1,092965

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 124,51116 42,90319979 65,828004 128,6208 132,1587 39,45617 117,5634 53,35495 72,343646

Std dev 14,487908 25,2524365 50,906764 47,53703 8,38908 22,97183 7,975202 71,25199

Max 149,78667 133,937639 142,14583 160,0108 146,7498 122,9343 131,3858 165,2161

Min 99,544444 4,325139 2,573889 2,587222 117,7844 4,807417 103,9142 2,307222

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61635 106950 77941 30816 34418 135971 30828 14497 493056

Scrap 925 1610 1179 464 542 2029 452 223 7424

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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7. Results 
The results gathered from the experiments are presented in this chapter. Because of the large amount 

of experiments conducted, different parts of the individual results are extracted and compiled into a 

presentable format. The full documentation of the results from each experiment is found in Appendix 

A. The results are divided according to how the experiments were conducted, which were without 

variation, including cycle time variation, and with decreased setup times.  

7.1 Results introduction 
As described previously, each experiment’s generated data was compiled into a table, consisting of 

relevant information for the chosen outputs (see Appendix A). Due to a large amount of experiments, 

and therefore a large amount of tables created, another table is created that lists all scenarios and its 

different inventory levels tested, i.e. all conducted experiments. This table consists of five different 

aspects, taken from the compilation tables, which were considered most important in order to obtain 

a proper overview and comparison opportunity for the experiments conducted. The chosen aspects 

are listed below: 

 Average inventory 

The average total inventory, considering all product types 

 Maximum inventory 

The maximum total inventory, showing the inventory size needed 

 Sum of waiting times in milling and drilling station 

A sum, not an average among the machines, because all this time is considered as waste and 

should therefore be included. 

 Average lead time 

The average among the different product types’ average individual lead times, which gives a 

benchmark of the process speed. Due to differences in volumes between product types, this 

is a weighted average in order to compensate for this. 

 Volume loss 

The difference between the required production volumes, according to customer demand, and 

the simulated production volumes. 

The results are divided in areas following the previous sequence, starting with experiments without 

variation, following with experiments including variation, and finishing with the results considering the 

situation after a potential SMED-project, where setup times have been reduced.  

As mentioned in Chapter 6.1.5, nine different scenarios have been used and these will occasionally be 

referred to as a number in the following findings. In Table 15, an overview of the different scenarios 

used, together with its references IDs, is presented.  

Table 15: List of scenarios, together with reference IDs 

 

ID Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5 Scenario 6 Scenario 7 Scenario 8 Scenario 9

Batch 

strategy

– Entire weekly 

demand

– Similar batch 

size

– 600 → 800 

pieces

– Demand 

sequence

– Similar batch 

size

– 600 → 800 

pieces

– Repetitive 

sequence

– Similar batch 

size

– 300 → 400 

pieces

– Demand 

sequence

– Similar batch 

size

– 300 → 400 

pieces

– Repetitive 

sequence

– Same setup 

amount

– Half demand

– Demand 

sequence

– Same setup 

amount

– Half demand

– Repetitive 

sequence

– Same setup 

amount

– Max no of 

setups

– Demand 

sequence

– Same setup 

amount

– Max no of 

setups

– Repetitive 

sequence
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7.2 Experiments without variation 
The first set of experiments included no variation, but due to this, it made it possible to find a proper 

size of the initial supermarket quickly, which generated minimum waiting times and still kept the 

inventories as small as possible (see Chapter 6.2.1.1). This found initial supermarket, as mentioned 

previously, is referred to as the 100% inventory level. Experiments have been conducted for all 

scenarios, using its 100% inventory level. Three additional experiments have also been conducted for 

each scenario, where the initial inventories were gradually decreased towards zero. In Table 16, a 

compilation is presented that shows the five chosen outputs for all experiments excluding variation. 

Table 16: Compiled results for experiments without variation 

 

100% 4471 pcs 4942 pcs 1,09 h 72,34 h 0 pcs

60% 4056 pcs 5204 pcs 48,51 h 67,19 h -1183 pcs

30% 3861 pcs 4886 pcs 50,11 h 64,21 h -2366 pcs

0% 3556 pcs 4542 pcs 51,39 h 60,02 h -2445 pcs

100% 2953 pcs 3211 pcs 1,12 h 48,56 h 0 pcs

60% 2001 pcs 2358 pcs 19,40 h 33,80 h 0 pcs

600-800 pcs. 30% 1402 pcs 1978 pcs 35,26 h 25,89 h -254 pcs

Demand seq. 0% 921 pcs 1617 pcs 47,84 h 19,41 h -653 pcs

100% 2659 pcs 2977 pcs 1,08 h 44,14 h 0 pcs

60% 1882 pcs 2371 pcs 22,78 h 32,25 h -37 pcs

600-800 pcs. 30% 1347 pcs 2048 pcs 35,54 h 25,05 h -338 pcs

Repetitive seq. 0% 1137 pcs 1960 pcs 48,25 h 22,72 h -866 pcs

100% 2137 pcs 2400 pcs 1,11 h 35,98 h 0 pcs

60% 1305 pcs 1480 pcs 14,38 h 23,03 h 0 pcs

300-400 pcs. 30% 824 pcs 996 pcs 33,36 h 16,00 h -43 pcs

Demand seq. 0% 383 pcs 766 pcs 47,61 h 10,90 h -375 pcs

100% 2559 pcs 2800 pcs 1,12 h 42,51 h 0 pcs

60% 1721 pcs 2066 pcs 24,96 h 30,46 h -202 pcs

300-400 pcs. 30% 1271 pcs 1708 pcs 35,74 h 23,69 h -487 pcs

Repetitive seq. 0% 1010 pcs 1541 pcs 48,41 h 20,49 h -1027 pcs

100% 3075 pcs 3345 pcs 3,80 h 50,51 h 0 pcs

60% 2619 pcs 3368 pcs 46,89 h 44,13 h -460 pcs

Half demand 30% 2689 pcs 3519 pcs 49,18 h 46,61 h -1672 pcs

Demand seq. 0% 2859 pcs 3593 pcs 50,55 h 49,19 h -2856 pcs

100% 3341 pcs 3556 pcs 1,11 h 54,56 h 0 pcs

60% 2868 pcs 4263 pcs 51,66 h 48,72 h -3408 pcs

Half demand 30% 2942 pcs 4469 pcs 64,23 h 49,75 h -4811 pcs

Repetitive 0% 2778 pcs 4379 pcs 49,80 h 47,38 h -5407 pcs

100% 2553 pcs 2800 pcs 1,09 h 42,51 h 0 pcs

60% 2024 pcs 2395 pcs 36,28 h 35,21 h -357 pcs

Max no of setups 30% 2055 pcs 2621 pcs 48,73 h 36,43 h -1303 pcs

Demand seq. 0% 1786 pcs 2194 pcs 49,63 h 32,50 h -2027 pcs

100% 2021 pcs 2300 pcs 1,09 h 34,28 h 0 pcs

60% 1925 pcs 2233 pcs 36,69 h 33,71 h -624 pcs

Max no of setups 30% 2413 pcs 2932 pcs 49,43 h 41,94 h -1845 pcs

Repetitive seq. 0% 2267 pcs 2713 pcs 50,22 h 39,83 h -2559 pcs
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amount

Same setup 

amount

Same setup 

amount

Sum of 
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times

Average 
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Inventory 
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In this, it is clearly seen that using full weekly demand batches is not preferable, which generates less 

favorable results in all aspects, compared to the other scenarios. It is seen that inventories in this 

scenario are relatively high, as well as the lead time. Logically, the five aspects are interrelated; 

meaning that decreasing the initial supermarket will lead to a decreased average inventory over time. 

The decreased inventories cause waiting times in the milling and drilling station, which in turn 

generates a negative difference in the actual production amount to the customer demand. The lead 

times are decreased due to that the queues will be smaller, but these small queues lead to shortage 

of goods in the process. To summarize, when decreasing inventories, this scenario leads to a faster 

throughput, but in insufficient volumes. In addition, when decreasing the initial supermarket, this 

scenario tends to be quite sensitive, showing large leaps in the effects between each gradual decrease.  

If observing Scenario 2 and Scenario 3, where batches in sizes between 600 and 800 pieces are used, 

benefits on the outputs are instantly seen when comparing to Scenario 1. If using the 100% inventory 

levels, minimizing waiting times, average inventories are decreased by 33%-41% and maximum 

inventories are decreased by 35%-40%, depending on which sequence used. The lead time benchmarks 

are also improved, lowering the average lead time from Scenario 1 by approximately 35%. In both 

Scenario 2 and Scenario 3, less effects and sensitivity are also seen during initial supermarket 

decrements, where products not reaching the required demand are less, compared to Scenario 1. In 

addition, using a repetitive sequence shows slightly better results, compared to using a sequence 

following the demand of the milling and drilling station. 

If further decreasing batch sizes, which are done in Scenario 4 and Scenario 5, reducing batches to 300-

400 pieces, even more benefits are seen. Compared to Scenario 1, using this size of batches generates 

average inventories that are 43%-48% smaller, and maximum inventories 45%-52% smaller. This is a 

significant improvement from the first scenario, but it is important to consider that several parameters 

that affect the available capacity, which is the key in creating these small batches, are not included. 

Compared to when using batches in sizes between 600 and 800 pieces, the results indicate an 

increased sensitivity and process impact when using these smaller batches during the initial 

supermarket decrement. Contradicting to the findings regarding Scenario 2 and Scenario 3, using a 

sequence following the demand is more beneficial, compared to a repetitive sequence, when using 

batch sizes of 300-400 pieces.  

When changing the strategy and using the same amount of setups, instead of having a similar batch 

size among products, the results differ quite much. In Scenario 6 and Scenario 7, all product types have 

been divided into two batches, each batch containing half of the weekly demand. Compared to 

Scenario 1, these scenarios still show improvements, but it is not the same logical interrelationship 

between outputs, as seen when using similar batch sizes. Using the inventory level when minimum 

waiting times occur leads to improvements in average inventories and maximum inventories by 25%-

32% and 28%-32%, respectively. The lead times are also improved by 25-30%, compared to Scenario 

1. The illogical output interrelationships are seen when decreasing the initial supermarket gradually, 

where the outputs do not always follow a predictable pattern between each decrement tick. This may 

depend on the highly different volumes that are portioned out from the turning station, causing 

instability in the process. This instability takes different forms depending on inventory level and lead 

to this irregularity in the results. Apart from this, it seems that using similar amount of setups generally 

leads to increased process impact when supermarket size is decreased, showing high effects on the 
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outputs for each decrement, especially regarding volume loss. If comparing the sequence choice, a 

demand sequence shows slightly better results, compared to using a repetitive sequence. 

Additionally, a mistake is discovered regarding Scenario 6. If comparing the minimum waiting time for 

all other scenarios, it can be seen that this time should be approximately 1,1 hour. In Scenario 6, this 

minimum waiting time shows 3,8 hours. If observing the results for this experiment in Appendix A, it 

can be seen that the waiting times in Mill 5 is the main cause to this problem. It may origin in a faulty 

insertion of data in the initial supermarket or in the determination of these. The raw data was 

recompiled for this experiment when the error was detected, unfortunately without a correction of 

the problem. Due to this, it would have been proper to repeat the experiment and obtain new results. 

Although, this is not possible due to licensing issues with Arena Simulation, which is the software the 

model is built in. Currently, the model cannot be run unless the license is upgraded, which is not 

possible at present. However, the difference detected is not of high significance and it is only 

considering the utilization data and not the remaining aspects. While the error is recognized, no major 

consideration is currently taken regarding this when evaluating the results.  

Scenario 8 and Scenario 9 shows similar output logic as the other two using the same amount of setups 

among products, but with further improvements on the outputs. When the 100% inventory level is 

used, average inventories are improved by 46%-55% and maximum inventories are improved with 

similar extent, 45%-53%, this compared to Scenario 1. The irregularities seen when decreasing the 

initial inventory level in Scenario 6 and Scenario 7 are also seen in these two scenarios. The reason is 

probably similar, meaning that it may origin in that the high differences in volume portions are causing 

instability in the process.  

Generally, it seems that the scenarios consisting of similar sized batches are generating better results. 

Considering inventory effects during the 100% initial inventory level, both types are showing similar 

results, both generating significant inventory reductions compared to Scenario 1. However, 

considering the experiments when the initial inventory level is successively reduced, it is clear that 

using similar batch sizes, instead of the same setup amount across the products, leads to a more stable 

and predictable process, as well as that these are causing less effects on the process when fluctuations 

in inventory occur. Using smaller batches leads to better results on all outputs, but it is important to 

remember that this requires a high availability in the process. This is because the setups needed for 

the small batches are using the free capacity of the process, which is almost maximized in the scenarios 

using the smallest batches. It is not possible to determine the most preferable sequence to use for the 

batches, this because the results are inconsistent between different scenarios. In some scenarios, a 

demand sequence is better, and a repetitive sequence is better in others.  

In order to give a better overview and an improved opportunity for comparison between the different 

scenarios, a boxplot is created, presented in Figure 45. This shows the spread of all taken samples for 

inventory level, i.e. it shows how the inventory fluctuates over time. All scenarios are included, but 

only with 100% inventory level, this because the main goal is to minimize waiting times, making these 

situations the most interesting. The boxes are calculated based on minimum, maximum, and the 

quartiles of the data. A solid line is also included in the plot, corresponding to the mean value in each 

scenario’s set of data. 
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Figure 45: Boxplot of inventory level for scenarios without variation 

7.3 Experiments including variation 
Similar to the previous experiments, the chosen outputs from the different scenarios are once more 

compiled into a table, this time including the different levels of cycle time variation applied, instead of 

the different levels for supermarket size. The main purpose of these experiments is to see the impact 

on outputs when introducing cycle time variation to different extents. These experiments were only 

using one inventory level, the 100% inventory, where minimum waiting times are obtained. In Table 

17, the compilation of all experiments is presented, showing five outputs, which are the same outputs 

used in previous experiments. The rows consisting of 0% cycle time variation are identical to the 

experiments shown in the previous chapter, where no variation is present.  
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Table 17: Compiled results for experiments including cycle time variation 

 

As seen, almost all scenarios show very similar values for their outputs, regardless of level of cycle time 

variation. The exception is the waiting time output for Scenario 6, which differ relatively much between 

the different experiments. This is the same scenario mentioned before, where a mistake was found. It 

seems that something was not conducted in the correct manner considering the data collection 

regarding machine utilization. Due to the insecurity regarding this aspect of this scenario, the findings 

regarding the entire scenario will be neglected. Fortunately, it seems that the approach used in this 

scenario is not a beneficial strategy, meaning that this loss will not have a major impact on the overall 

study. This reasoning is based on that all other findings point towards that most improvements are 

gained when the smallest possible batches are used, which is not the case for this scenario. In addition, 

the scenarios considering similar batch sizes, instead of the same amount of setups, are found more 

15% 4475 pcs 4959 pcs 1,11 h 72,34 h 0 pcs

10% 4475 pcs 4943 pcs 1,14 h 72,33 h 0 pcs

5% 4475 pcs 4956 pcs 1,16 h 72,34 h 0 pcs

0% 4471 pcs 4942 pcs 1,09 h 72,34 h 0 pcs

15% 2952 pcs 3237 pcs 1,14 h 48,56 h 0 pcs

10% 2954 pcs 3220 pcs 1,17 h 48,59 h 0 pcs

600-800 pcs. 5% 2954 pcs 3223 pcs 1,18 h 48,58 h 0 pcs

Demand seq. 0% 2953 pcs 3211 pcs 1,12 h 48,56 h 0 pcs

15% 2662 pcs 3009 pcs 1,20 h 44,17 h 0 pcs

10% 2661 pcs 2992 pcs 1,15 h 44,18 h 0 pcs

600-800 pcs. 5% 2659 pcs 3000 pcs 1,13 h 44,14 h 0 pcs

Repetitive seq. 0% 2659 pcs 2977 pcs 1,08 h 44,14 h 0 pcs

15% 2137 pcs 2400 pcs 1,20 h 35,98 h 0 pcs

10% 2136 pcs 2400 pcs 1,17 h 35,97 h 0 pcs

300-400 pcs. 5% 2136 pcs 2400 pcs 1,15 h 35,98 h 0 pcs

Demand seq. 0% 2137 pcs 2400 pcs 1,11 h 35,98 h 0 pcs

15% 2562 pcs 2800 pcs 1,16 h 42,52 h 0 pcs

10% 2561 pcs 2800 pcs 1,15 h 42,53 h 0 pcs

300-400 pcs. 5% 2560 pcs 2800 pcs 1,14 h 42,52 h 0 pcs

Repetitive seq. 0% 2559 pcs 2800 pcs 1,12 h 42,51 h 0 pcs

15% 3064 pcs 3314 pcs 1,78 h 50,29 h 0 pcs

10% 3064 pcs 3313 pcs 1,69 h 50,29 h 0 pcs

Half demand 5% 3064 pcs 3315 pcs 1,60 h 50,29 h 0 pcs

Demand seq. 0% 3075 pcs 3345 pcs 3,8 h 50,51 h 0 pcs

15% 3347 pcs 3579 pcs 1,26 h 54,59 h 0 pcs

10% 3347 pcs 3566 pcs 1,20 h 54,61 h 0 pcs

Half demand 5% 3345 pcs 3550 pcs 1,16 h 54,57 h 0 pcs

Repetitive 0% 3341 pcs 3556 pcs 1,11 h 54,56 h 0 pcs

15% 2555 pcs 2800 pcs 1,15 h 42,53 h 0 pcs

10% 2555 pcs 2800 pcs 1,14 h 42,54 h 0 pcs

Max no of setups 5% 2554 pcs 2800 pcs 1,17 h 42,52 h 0 pcs

Demand seq. 0% 2553 pcs 2800 pcs 1,09 h 42,51 h 0 pcs

15% 2021 pcs 2300 pcs 1,13 h 34,26 h 0 pcs

10% 2021 pcs 2300 pcs 1,19 h 34,28 h 0 pcs

Max no of setups 5% 2021 pcs 2300 pcs 1,15 h 34,28 h 0 pcs

Repetitive seq. 0% 2021 pcs 2300 pcs 1,09 h 34,28 h 0 pcs
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beneficial. Scenario 6 is using the latter, meaning that a disposal of its results is justified without any 

significant impact on the study.  

Because the other scenarios show similar results, whether variation is present or not, the earlier 

findings (see Chapter 7.2) gain an increased reliability, which is an important aspect in order to make 

decisions based on this study.  

A boxplot, similarly as for the experiments without variation, is created for the results describing 

scenarios that include a cycle time variation of 15%. In Figure 46, this boxplot is put beneath the one 

shown in Figure 45, this to facilitate comparison between the two situations. This confirms earlier 

statement, that the results including variation are very similar to the results that do not contain 

variation. This makes conclusions based on the latter more reliable in a real environment.  

 
Figure 46: Comparison of inventory level boxplots, with and without variation 

7.4 Setup time reduction 
A setup time reduction in the model was simulated in order to reflect a potential situation after a 

SMED-project in the process. The scenarios using reduced setup times are when the same setup 

amount was used across product types, with this amount stretched to its maximum according to the 

new available capacity, this in order to further investigate the effects from small batches. With the 

original setup time, the capacity allowed 15 setups per week and lathe, but with a 50% decrease of 

setup time, the capacity allows the double amount of setups, 30 setups per week and lathe. A setup 

time reduction of 30% is also included, meaning a new maximum of the weekly setup amount per lathe 

is now set to 21 in the first lathe and 20 in the second lathe, this to obtain a common setup amount 

among the products in each machine.  
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Due to earlier mentioned restrictions in the input data spreadsheet and the model, regarding 

maximum number of setups per product, it is not possible to include the scenarios when batch sizes 

are similar between product types. This is unfortunate because previous results have shown that using 

similar batch sizes, instead of the same setup amount, generates better effects regarding required 

inventories, and decreases the sensitivity and negative process effects when these inventories are not 

reached.  

In total, there are four experiments considering the situation with reduced setup times. In Table 18, a 

compilation table with the results from these experiments is presented, in the same layout as for 

previous result presentations. The original results from the two scenarios consisting of the maximum 

amount of setups among products, where setup times are not reduced, are also presented for 

comparison reasons.  

Table 18: Compiled results for experiments with reduced setup time 

 

Table 18 shows rather surprising results, where the outputs are not improved as expected. Only small 

improvements can be seen, even if the batch sizes are considerably smaller than before, which 

according to the logic from previous results should lead to more improvements. In one case, the result 

shows a worsened output even if the setup time has been reduced, which is not logical. This strengthen 

the earlier belief that using the same setup amounts among the product types, regardless of volumes, 

the process gets unstable and difficult to foresee, consequently making the use of similar batch sizes 

more preferable.  

Even if only small improvements are seen regarding these scenarios, it is not certain to state that a 

SMED-project only will have small benefits considering inventory levels. If the scenarios consisting of 

similar sized batches are to be tested, the results may be very different, this because of the logic 

previous results are showing. As mentioned, this can unfortunately not be tested due to restrictions in 

the model. However, this situation, consisting of reduced setup times, is highly potential and do not 

correspond to reality. Even if these results show that a SMED-project only leads to small benefits 

regarding inventories, it is important to remember that the freed capacity can be used for other 

purposes, rather than creating small batches, which can be highly beneficial for the company.    

Max no of setups
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Repetitive seq.
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Max no of setups

Repetitive seq.
2129 pcs 2400 pcs 1,58 h 35,90 h 0 pcs

2543 pcs 2780 pcs 1,54 h 42,38 h 0 pcs

1951 pcs 2200 pcs 1,22 h 33,16 h 0 pcs

0 pcs
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8. Conclusions & Recommendations 
Based on the results, conclusions for the study are made, which are presented in this chapter. This is 

done by answering the research questions, showing that the purpose of the study is fulfilled. 

Recommendations are also given to Gnutti Carlo Sweden, based on the results and conclusions. 

Following this, reflections on the study, as well as suggestions future research, are presented. In 

addition, a discussion considering the sustainability of the study is also presented.  

8.1 Research conclusions 
The coming sub-chapters first describe how the results are answering the research questions and 

fulfilling the purpose. This is followed by recommendations made directly towards the company, 

including suggestions of how to continue in order to reach an improved state. 

8.1.1 Study purpose & research questions 
The purpose of this project is to achieve a suitable balance between minimizing waiting times in the 

constraining station and the level of inventories within the process, with main focus on waiting times, 

this in a no yet active production line at Gnutti Carlo Sweden in Alvesta.  

The research questions stated, connected to this purpose, are: 

 Is it beneficial to use smaller batches in order to decrease inventories, and still achieve 

minimum waiting times? 

 What inventories are needed in the supermarkets of the process in order to avoid waiting 

times due to incoming material shortage? 

 What batch sizes should be used in order to minimize inventories within the process? 

 What batching strategy should be used in the non-constraining machine, especially 

considering sequencing and setup management? 

Each question is individually answered below, together forming a conclusion that is fulfilling the 

purpose of the study. Several of the answers are interrelated, meaning that some conclusions may 

seem repetitive.  

Is it beneficial to use smaller batches in order to decrease inventories, and still achieve minimum 

waiting times? 

It is clearly beneficial to use smaller batches in the non-constraining station, the turning station, in 

order to decrease the supermarket size needed for minimizing waiting times in front of the process 

constraint, the milling and drilling station. The scenarios tested shows that average inventories can be 

decreased by up to 50% and required maximum inventories can be decreased by up to 52%, compared 

to using full weekly demand batches. It is important to consider that some aspects are not included in 

the simulation model, such as maintenance of machine and actual process variation, meaning that the 

results may differ from reality. Nevertheless, with these significant gains shown in the obtained results, 

all signs point towards that using smaller batches will be very beneficial from an inventory perspective, 

this without affecting waiting times in the constraining station, hence not affecting the overall process 

performance.  
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What inventories are needed in the supermarkets of the process in order to avoid waiting times due to 

incoming material shortage? 

The answer for this depends on how much of the available capacity in the turning station that is willing 

to be spent on setups. Of the scenarios tested, the results showed that using similar batch sizes among 

products is more beneficial, compared to using the same amount of setups per product. Two different 

batch size spans were tested, 600-800 and 300-400 pieces per batch, where less inventory is needed 

the smaller the batch sizes are. If batches of 600-800 pieces are used, the average inventory is between 

2 659 and 2 953 pieces, and the maximum inventory is between 2 977 and 3 211 pieces. These are 

significant improvements compared to Scenario 1, where the average inventory is 4 471 pieces and 

maximum inventory is 4942 pieces. These values correspond to the 100% inventory, meaning that 

minimum waiting times are achieved.  

If further decreasing batch sizes, using sizes in a span between 300 and 400 pieces, even more benefits 

are seen. Here, inventories needed in order to minimize waiting times show, depending on sequence, 

average levels between 2 137 and 2 559 pieces, with maximum inventories between 2400 pieces and 

2800 pieces. This is an improvement of up to 50% in average inventories and up to 52% in maximum 

inventories, compared to Scenario 1. 

The scenarios using the same amount of batches are also showing major improvements on inventories. 

When the maximum amount of batches is used, average and maximum inventories are decreased up 

to 55% and 53%, respectively, this while minimum waiting times are achieved. However, as these 

scenarios tend to cause instability and unpredictability in the process, it is not recommended to use 

same amount of batches as a batching strategy.  

The potential future situation when setup times are reduced was only tested on scenarios with same 

amount of batches, and not on the more preferable similar sized batches, this due to model and input 

restrictions. In these experiments, inventories are slightly improved, but it is difficult to justify a SMED-

project based on these results. Although, it is believed that using similar sized batches would be more 

beneficial, meaning that inventories can be decreased more than 50% and 52%, compared to Scenario 

1, which is the outcome seen when using batches in sizes of 300-400 pieces. However, this is only a 

speculation and has not been tested, thus not possible to confirm, but as findings from existing theory 

shows that SMED is beneficial (see Chapter 3.4.3), this assumption is considered plausible. 

What batch sizes should be used in order to minimize inventories within the process? 

The smallest inventories, still minimizing the waiting times, are achieved when the batches are kept as 

low as possible. In Scenario 4 and Scenario 5, where batch sizes in the product types were in a span 

between 300 and 400 pieces, average inventories are decreased by up to 50%, and maximum 

inventories by up to 52%.  

If using the same amount of batches, instead of similar batch sizes, improvements are also seen on the 

inventories. Here as well, the higher amount of separate batches, i.e. the smaller batch sizes, the more 

improvements are seen in inventory levels. When using the maximum amount of batches that capacity 

allows, with batch sizes of approximately one third or one fifth of the weekly demand for each product 

(depending on which lathe the products are processed in), similar improvements are seen; average 

inventories decreased by 55% and maximum inventories decreased by 53%, compared to Scenario 1. 

However, the scenarios including the same amount of setups show a less predictive pattern between 
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experiment results. In addition, they are believed to cause instability in the process, wherefore it is not 

a recommended approach to use.  

When testing the scenarios including reduced setup times, slight improvements are seen. Due to 

model and input data restrictions, this was only tested on scenarios including the same amount of 

batches and not for similar sized batches, which are showing better results. As described, it is believed 

that a SMED-project will be more beneficial when used together with similar sized batches, making it 

possible to decrease batch sizes even further and achieve smaller inventories. Again, this has not been 

tested and cannot be confirmed. 

As described previously, smaller batches lead to smaller inventories, but when deciding which batch 

size to use it is important to consider the true available capacity in the process. Now, the setups for 

the smallest batches are using almost all free capacity, which is not suitable due to that some 

parameters, such as maintenance and process variability, are neglected in the study. 

What batching strategy should be used in the non-constraining station, the turning station, especially 

considering sequencing and setup management, in order to minimize inventories while having 

minimum waiting time in the constraining station, the milling and drilling station? 

As mentioned, the actual amount of excess capacity in the process is not currently known, which is 

what controls the amount of setups possible, consequently the size of the batches. Without specifying 

a certain size, the answer is that the smallest inventories are reached when the batches are as small 

as possible. Of the scenarios tested, the scenarios including batches of similar sizes are generating the 

best results. The smallest batch sizes tested in these scenarios are in a span between 300 and 400 

pieces, which show improvements on average inventories up to 50% and improvements on maximum 

inventories up to 52%, compared to using full weekly demand batch sizes.  

In the scenarios considering reduced setup times, achieved after a potential SMED-project, the 

preferred approach of using similar batch sizes was not used, this due to restrictions in the model and 

the input data. Because the results from these do not show the expected improvements, it seems that 

a SMED project is not beneficial to conduct from an inventory decrement perspective. The results 

would likely be different if tested with similar batch sizes, instead of the same amount of setups. This 

is because the remaining tests using this batching strategy follows a more logical flow, where 

continuously smaller batches lead to better results on all outputs. This is in contrast to the scenarios 

using the same amount of setups as batching strategy, where it is instead quite difficult to see a logical 

pattern between the experiments, this due to more irregular results when comparing. As a last remark 

considering the results from the experiments with decreased setup times, it is important to consider 

that, even if these do not show major improvements regarding inventory reduction, there are many 

other advantages from conducting a project like this. Examples of benefits are increased capacity, 

consequently enabling the opportunity for increased volumes, or more protection against fluctuations 

in the demand or the process.  

Two sequencing alternatives have been tested for the turning station, a repetitive sequence and a 

sequence following the demand of the milling and drilling station. Unfortunately, it is impossible to 

determine the most preferable alternative between these, this because of the inconsistency between 

the scenarios’ results during comparison.  
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8.1.2 Company recommendations 
This simulation study has shown that, by using specific strategies regarding batch sizes in the non-

constraining work station, a significant positive impact can be achieved regarding in-process 

inventories, this while still utilizing the constraint to its fullest. The recommendation is to use smaller 

batches in the turning station, this in order to minimize the supermarket needed in front on the milling 

and drilling station. Due to limitations of available process data, some parameters have not been fully 

considered, meaning that a specific minimum size of these batches is difficult to determine in order to 

ensure that the process requirements are fulfilled. The results should be used together with further 

investigations of the process, mostly considering maintenance aspects and process variation. This is a 

task fully possible, because full production is not reached until 2018 and this data can be easily 

obtained until that deadline, if sufficient time is allocated by management. It can be done without 

significantly affecting the daily production because of the lower demand before 2018. 

The smaller the batches, the more improved results are seen regarding inventories and lead time, this 

while still fulfilling the demand and minimizing the waiting times. Most benefits are seen with small, 

similar batch sizes in the turning station. The sequencing to prefer, choosing between a repetitive 

sequence and a sequence following the demand of the milling and drilling station, is not possible to 

determine because of inconsistency between results. The important part to remember is that the 

excess capacity is what is enabling the possibility for decreasing batch sizes and increasing the number 

of setups. If data for all remaining parameters are collected, it is possible to determine the true 

available capacity in the process steps, therefore also making it possible to determine a suitable 

amount of setups, which in turn gives the batch sizes to be used. 

Some scenarios show that, even if the initial supermarket size is decreased and therefore not 

minimizing the waiting times, they create a low sensitivity regarding volume loss, i.e. the possibility of 

fulfilling the demand is not significantly impacted. Although, it is not recommended to use inventories 

lower than the levels found for minimizing the waiting time in the milling and drilling station. This is 

because waiting times in this station, which is a process constraint, are pure waste and should be 

minimized. The constraint should be kept running to a maximum level, because this controls the pace 

of the production and the throughput of products in the process. If excess capacity is generated due 

to actions in adjacent stations, this extra time should be spent on value adding activities, such as 

increasing volume, decreasing inventories, or stabilizing the process. In addition, as previously 

described, the current levels found for minimizing the waiting times does not consider some important 

aspects, such as maintenance. This means that less machine capacity is available in reality, compared 

to what has been simulated. If the initial supermarket is decreased, it means that additional capacity 

is sacrificed, apart from the losses shown in the results, which is something certainly not 

recommended.  

Outside this project’s scope, there are also further actions needed in order to ensure an efficient 

process line when production is initiated in 2018. First, the two other areas in the process need to be 

further investigated. In the second area, which stretches between the high-pressure de-burring station 

and the final supermarket, a suitable batch size to use needs to be determined. When determining this 

batch size, the excess capacity in the second process area should be considered, this in order to 

calculate the capacity allowed for setups. In addition, other potential practical limitations should also 

be considered. Doing this will facilitate the determination of a proper batch size that will decrease the 

queues following the milling and drilling station. 
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In the third area, covering the area from the final supermarket to the final storage/delivery, the main 

challenge will be to determine a safety stock for the supermarket, required to handle the variations in 

customer demand. This needs to be investigated during the start-up period before full production in 

2018, in where customer order patterns should be found. An alternative solution can be to establish 

agreements together with the customer that may lead to a more stable demand, if possible.  

To summarize, the recommendations based on this study are: 

 Use smaller batches in the turning station in order to decrease the needed supermarket before 

the milling and drilling station, the constraint of the process, to the extent that capacity allows. 

 Use batch sizes of similar size in the turning station, generating a more stable and predictive 

process. 

 Determine the true available capacity in order to set proper batch sizes, this by collecting 

process data during the start-up period until reaching full production in 2018. 

 Continuously attempt to generate additional excess capacity through improvement actions, 

and use this for value-adding activities. 

 Investigate the remaining process areas by collecting data and obtain knowledge of process- 

and customer behaviors. 

Before full production initiation in 2018, the process decisions should be reconsidered based on these 

results, the new additional data, and the experiences gained during the start-up period. By using these 

inputs, the chance of reaching an efficient and cost-effective process is significantly increased. 

Attempts should also be made to apply these findings on production outside this process, this due to 

the positive effects shown on inventories that a specific batching strategy has.  

8.2 Research reflections 
The choice of conducting a simulation study has been proven to be an appropriate approach in solving 

the problem and to answer the stated research questions. However, the complexity of the problem 

and the chosen process required several delimitations in order to solve the problem within the planned 

time scope. One of these delimitations is that the model does not include the entire process. Instead, 

it is focused on the first two processing stations, together with the supermarket connected to these. 

This should not have any significant impact on the results, this due to the decoupling points that are 

possible to use because of the supermarkets in the process.  

One of the delimitations made, which will have an impact on the results, is connected to maintenance 

of the machines. This has not been sufficiently accounted for in the model and the experiments, 

meaning that breakdowns of machines are not included. In reality, breakdowns are inevitable and will 

eventually occur. Because the process has not yet been initiated, data regarding this is not currently 

available. The only information considering machine availability is the data stated by the machine 

supplier, which is not sufficient but still applied to some extent in the model and its experiments (see 

Chapter 6.1.3). Attempts were made to use arbitrary values for MTBF and MTTR to see the effect of 

breakdowns, but due to process complexity, this was not possible to apply properly.  

As described in Chapter 7.2 and 7.3, one set of experiments, connected to Scenario 6, is showing results 

that are not considered reliable, meaning that these experiments probably have been conducted 

improperly. The source of the error has been investigated, where the raw data has been once more 
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compiled, however without any changes. A proper action would be to repeat the affected experiments 

completely, but due to licensing issues, the model cannot be run, making this impossible. As earlier 

described, even if this is unfortunate, it does not have any major impact of the overall study. This is 

because the strategy of affected scenario is not including any of the parameters that the findings show 

to be most beneficial, regarding both batching strategy and batch size.  

The model has been altered to correspond to a potential situation where setup times are reduced, i.e. 

after a SMED-project. Because the results are more positive when using smaller batches, the goal with 

this was to reduce the batch sizes further, this due to the additional capacity gained from a SMED-

project. Unfortunately, due to restrictions of the input data spreadsheet and the model, it is not 

possible to investigate a maximum number of batches when batch sizes are of similar size, but instead 

only when the amount of setups is the same among products. This is unfortunate, because the 

scenarios consisting of similar batch sizes are showing better results, meaning that a continued 

investigation should logically be conducted regarding these scenarios. Even if slightly improvements 

are found when the same amount of setups is used, it is not as prominent as expected, making it 

difficult to justify SMED-projects in order to decrease inventories. It is believed that the results would 

be different if using similar batch sizes, because of the logical and deterministic structure between 

previous results, but this cannot be confirmed due to the aforementioned restriction.  

Two different production sequences have been investigated, considering the turning station, with the 

goal of finding the most beneficial sequence to use. However, the results show inconsistent effects on 

the process. In some cases, the sequence following the milling and drilling station’s demand is best, 

and in other cases, a repetitive sequence is more beneficial. This inconsistency makes it impossible to 

specify a most suitable sequencing strategy without further investigation.  

8.3 Sustainability discussion 
With the continuously increasing awareness of sustainability, it is important to consider long-term 

impact from the research, especially the aspects considering economy, sociology, and ecology. This 

study is made from a very technical point of view, only considering a few machines, and how different 

batch sizes affect the process, from an inventory and time aspect. It is quite easy to connect this to a 

discussion considering economic sustainability, but the remaining two are more difficult to discuss in 

this specific study.  

Because the actions suggested will decrease the inventory levels, thus the inventory holding costs, it 

can easily be seen as sustainable research from an economic perspective. Reaching the same results 

with less financial impact is always pursued, and is a strong motivation behind implementing the 

suggestions that are based on the study result.  

Sociological and ecological sustainability are not considered affected by this study and will therefore 

not be further discussed. If the scope of the study would have been wider, it is plausible that the study 

impact would be possible to connect to these two aspects. It has not been included in the study scope 

to focus on sustainability, but as described above, it is an important factor to consider when conducting 

research.  
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8.4 Future research 
As the study only has been focused on one area of the fuel injector process, further research should 

be conducted on the remaining process areas. This can be done by extending the current simulation 

model, adding the missing processing stations. This model should also continuously be updated with 

current data in order to reflect reality to the highest extent possible. 

Further research is also needed for the missing parameters, such as maintenance and process 

variation. One alternative can be to find an approach that includes this in the current model, similar to 

how cycle time variation is included through a sensitivity analysis. An attempt for this has been made, 

although without success. Perhaps something has been overlooked and this may be solved with 

another approach. Otherwise, this data has to be measured when the process is initiated, then added 

to the model.  

Even if the faulty experiments regarding Scenario 6 were not causing any significant impact on the 

results, it is appropriate to repeat these in order to increase the consistency of the study. 

In the extension of the model, also the input data spreadsheet should be extended, increasing the 

amount of possible batches for the products. This would enable testing of effects from reduced setup 

time in the scenarios with similar sized batches, which is believed to be highly beneficial. 

At last, further research should be conducted regarding the sequencing of product types in the turning 

station. As for now, it is not possible to determine whether a repetitive sequence or a sequence 

following the demand of the milling and drilling station is most suitable, this due to contradicting 

results. Perhaps the two sequences tested are not optimal and other sequences are more suitable for 

the process. It may exist for example sequences that better utilizes the setups between products, 

which is something that should be included in further investigations. 
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Appendix A: Output data from experiments 

Variation excluded – Entire weekly demand – 100% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Entire weekly demand – 60% supermarket 

 

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 1360 800 400 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 700 440 200 0

D 600 360 200 0

E 760 440 240 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 680 400 200 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 979,01036 558,992228 640,97021 508,9262 581,3938 641,8536 461,0415 99,30181 4471,4896

Std dev 446,59033 532,1712347 289,89755 172,3115 269,8231 612,7799 279,7098 22,00863 216,13028

Max 1360 1617 1216 600 760 1880 680 204 4942

Min 13 56 0 0 0 56 0 0 3945

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,257271 12,25727061 4,9614975 4,738533 6,106232 6,106232

Use - over cap 97,742729 97,74272939 105,0385 105,2615 103,8938 103,8938

Std dev 0,1586559 0,158655907 0,1822205 0,228291 0,183571 0,183571

Report util. % 0,8857 0,8877 0,9541 0,9553 0,9416 0,9436

Report util. H 97,427 97,647 104,951 105,083 103,576 103,796 Total

Waiting time 0,3157294 0,095729391 0,0875025 0,178467 0,317768 0,097768 1,092965

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 124,51116 42,90319979 65,828004 128,6208 132,1587 39,45617 117,5634 53,35495 72,343646

Std dev 14,487908 25,2524365 50,906764 47,53703 8,38908 22,97183 7,975202 71,25199

Max 149,78667 133,937639 142,14583 160,0108 146,7498 122,9343 131,3858 165,2161

Min 99,544444 4,325139 2,573889 2,587222 117,7844 4,807417 103,9142 2,307222

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61635 106950 77941 30816 34418 135971 30828 14497 493056

Scrap 925 1610 1179 464 542 2029 452 223 7424

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 1360 800 400 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 700 440 200 0

D 600 360 200 0

E 760 440 240 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 680 400 200 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 516,62306 615,361399 533,9249 377,2733 369,4611 1082,909 320,2604 240,2889 4056,102

Std dev 329,9845 531,8491275 300,1419 78,21399 140,2024 561,3705 143,6869 152,4262 618,8558

Max 882 1638 1183 671 452 2150 415 400 5204

Min 0 72 0 184 0 376 0 80 2400

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 110 110 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0 0 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,7754 0,9979 0,9531 0,9519 0,8814 0,9993

Report util. H 85,294 109,769 104,841 104,709 96,954 109,923 Total

Waiting time 24,706 0,231 5,159 5,291 13,046 0,077 48,51

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 66,601406 48,81419851 57,54953 98,67223 83,7815 66,50058 81,46201 128,0779 67,19085

Std dev 48,063071 30,11397818 46,97201 69,12999 67,53771 41,03294 64,71843 66,29394

Max 121,85889 135,166528 135,2337 172,0855 151,1587 149,0486 145,5447 248,9975

Min 0,528333 3,558472 0,591111 14,84039 0,545028 3,88075 0,559722 86,027

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61605 106896 77751 30759 34430 135404 30807 14203 491855

Scrap 955 1587 1224 482 530 1994 473 197 7442

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 -77 -145 -39 0 -602 0 -320 -1183
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Variation excluded – Entire weekly demand – 30% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Entire weekly demand – 0% supermarket 

 

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 1360 800 400 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 700 440 200 0

D 600 360 200 0

E 760 440 240 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 680 400 200 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 426,54275 778,0194301 533,1671 315,0635 224,8886 1180,413 181,7824 220,9728 3860,85

Std dev 227,20606 351,2618401 299,3831 124,5857 85,56895 479,1069 84,3008 151,1701 543,5801

Max 881 1562 1176 687 453 2106 414 360 4886

Min 0 344 0 200 0 336 0 40 1120

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 110 110 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0 0 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8753 0,8914 0,9504 0,9498 0,8782 0,9994

Report util. H 96,283 98,054 104,544 104,478 96,602 109,934 Total

Waiting time 13,717 11,946 5,456 5,522 13,398 0,066 50,105

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 58,168082 58,13806366 57,54291 85,6425 52,003 71,93807 47,12569 119,1637 64,20626

Std dev 50,988138 46,93287929 46,97275 59,83025 62,85169 47,76961 59,00489 50,43139

Max 133,90222 153,87125 135,22 173,2592 151,4568 159,9742 145,5719 257,8576

Min 0,528333 1,502917 0,591111 15,89039 0,545028 1,647417 0,559722 94,39167

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61354 106490 77595 30647 34405 135170 30808 14194 490663

Scrap 993 1630 1148 422 555 2025 472 206 7451

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference -213 -440 -377 -211 0 -805 0 -320 -2366

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 1360 800 400 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 700 440 200 0

D 600 360 200 0

E 760 440 240 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 680 400 200 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 380,29275 794,1981865 530,1904 252 55,70984 1289,31 46,6386 207,2824 3555,622

Std dev 277,81731 437,1251986 298,8052 211,6095 121,6066 403,4147 107,2061 145,0924 541,2625

Max 896 1801 1167 680 463 2079 423 320 4542

Min 0 320 0 0 0 320 0 0 640

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 110 110 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0 0 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8708 0,8919 0,9476 0,9472 0,876 0,9993

Report util. H 95,788 98,109 104,236 104,192 96,36 109,923 Total

Waiting time 14,212 11,891 5,764 5,808 13,64 0,077 51,392

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 53,09385 59,35504807 57,72348 71,61815 15,93758 78,11629 15,20699 113,4304 60,01901

Std dev 42,032242 43,21044402 47,04883 35,03672 8,396359 55,32964 7,978734 3,825601

Max 109,73722 151,790694 134,9857 107,0542 30,51042 171,5128 29,09306 120,3923

Min 1,528333 0,510139 0,591111 18,19222 1,545028 0,546417 1,559722 106,3418

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 60984 106579 77332 30382 34408 135869 30820 14188 490562

Scrap 944 1541 1206 452 552 2106 460 212 7473

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference -632 -440 -582 -446 0 -25 0 -320 -2445
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Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 600 to 800 pieces – Demand seq. – 100% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 600 to 800 pieces – Demand seq. – 60% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 500 320 160 0

B 500 320 160 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 200 120 80 0

E 300 200 80 0

F 800 480 240 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 419,5285 520,7862694 204,5518 208,6192 293,6671 850,8005 434,8251 20,06477 2952,843

Std dev 130,7299 121,667328 95,90065 72,82648 77,27012 137,0543 137,433 59,80269 104,5884

Max 580 844 426 463 518 1252 500 290 3211

Min 56 173 0 0 16 584 0 0 2691

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,289982 12,28998193 4,945054 4,754173 6,071141 6,071141

Use - over cap 97,710018 97,71001807 105,0549 105,2458 103,9289 103,9289

Std dev 0,1273181 0,127318085 0,19588 0,202953 0,185656 0,185656

Report util. % 0,8854 0,8875 0,9543 0,9551 0,9418 0,9437

Report util. H 97,394 97,625 104,973 105,061 103,598 103,807 Total

Waiting time 0,3160181 0,085018065 0,081946 0,184827 0,330859 0,121859 1,120526

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 54,552397 39,98271166 23,51138 53,74657 67,28383 50,83794 109,6705 14,33402 48,56159

Std dev 49,99737 26,14829443 24,1476 63,9952 68,5963 31,0693 63,98691 3,81458

Max 129,75056 96,535417 93,33056 160,1161 159,1529 115,4053 159,0136 21,15556

Min 5,345556 7,252778 1,033333 2,732667 3,416639 18,70311 1,620278 7,156667

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61649 106900 77966 30807 34441 135998 30832 14500 493093

Scrap 911 1660 1154 473 519 2002 448 220 7387

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 500 320 160 0

B 500 320 160 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 200 120 80 0

E 300 200 80 0

F 800 480 240 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 264,99093 351,380829 160,2902 138,3601 200,7746 586,7733 273,7694 24,43523 2000,775

Std dev 112,97456 112,9457248 101,859 76,00032 77,05846 134,2045 106,758 69,2256 176,8963

Max 476 663 404 423 459 932 423 320 2358

Min 0 88 0 0 0 408 0 0 1566

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 10,267162 10,26716183 1,265024 2,513408 1,85224 1,85224

Use - over cap 99,732838 99,73283817 108,735 107,4866 108,1478 108,1478

Std dev 0,1643031 0,164303052 0,284783 0,259548 0,139122 0,139122

Report util. % 0,8685 0,9046 0,9542 0,9553 0,9043 0,9818

Report util. H 95,535 99,506 104,962 105,083 99,473 107,998 Total

Waiting time 4,1978382 0,226838174 3,772976 2,403592 8,67476 0,14976 19,42576

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 35,222045 27,87806861 19,18991 36,86631 46,20523 36,11147 69,40311 16,56653 33,7974

Std dev 43,204487 22,38591596 18,98471 53,40741 60,50304 24,19458 67,10496 3,820154

Max 120,24944 87,401806 88,41944 157,1108 153,7517 97,53864 148,8008 23,47967

Min 0,528333 4,716806 0,591111 0,590778 0,545028 14,46175 0,559722 9,764444

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61644 106926 77955 30774 34389 136017 30802 14526 493033

Scrap 916 1634 1165 506 571 1983 478 194 7447

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 600 to 800 pieces – Demand seq. – 30% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 600 to 800 pieces – Demand seq. – 0% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 500 320 160 0

B 500 320 160 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 200 120 80 0

E 300 200 80 0

F 800 480 240 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 169,57254 210,6554404 144,7617 122,7876 109,5 452,1516 154,8834 37,19171 1401,504

Std dev 103,93572 104,0459114 109,476 102,7872 93,86163 169,672 79,53853 88,24559 365,2521

Max 470 504 404 487 456 811 424 320 1978

Min 0 0 0 8 0 223 0 0 815

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 6,0625664 6,062566413 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 103,93743 103,9374336 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0,1453993 0,145399319 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8295 0,9438 0,9546 0,9561 0,8858 0,9994

Report util. H 91,245 103,818 105,006 105,171 97,438 109,934 Total

Waiting time 12,692434 0,119433587 4,994 4,829 12,562 0,066 35,26287

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 23,751333 17,94594084 18,49391 33,55968 27,06737 31,11324 40,50994 34,31737 25,8912

Std dev 30,812397 16,6115282 17,58944 45,34049 41,47803 20,41692 54,87661 25,6362

Max 111,67167 79,179583 87,59556 161,2408 151,3301 87,74789 145,9642 87,82722

Min 0,528333 1,88625 0,591111 3,635389 0,545028 12,09019 0,559722 15,87417

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61633 106971 77936 30837 34409 135724 30815 14452 492777

Scrap 927 1589 1163 443 551 2104 465 207 7449

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 -21 0 0 -172 0 -61 -254

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 500 320 160 0

B 500 320 160 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 200 120 80 0

E 300 200 80 0

F 800 480 240 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 96,309585 117,1800518 128,3381 64,57902 55,87824 333,3018 46,7513 78,34974 920,6878

Std dev 142,32781 132,1154919 119,3689 132,5004 121,9081 149,3651 107,5408 96,47327 500,0967

Max 488 415 400 488 464 649 438 320 1617

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 270

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 110 110 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0 0 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8141 0,9589 0,9542 0,9547 0,8836 0,9996

Report util. H 89,551 105,479 104,962 105,017 97,196 109,956 Total

Waiting time 20,449 4,521 5,038 4,983 12,804 0,044 47,839

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 15,405764 12,99834899 18,5128 19,85862 15,91021 24,64408 15,21163 56,12584 19,40691

Std dev 7,4084794 11,11807515 17,71124 8,750324 8,387053 20,31095 7,979429 32,14281

Max 29,78375 72,658889 87,18778 35,11089 30,51042 86,70264 29,09306 93,20067

Min 1,528333 0,510139 0,591111 4,560833 1,545028 0,546417 1,559722 21,124

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61619 106839 77908 30823 34421 135590 30810 14366 492376

Scrap 941 1660 1115 457 539 2074 470 195 7451

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 -61 -97 0 0 -336 0 -159 -653
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Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 600 to 800 pieces – Repetitive seq. – 100% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 600 to 800 pieces – Repetitive seq. – 60% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 500 320 160 0

B 500 320 160 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 0 0 0 0

E 300 200 80 0

F 700 440 200 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 419,38731 521,1489637 204,5946 63,63212 293,7513 650,1088 434,8044 71,83031 2659,258

Std dev 130,97473 121,3576885 95,63486 131,2972 77,2418 260,3876 137,5236 124,2959 119,4294

Max 580 844 426 494 518 1151 500 320 2977

Min 56 172 0 0 16 0 0 0 2385

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,289118 12,28911839 4,932361 4,740676 6,136449 6,136449

Use - over cap 97,710882 97,71088161 105,0676 105,2593 103,8636 103,8636

Std dev 0,145983 0,145983026 0,202625 0,198497 0,164706 0,164706

Report util. % 0,8857 0,8875 0,9544 0,9553 0,9411 0,9432

Report util. H 97,427 97,625 104,984 105,083 103,521 103,752 Total

Waiting time 0,2838816 0,085881609 0,083639 0,176324 0,342551 0,111551 1,083827

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 54,543666 39,9767564 23,54404 19,70761 67,25094 39,56987 109,9276 41,48829 44,14235

Std dev 50,0001 26,1362055 24,17711 8,731592 68,58027 34,99766 63,86604 3,818928

Max 129,75056 96,535417 93,33056 34,96939 159,1529 111,6317 159,0136 48,3075

Min 5,345556 7,252778 1,033333 4,026556 3,416639 1,472222 1,620278 34,3

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61625 107011 77916 30778 34428 135915 30786 14495 492954

Scrap 935 1549 1204 502 532 2085 494 225 7526

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 500 320 160 0

B 500 320 160 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 0 0 0 0

E 300 200 80 0

F 700 440 200 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 264,84326 351,2862694 159,7383 71,27202 200,6878 483,1593 275,4223 75,5013 1881,911

Std dev 113,06202 113,1423568 101,751 142,8126 76,97398 206,6565 104,5798 126,8302 220,3627

Max 477 663 405 525 457 921 423 320 2371

Min 0 80 0 0 0 8 0 0 1440

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 10,294209 10,29420883 1,308382 2,848159 0 0

Use - over cap 99,705791 99,70579117 108,6916 107,1518 110 110

Std dev 0,1596406 0,159640645 0,320289 0,232682 0 0

Report util. % 0,869 0,9038 0,9544 0,9555 0,8873 0,998

Report util. H 95,59 99,418 104,984 105,105 97,603 109,78 Total

Waiting time 4,1157912 0,287791174 3,707618 2,046841 12,397 0,22 22,77504

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 35,322353 27,87869865 19,20957 21,57763 46,28048 30,90986 69,94113 43,37798 32,25093

Std dev 43,305324 22,39947628 19,1088 8,740569 60,55596 27,77323 67,61606 3,819534

Max 120,24944 87,401806 88,41944 36,83692 153,7517 98,25781 149,8817 50,18392

Min 0,528333 4,692361 0,591111 6,346389 0,545028 0,546417 0,559722 36,51944

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61661 106928 77923 30808 34428 135883 30820 14529 492980

Scrap 899 1632 1197 472 532 2080 460 191 7463

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 -37 0 0 -37
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Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 600 to 800 pieces – Repetitive seq. – 30% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 600 to 800 pieces – Repetitive seq. – 0% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 500 320 160 0

B 500 320 160 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 0 0 0 0

E 300 200 80 0

F 700 440 200 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 169,46891 210,2098446 144,4326 97,82902 109,3277 367,5078 158,8705 89,18394 1346,83

Std dev 103,74756 103,95699 109,2796 181,1056 94,30061 196,3653 75,63167 134,0439 367,5915

Max 472 504 404 624 457 822 424 320 2048

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 738

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 6,0645893 6,064589348 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 103,93541 103,9354107 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0,1405415 0,140541473 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8293 0,9436 0,9543 0,9556 0,9025 0,9813

Report util. H 91,223 103,796 104,973 105,116 99,275 107,943 Total

Waiting time 12,712411 0,139410652 5,027 4,884 10,725 2,057 35,54482

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 23,720997 17,91313317 18,42361 28,15274 26,96957 26,30554 41,41899 61,39824 25,04905

Std dev 30,789845 16,59860444 17,53626 8,746594 41,31219 24,84815 56,62758 25,59452

Max 111,67167 79,179583 87,71111 43,64578 151,2465 87,486 150,3792 115,1506

Min 0,528333 1,918611 0,591111 12,88822 0,545028 0,546417 0,559722 43,04011

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61628 106941 77930 30836 34450 135640 30845 14428 492698

Scrap 932 1619 1167 444 510 2117 435 220 7444

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 -23 0 0 -243 0 -72 -338

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 500 320 160 0

B 500 320 160 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 0 0 0 0

E 300 200 80 0

F 700 440 200 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 96,420984 117,2098446 127,5803 119,6088 55,96114 443,3847 46,72539 130,2383 1137,13

Std dev 142,44132 132,1112117 119,1062 207,5299 122,0971 224,6258 107,5221 122,9631 498,7514

Max 488 419 404 680 464 954 438 320 1960

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 513

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 110 110 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0 0 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8144 0,9586 0,9534 0,9546 0,9335 0,9469

Report util. H 89,584 105,446 104,874 105,006 102,685 104,159 Total

Waiting time 20,416 4,554 5,126 4,994 7,315 5,841 48,246

Individual lead timeProduct A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 15,401455 13,02568156 18,4607 33,46493 15,92405 30,71839 15,21368 83,46379 22,72217

Std dev 7,40784 11,1920872 17,66774 8,743627 8,393961 27,68551 7,976263 32,15469

Max 29,753333 72,872361 87,18778 48,79617 30,51042 93,95919 29,09306 120,4093

Min 1,528333 0,510139 0,591111 18,345 1,545028 0,546417 1,559722 48,42958

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61651 106928 77856 30812 34423 135396 30819 14338 492223

Scrap 909 1579 1172 468 537 2043 461 222 7391

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 -53 -92 0 0 -561 0 -160 -866
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Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 300 to 400 pieces – Demand seq. – 100% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 300 to 400 pieces – Demand seq. – 60% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 400 240 120 0

B 600 360 200 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 200 120 80 0

E 200 120 80 0

F 500 320 160 0

G 300 200 80 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 302,14249 536,9805699 198,6788 202,8769 186,7293 433,3912 253,8679 21,90155 2136,569

Std dev 117,95085 151,5016436 61,0281 47,07652 46,10987 162,09 89,06069 64,1976 227,0941

Max 400 784 356 389 272 706 300 320 2400

Min 56 50 40 32 8 8 0 0 1731

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,289752 12,28975248 4,900984 4,690223 6,101087 6,101087

Use - over cap 97,710248 97,71024752 105,099 105,3098 103,8989 103,8989

Std dev 0,1459931 0,145993108 0,163189 0,163832 0,164331 0,164331

Report util. % 0,8854 0,8875 0,9547 0,9557 0,9415 0,9435

Report util. H 97,394 97,625 105,017 105,127 103,565 103,785 Total

Waiting time 0,3162475 0,085247522 0,082016 0,182777 0,333913 0,113913 1,114113

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 39,976305 41,04393957 22,97592 52,42853 43,61402 27,55791 65,1313 15,3471 35,97631

Std dev 42,261837 27,23011793 22,11841 61,24765 56,50283 26,73253 63,62618 3,814912

Max 112,90222 95,790694 88,625 154,3349 144,14 93,51814 143,8256 22,0625

Min 4,770556 3,17375 4,910556 5,026 3,511111 1,563722 1,1425 8,342222

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61636 106955 77958 30782 34439 135954 30802 14513 493039

Scrap 924 1605 1162 498 521 2046 478 207 7441

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 400 240 120 0

B 600 360 200 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 200 120 80 0

E 200 120 80 0

F 500 320 160 0

G 300 200 80 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 159,02591 313,3277202 119,6593 125,5738 110,3977 288,4883 165,3407 23,42228 1305,236

Std dev 96,560052 117,0827752 58,75513 46,54645 38,60026 124,3265 67,54591 67,99485 148,2052

Max 240 544 276 317 208 526 200 320 1480

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1077

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 8,8937864 8,893786413 4,928598 4,090841 3,151019 3,151019

Use - over cap 101,10621 101,1062136 105,0714 105,9092 106,849 106,849

Std dev 0,1429736 0,142973648 0,210734 0,211288 0,168221 0,168221

Report util. % 0,8567 0,9163 0,9543 0,9559 0,9163 0,9688

Report util. H 94,237 100,793 104,973 105,149 100,793 106,568 Total

Waiting time 6,8692136 0,313213587 0,098402 0,760159 6,055981 0,280981 14,37795

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 22,010601 25,0278523 15,28565 33,65681 26,68838 19,33054 42,66156 15,94695 23,02994

Std dev 34,626071 23,14284117 18,13622 51,22399 46,97068 21,30963 57,66866 3,814593

Max 102,72444 83,457361 83,71389 150,1328 139,7206 83,60531 138,2392 22,72972

Min 0,528333 0,510139 0,591111 0,839 0,545028 0,546417 0,559722 9,192611

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61600 106950 77915 30818 34477 135903 30833 14506 493002

Scrap 960 1610 1205 462 483 2097 447 214 7478

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 300 to 400 pieces – Demand seq. – 30% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 300 to 400 pieces – Demand seq. – 0% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 400 240 120 0

B 600 360 200 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 200 120 80 0

E 200 120 80 0

F 500 320 160 0

G 300 200 80 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 89,773316 170,5725389 101,1567 94,70466 79,57902 186,9845 73,24093 27,65544 823,6671

Std dev 52,350947 82,87614357 61,20612 51,56169 35,46658 92,78372 34,89085 76,11312 59,13917

Max 184 384 270 318 200 426 184 320 996

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 553

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 4,7716155 4,771615478 2,77199 1,905944 0 0

Use - over cap 105,22838 105,2283845 107,228 108,0941 110 110

Std dev 0,1713365 0,17133652 0,295251 0,256816 0 0

Report util. % 0,8173 0,9555 0,9541 0,9557 0,8889 0,9959

Report util. H 89,903 105,105 104,951 105,127 97,779 109,549 Total

Waiting time 15,325385 0,123384522 2,27701 2,967056 12,221 0,451 33,36483

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 13,780887 14,9567833 13,49049 26,51116 19,97985 14,62419 20,48397 18,13015 15,99821

Std dev 24,668112 17,71947934 14,853 43,53083 38,84445 16,27401 39,13764 3,814215

Max 96,291111 75,235139 81,25833 149,8727 137,4734 75,94533 132,66 24,945

Min 0,528333 0,510139 0,591111 0,627667 0,545028 0,546417 0,559722 11,25667

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61618 106914 77960 30809 34448 135850 30796 14493 492888

Scrap 942 1646 1160 471 512 2107 484 227 7549

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 -43 0 0 -43

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 400 240 120 0

B 600 360 200 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 200 120 80 0

E 200 120 80 0

F 500 320 160 0

G 300 200 80 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 30,747409 48,03756477 70,00777 35,94689 22,75389 120,9313 17,61528 37,37694 383,4171

Std dev 53,474817 63,08637678 79,91334 77,0374 53,06968 80,46131 44,27418 90,1393 244,5089

Max 208 224 266 312 224 346 200 320 766

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 66

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 110 110 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0 0 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8392 0,9338 0,9539 0,9559 0,8875 0,9969

Report util. H 92,312 102,718 104,929 105,149 97,625 109,659 Total

Waiting time 17,688 7,282 5,071 4,851 12,375 0,341 47,608

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 6,9305926 8,209717729 11,95922 12,75166 8,464665 12,63402 7,838811 34,14712 10,90061

Std dev 3,6965314 10,67589748 10,64155 5,666701 4,240169 15,94587 4,076787 24,98147

Max 14,630556 66,961806 78,46778 23,80111 16,67514 74,59683 16,00475 88,32811

Min 0,528333 0,510139 0,591111 1,590778 1,006722 0,546417 0,559722 16,69033

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61613 106846 77834 30803 34469 135767 30814 14435 492581

Scrap 947 1642 1244 477 491 2034 466 223 7524

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 -72 -42 0 0 -199 0 -62 -375
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Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 300 to 400 pieces – Repetitive seq. – 100% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 300 to 400 pieces – Repetitive seq. – 60% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 400 240 120 0

B 600 360 200 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 0 0 0 0

E 400 240 120 0

F 800 480 240 0

G 400 240 120 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 302,24741 536,8303109 198,0337 79,82642 358,5997 640,4003 328,2655 114,9521 2559,155

Std dev 117,81638 151,3226544 60,80332 125,5444 94,85348 255,9637 114,9234 145,3979 207,6351

Max 400 784 351 360 478 1000 400 320 2800

Min 56 40 32 0 40 0 80 0 2215

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,279916 12,27991552 4,987923 4,72593 6,09 6,09

Use - over cap 97,720084 97,72008448 105,0121 105,2741 103,91 103,91

Std dev 0,1387227 0,138722679 0,183967 0,168856 0,174237 0,174237

Report util. % 0,8856 0,8875 0,9539 0,9554 0,9415 0,9436

Report util. H 97,416 97,625 104,929 105,094 103,565 103,796 Total

Waiting time 0,3040845 0,095084478 0,083077 0,18007 0,345 0,114 1,121316

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 40,049435 41,05031207 22,94313 23,46594 81,35673 38,97262 83,04177 64,13924 42,50983

Std dev 42,299453 27,22865788 22,13754 7,961286 57,53976 37,14149 59,55722 3,813326

Max 112,90222 95,790694 88,625 38,07911 156,9228 113,0579 152,3497 70,99611

Min 4,803333 3,317083 4,910556 8,790833 15,08158 0,566222 8,094167 57,12611

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61635 106865 77935 30808 34450 135909 30860 14492 492954

Scrap 925 1695 1185 472 510 2091 420 228 7526

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 400 240 120 0

B 600 360 200 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 0 0 0 0

E 400 240 120 0

F 800 480 240 0

G 400 240 120 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 158,90155 313,2901554 121,4598 109,7811 213,763 480,6153 194,0402 129,2824 1721,133

Std dev 96,620593 117,0457414 59,83889 152,8535 73,86293 175,4595 83,35575 149,2929 133,5046

Max 240 544 283 440 368 883 296 320 2066

Min 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 1237

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 8,8839192 8,883919239 4,743286 0 0 0

Use - over cap 101,11608 101,1160808 105,2567 110 110 110

Std dev 0,1429338 0,142933771 0,22272 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8567 0,9167 0,9545 0,9555 0,8853 0,9997

Report util. H 94,237 100,837 104,995 105,105 97,383 109,967 Total

Waiting time 6,8790808 0,279080761 0,261714 4,895 12,617 0,033 24,96488

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 22,049694 25,01177262 15,47758 30,78379 49,56891 32,56596 50,07869 79,69828 30,46329

Std dev 34,673644 23,13061862 18,14299 7,960195 54,47776 29,6077 55,90076 22,58785

Max 102,72444 83,457361 83,93889 45,32606 135,8256 99,24897 132,9581 136,1847

Min 0,528333 0,510139 0,591111 16,60878 0,545028 0,546417 0,559722 64,60867

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61618 106910 77960 30780 34459 135800 30802 14466 492795

Scrap 942 1650 1160 500 501 2044 478 208 7483

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 -156 0 -46 -202



APPENDIX A 

A-12 
 

Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 300 to 400 pieces – Repetitive seq. – 30% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Similar batch size – 300 to 400 pieces – Repetitive seq. – 0% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 400 240 120 0

B 600 360 200 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 0 0 0 0

E 400 240 120 0

F 800 480 240 0

G 400 240 120 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 89,768135 170,623057 101,092 136,7655 127,2202 354,5117 116,1269 174,7267 1270,834

Std dev 52,539226 82,73357698 61,23882 177,3024 62,42552 199,4098 50,46247 124,8897 154,6531

Max 184 383 270 552 368 812 344 320 1708

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 742

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 4,7289191 4,72891913 2,795918 0 0 0

Use - over cap 105,27108 105,2710809 107,2041 110 110 110

Std dev 0,206935 0,206934967 0,298196 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,817 0,9558 0,9536 0,9546 0,9028 0,9799

Report util. H 89,87 105,138 104,896 105,006 99,308 107,789 Total

Waiting time 15,401081 0,13308087 2,308082 4,994 10,692 2,211 35,73924

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 13,763292 14,96325588 13,4878 37,47284 30,69118 25,55732 31,20978 106,7874 23,69402

Std dev 24,637082 17,72989499 14,87284 7,955233 43,79795 27,06334 45,86492 32,14572

Max 96,291111 75,235139 81,62222 52,05719 136,1876 88,45225 136,1206 143,1759

Min 0,528333 0,510139 0,591111 23,18272 0,545028 0,546417 0,559722 71,30094

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61589 106969 77912 30826 34424 135595 30838 14331 492484

Scrap 971 1591 1208 454 536 2084 442 223 7509

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 -321 0 -166 -487

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 400 240 120 0

B 600 360 200 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 0 0 0 0

E 400 240 120 0

F 800 480 240 0

G 400 240 120 0

H 0 0 0 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 30,803109 48,12694301 70,10492 163,5466 40,73316 396,8821 32,37694 226,9832 1009,557

Std dev 53,511046 63,10729915 80,01232 201,9377 87,73208 240,8258 74,99234 103,9575 268,2561

Max 208 224 270 678 400 885 360 320 1541

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 342

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 110 110 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0 0 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8393 0,9339 0,9541 0,9534 0,9328 0,9464

Report util. H 92,323 102,729 104,951 104,874 102,608 104,104 Total

Waiting time 17,677 7,271 5,049 5,126 7,392 5,896 48,411

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 6,9339858 8,202053639 11,98499 44,08189 12,40897 28,04179 11,39381 134,3534 20,48774

Std dev 3,6992175 10,64358031 10,71023 7,958819 6,465292 29,27288 5,849675 22,72977

Max 14,639583 66,90625 78,59889 58,66856 25,49981 91,45058 23,99292 149,8011

Min 0,528333 0,510139 0,591111 29,78875 0,545028 0,546417 0,559722 77,93953

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61645 106890 77898 30819 34433 135279 30821 14239 492024

Scrap 915 1601 1182 461 527 2081 459 203 7429

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 -69 -40 0 0 -640 0 -278 -1027



APPENDIX A 

A-13 
 

Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Half demand – Demand seq. – 100% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Half demand – Demand seq. – 60% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 700 440 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 400 240 120 0

D 600 360 200 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 600 360 200 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 439,89637 360,5129534 368,2163 488,5596 360,8925 518,2759 440,9896 97,79922 3075,142

Std dev 269,02154 296,9390118 149,6961 188,4664 173,8163 431,2951 191,8948 13,75456 143,5826

Max 700 1070 691 600 500 1353 600 128 3345

Min 0 56 8 0 0 56 0 24 2660

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,255471 12,25547107 4,96906 4,263531 4,995424 4,995424

Use - over cap 97,744529 97,74452893 105,0309 105,7365 105,0046 105,0046

Std dev 0,152045 0,152045023 0,204657 0,160538 0,151345 0,151345

Report util. % 0,8858 0,8877 0,9541 0,9553 0,9331 0,9519

Report util. H 97,438 97,647 104,951 105,083 102,641 104,709 Total

Waiting time 0,3065289 0,097528935 0,07994 0,653469 2,363576 0,295576 3,796618

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 57,024806 28,74864184 39,32029 123,3799 82,32209 32,50117 111,3309 52,718 50,51221

Std dev 43,485621 18,01158012 34,35261 46,40582 56,22835 21,5335 42,72114 68,94144

Max 121,82833 105,126528 109,725 152,027 142,7973 107,2009 144,3231 160,5891

Min 1,264444 4,3575 3,138889 0,590778 1,473861 1,496833 0,559722 4,217222

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61607 106976 77925 30818 34445 135886 30820 14495 492972

Scrap 953 1584 1195 462 515 2114 460 225 7508

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 700 440 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 400 240 120 0

D 600 360 200 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 600 360 200 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 266,7772 387,492228 274,5855 356,9689 281,4663 583,7085 229,7707 238,443 2619,212

Std dev 183,29227 307,0241099 155,4858 56,54468 98,56019 497,5284 150,7407 148,5159 416,3045

Max 440 1049 640 541 464 1566 360 400 3368

Min 0 40 0 144 0 48 0 80 1680

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0,5327355 0,532735478 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 109,46726 109,4672645 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0,135355 0,135354993 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,7791 0,9938 0,9547 0,9514 0,886 0,999

Report util. H 85,701 109,318 105,017 104,654 97,46 109,89 Total

Waiting time 23,766265 0,149264522 4,983 5,346 12,54 0,11 46,89453

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 35,590118 30,72921072 31,49956 94,40445 64,4344 37,18993 59,10342 127,347 44,1333

Std dev 37,084825 17,23985693 29,11077 66,72004 54,56675 21,02039 50,79292 64,47809

Max 97,58 104,212917 102,5292 164,5822 136,0195 107,7189 132,0461 244,1439

Min 0,528333 3,177778 0,591111 12,09833 0,545028 3,88075 0,559722 87,80981

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61662 106917 77932 30761 34433 135774 30815 14197 492491

Scrap 898 1643 1158 475 527 2160 465 203 7529

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 -30 -44 0 -66 0 -320 -460



APPENDIX A 

A-14 
 

Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Half demand – Demand seq. – 30% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Half demand – Demand seq. – 0% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 700 440 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 400 240 120 0

D 600 360 200 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 600 360 200 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 172,64249 531,1891192 262,6101 275,7487 166,0816 898,2293 167,5363 215,0933 2689,131

Std dev 103,83077 210,4081464 157,726 83,35905 80,79291 424,2981 71,71156 147,9766 430,0397

Max 408 1080 645 526 464 1837 296 360 3519

Min 0 248 0 128 0 336 0 40 920

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 110 110 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0 0 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8473 0,9229 0,9528 0,9501 0,8802 0,9996

Report util. H 93,203 101,519 104,808 104,511 96,822 109,956 Total

Waiting time 16,797 8,481 5,192 5,489 13,178 0,044 49,181

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 24,045683 44,0653995 31,34514 76,13265 39,05831 56,26994 43,77591 116,008 46,60922

Std dev 31,802237 35,52210492 28,93402 58,9389 47,59977 35,45233 52,0447 49,26485

Max 105,96389 122,29625 102,3004 163,6197 136,0234 132,4628 130,9739 250,7864

Min 0,528333 1,502917 0,591111 11,08425 0,545028 1,647417 0,559722 94,01536

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61629 106514 77685 30642 34446 135322 30800 14190 491228

Scrap 931 1617 1289 447 514 2092 480 210 7580

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 -429 -146 -191 0 -586 0 -320 -1672

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 700 440 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 400 240 120 0

D 600 360 200 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 600 360 200 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 528,37176 635,7979275 259,7785 160,8951 51,42487 1000,275 29,98187 192,0389 2858,563

Std dev 212,94753 224,6754468 157,9631 144,1878 105,1392 358,6872 69,41559 145,6522 431,4284

Max 890 1168 642 469 400 1795 306 320 3593

Min 0 232 0 0 0 320 0 0 640

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 110 110 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0 0 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,87 0,8921 0,9519 0,9486 0,8788 0,9991

Report util. H 95,7 98,131 104,709 104,346 96,668 109,901 Total

Waiting time 14,3 11,869 5,291 5,654 13,332 0,099 50,545

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 71,493627 48,12001759 31,3057 49,09575 14,66641 61,97863 10,83593 104,7667 49,18843

Std dev 26,371775 35,53603894 28,97838 34,4813 8,2903 41,93734 5,469926 1,941049

Max 120,05014 123,163056 102,0034 92,00442 29,61367 143,6011 22,45556 108,5331

Min 0,528333 0,510139 0,591111 8,114333 0,545028 0,546417 0,559722 100,8306

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 60912 106546 77690 30510 34442 135070 30824 14194 490188

Scrap 958 1574 1161 445 518 2118 456 206 7436

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference -690 -440 -269 -325 0 -812 0 -320 -2856



APPENDIX A 

A-15 
 

Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Half demand – Repetitive seq. – 100% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Half demand – Repetitive seq. – 60% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 700 440 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 400 240 120 0

D 400 240 120 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 600 360 200 0

G 600 360 200 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 439,85492 360,0259067 368,2293 371,8899 337,9326 908,9132 420,6658 133,7617 3341,273

Std dev 269,03766 296,6135749 149,5286 110,7654 177,9232 325,4527 190,8069 66,48322 128,0616

Max 700 1068 691 638 500 1582 600 260 3556

Min 0 56 8 80 0 552 0 16 2948

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,269432 12,26943239 4,976419 4,715054 6,113496 6,113496

Use - over cap 97,730568 97,73056761 105,0236 105,2849 103,8865 103,8865

Std dev 0,1402835 0,140283542 0,188177 0,210626 0,165311 0,165311

Report util. % 0,8856 0,8876 0,954 0,9555 0,9414 0,9434

Report util. H 97,416 97,636 104,94 105,105 103,554 103,774 Total

Waiting time 0,3145676 0,094567609 0,083581 0,179946 0,332504 0,112504 1,117669

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 57,010572 28,73408033 39,34867 94,26157 77,19882 54,18585 106,3375 71,80232 54,56243

Std dev 43,486757 18,03010913 34,36671 53,83796 53,40833 35,26 42,38562 58,21092

Max 121,82833 105,126528 109,725 169,3636 142,7973 124,6236 144,3231 160,3156

Min 1,264444 4,325139 3,172222 26,57289 1,473861 1,685556 0,559722 3,9725

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61640 106949 77936 30808 34436 135952 30805 14497 493023

Scrap 920 1611 1184 472 524 2048 475 223 7457

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 700 440 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 400 240 120 0

D 400 240 120 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 600 360 200 0

G 600 360 200 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 344,1658 189,9067358 273,6386 584,6852 340,3782 551,4016 208,7461 375,364 2868,286

Std dev 154,39599 241,604535 168,8408 202,9962 183,0035 428,1005 145,1181 78,89666 527,0116

Max 872 1065 864 920 915 1845 680 560 4263

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 1480

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 110 110 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0 0 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8623 0,906 0,9443 0,9418 0,8991 0,9769

Report util. H 94,853 99,66 103,873 103,598 98,901 107,459 Total

Waiting time 15,147 10,34 6,127 6,402 11,099 2,541 51,656

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 45,308481 16,63617003 32,67474 149,1247 81,2264 36,82864 54,82727 199,4198 48,71653

Std dev 43,982132 12,30802513 30,16983 45,89678 42,42038 33,47954 51,26584 57,64734

Max 159,26833 103,788056 120,9442 275,7664 183,1195 147,2511 178,4603 355,1851

Min 0,528333 0,510139 0,591111 0,590778 0,545028 0,546417 0,559722 116,3211

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61569 106503 77096 30161 34274 135112 30792 14172 489679

Scrap 991 1572 1140 439 533 2002 488 228 7393

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 -485 -884 -680 -153 -886 0 -320 -3408



APPENDIX A 

A-16 
 

Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Half demand – Repetitive seq. – 30% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Half demand – Repetitive seq. – 0% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 700 440 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 400 240 120 0

D 400 240 120 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 600 360 200 0

G 600 360 200 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 189,23057 210,1541451 273,0881 534,3497 322,3938 716,6179 334,421 361,7681 2942,023

Std dev 118,2884 233,9277679 168,9993 179,277 180,9208 488,8492 207,1469 78,85413 593,5186

Max 880 1024 864 812 880 2192 880 520 4469

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 1008

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0 0 0,304332 0,304332

Use - over cap 110 110 110 110 109,6957 109,6957

Std dev 0 0 0 0 1,010273 1,010273

Report util. % 0,8593 0,9022 0,8755 0,8921 0,9428 0,9387

Report util. H 94,523 99,242 96,305 98,131 103,708 103,257 Total

Waiting time 15,477 10,758 13,695 11,869 5,987668 6,438668 64,22534

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 27,145596 18,39857081 32,69435 135,9663 78,63407 44,09063 88,95849 193,5559 49,74667

Std dev 34,698283 19,49269125 30,20345 48,11031 37,68312 35,92699 47,92046 47,77665

Max 146,75347 114,082083 120,9967 272,2606 190,0194 155,3709 259,1814 364,2842

Min 0,528333 0,510139 0,591111 0,590778 0,545028 0,546417 0,559722 129,6776

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61559 106443 76958 30151 33992 134879 30142 14176 488300

Scrap 976 1576 1167 449 518 2001 458 224 7369

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference -25 -541 -995 -680 -450 -1120 -680 -320 -4811

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 700 440 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 400 240 120 0

D 400 240 120 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 600 360 200 0

G 600 360 200 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 142,08808 224,9507772 272,7163 461,715 286,237 701,0376 345,2396 343,5272 2777,512

Std dev 131,63154 241,928729 168,9203 162,1615 178,9348 518,2092 205,0334 76,66029 636,1754

Max 884 985 856 837 760 2116 680 480 4379

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 649

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0 0 2,085375 2,085375

Use - over cap 110 110 110 110 107,9146 107,9146

Std dev 0 0 0 0 2,364623 2,364623

Report util. % 0,8746 0,8914 0,9416 0,9371 0,9076 0,9571

Report util. H 96,206 98,054 103,576 103,081 99,836 105,281 Total

Waiting time 13,794 11,946 6,424 6,919 8,078625 2,633625 49,79525

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 23,304862 19,54546381 32,66973 118,5968 70,6436 43,14952 89,00011 184,9516 47,38049

Std dev 25,331779 18,59221169 30,18101 52,12526 43,29155 31,56898 50,43652 22,34855

Max 109,19278 120,733194 121,0189 190,5931 137,1914 151,214 171,0986 225,2639

Min 0,528333 0,510139 0,591111 8,829778 0,545028 0,546417 0,559722 145,5192

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61392 106384 76833 30131 33832 134757 30159 14172 487660

Scrap 943 1598 1180 469 516 2038 441 228 7413

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference -225 -578 -1107 -680 -612 -1205 -680 -320 -5407



APPENDIX A 

A-17 
 

Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Max no of setups – Demand seq. – 100% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Max no of setups – Demand seq. – 60% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 600 360 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 700 440 200 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 388,59585 186,9041451 150,1049 569,9119 370,3096 437,9326 357,6632 91,91062 2553,333

Std dev 197,66844 118,1500448 70,07915 206,3442 157,6246 344,9001 167,5622 22,97946 201,3139

Max 600 509 240 700 500 1064 500 100 2800

Min 16 0 0 20 20 56 32 0 2220

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,301649 12,30164859 4,930604 4,693629 6,102754 6,102754

Use - over cap 97,698351 97,69835141 105,0694 105,3064 103,8972 103,8972

Std dev 0,150112 0,150112034 0,179163 0,208076 0,163123 0,163123

Report util. % 0,8856 0,8874 0,9544 0,9557 0,9416 0,9433

Report util. H 97,416 97,614 104,984 105,127 103,576 103,763 Total

Waiting time 0,2823514 0,084351413 0,085396 0,179371 0,321246 0,134246 1,086962

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 50,826332 16,30415565 18,19521 143,9011 84,38148 27,9419 90,98624 49,78766 42,50997

Std dev 41,009379 13,99551036 21,14777 21,44176 51,33506 14,28702 50,9292 67,811

Max 109,355 80,24875 81,20278 278,3382 146,7673 100,1826 144,1294 157,2483

Min 2,953333 2,602917 2,577778 129,4798 10,07553 4,807417 5,323333 2,597778

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61630 106938 77920 30817 34473 135841 30804 14520 492943

Scrap 930 1622 1200 463 487 2159 476 200 7537

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 600 360 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 700 440 200 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 187,62694 201,734456 98,39249 363,5039 233,3795 598,5907 214,5052 126,6231 2024,356

Std dev 149,24212 130,2050491 56,93881 138,187 114,8708 447,1398 125,779 51,33466 180,1351

Max 360 500 208 440 320 1449 320 276 2395

Min 0 40 0 0 0 72 0 80 1556

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 4,6032005 4,6032005 2,202548 0 0 0

Use - over cap 105,3968 105,3967995 107,7975 110 110 110

Std dev 0,14163 0,141630049 0,252764 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8162 0,9571 0,9545 0,9549 0,8844 0,9994

Report util. H 89,782 105,281 104,995 105,039 97,284 109,934 Total

Waiting time 15,6148 0,1157995 2,802452 4,961 12,716 0,066 36,27605

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 25,75171 17,36955227 13,05854 92,01885 53,80658 39,41277 55,05303 80,23386 35,21356

Std dev 33,657491 12,20531118 16,76392 65,33859 52,82348 20,64722 54,30332 54,03752

Max 90,810556 79,335139 76,62322 149,2191 131,6189 103,932 127,7561 167,4058

Min 0,528333 3,177778 0,591111 0,590778 0,545028 3,88075 0,559722 15,75933

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61689 106922 77967 30796 34479 135710 30789 14337 492689

Scrap 871 1638 1153 484 481 2084 491 232 7434

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 -206 0 -151 -357



APPENDIX A 

A-18 
 

Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Max no of setups – Demand seq. – 30% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Max no of setups – Demand seq. – 0% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 600 360 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 700 440 200 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 105,40155 240,7979275 82,57383 260,3588 173,5233 840,9067 140,5285 211,0272 2055,118

Std dev 87,225274 149,6992683 54,63002 73,43317 88,93648 373,4387 75,48299 147,0599 231,4205

Max 200 567 208 431 440 1714 400 360 2621

Min 0 32 0 80 0 341 0 40 851

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0,041831 0 0 0

Use - over cap 110 110 109,9582 110 110 110

Std dev 0 0 0,093085 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,7858 0,9864 0,9543 0,9499 0,8807 0,9995

Report util. H 86,438 108,504 104,973 104,489 96,877 109,945 Total

Waiting time 23,562 1,496 4,985169 5,511 13,123 0,055 48,73217

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 15,681219 23,28539481 11,76053 72,49753 40,91601 52,8967 37,07937 113,7576 36,42942

Std dev 25,335215 18,50302433 14,17549 57,67463 44,66086 33,39039 46,27564 48,11746

Max 81,903333 82,027917 74,48817 157,645 131,4351 125,8895 125,8933 246,3107

Min 0,528333 1,502917 0,591111 8,549667 0,545028 1,647417 0,559722 92,71678

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61619 106703 77921 30616 34456 135354 30814 14193 491676

Scrap 941 1675 1199 466 504 2043 466 207 7501

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 -182 0 -198 0 -603 0 -320 -1303

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 600 360 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 700 440 200 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 43,581606 344,5440415 60,17617 146,7902 59,48316 912,9197 30,46244 187,9339 1785,891

Std dev 71,571881 125,9864398 61,28211 132,8112 99,98912 321,3875 66,76482 145,004 167,9392

Max 280 528 200 375 280 1674 240 320 2194

Min 0 16 0 0 0 327 0 0 573

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 110 110 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0 0 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8768 0,8911 0,9538 0,9487 0,8788 0,9996

Report util. H 96,448 98,021 104,918 104,357 96,668 109,956 Total

Waiting time 13,552 11,979 5,082 5,643 13,332 0,044 49,632

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 11,158608 27,36219576 11,68905 45,52013 16,37199 56,97259 10,8544 102,7305 32,49539

Std dev 13,063781 28,23962745 14,14614 34,04461 10,15614 38,76055 7,655376 1,586198

Max 67,477222 90,627222 74,07389 86,17475 34,17817 134,5554 26,52789 106,4437

Min 0,528333 0,510139 0,591111 5,465528 0,545028 0,546417 0,559722 99,48867

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61556 106444 77834 30508 34426 135267 30793 14166 490994

Scrap 939 1676 1195 432 534 1962 487 234 7459

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference -65 -440 -91 -340 0 -771 0 -320 -2027



APPENDIX A 
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Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Max no of setups – Repetitive seq. – 100% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Max no of setups – Repetitive seq. – 60% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 600 360 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 200 120 80 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 388,78368 187,142487 150,0946 186,0246 336,0415 295,1127 327,1218 150,2552 2020,576

Std dev 197,44606 118,1812691 70,1581 103,2703 168,7382 214,9566 172,1797 80,584 231,2606

Max 600 508 248 440 500 776 500 340 2300

Min 16 0 0 0 20 56 32 20 1671

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,259378 12,25937809 4,943635 4,713104 6,092917 6,092917

Use - over cap 97,740622 97,74062191 105,0564 105,2869 103,9071 103,9071

Std dev 0,1583379 0,158337867 0,211473 0,233461 0,168002 0,168002

Report util. % 0,8857 0,8878 0,9543 0,9556 0,9416 0,9436

Report util. H 97,427 97,658 104,973 105,116 103,576 103,796 Total

Waiting time 0,3136219 0,082621913 0,083365 0,170896 0,331083 0,111083 1,092671

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 50,835937 16,32642028 18,2467 48,89659 76,92889 19,93634 83,30708 80,58386 34,28418

Std dev 41,004176 13,98229415 21,20006 43,83057 46,49315 13,64717 47,57188 52,57721

Max 109,355 80,24875 81,20278 121,6608 146,7673 84,19592 144,1294 184,3581

Min 3,349444 2,602917 2,544444 5,702556 10,04161 4,807167 5,263889 29,34278

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61609 106948 77999 30804 34442 135912 30823 14490 493027

Scrap 951 1612 1121 476 518 2088 457 230 7453

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 600 360 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 200 120 80 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 187,59845 202,0233161 98,25907 190,8342 233,522 553,0855 215,2655 244,4935 1925,082

Std dev 149,27681 130,3917851 56,92287 116,6749 121,6101 265,745 117,9105 83,61214 163,3014

Max 360 497 208 456 416 1115 320 400 2233

Min 0 40 0 0 0 205 0 80 1236

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 4,5729953 4,572995283 2,226385 0 0 0

Use - over cap 105,427 105,4270047 107,7736 110 110 110

Std dev 0,1204097 0,120409748 0,274683 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8157 0,9574 0,9546 0,9529 0,8828 0,9997

Report util. H 89,727 105,314 105,006 104,819 97,108 109,967 Total

Waiting time 15,700005 0,113004717 2,767615 5,181 12,892 0,033 36,68662

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 25,772265 17,38756188 13,07851 50,1952 53,99885 36,82794 55,46833 142,2195 33,71187

Std dev 33,693148 12,20282585 16,83309 40,87051 48,01878 21,69268 49,78624 37,94389

Max 90,810556 79,335139 76,63539 137,5933 131,3643 95,96225 128,1406 233,372

Min 0,528333 3,145417 0,591111 1,552889 0,545028 3,88075 0,559722 107,1328

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61588 106966 77957 30843 34426 135605 30788 14238 492411

Scrap 972 1594 1163 437 534 2049 492 204 7445

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 -346 0 -278 -624



APPENDIX A 
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Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Max no of setups – Repetitive seq. – 30% supermarket 

 

Variation excluded – Same setup amount – Max no of setups – Repetitive seq. – 0% supermarket 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 600 360 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 200 120 80 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 105,43264 240,8108808 82,41192 410,8122 210,1192 891,8549 172,7979 298,7358 2412,975

Std dev 87,181456 149,6659072 54,5724 128,0089 124,2723 198,6336 102,5079 76,6384 201,3837

Max 200 575 208 576 440 1426 400 360 2932

Min 0 32 0 80 0 341 0 40 731

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0,040926 0 0 0

Use - over cap 110 110 109,9591 110 110 110

Std dev 0 0 0,099393 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,786 0,9864 0,9542 0,9471 0,877 0,9996

Report util. H 86,46 108,504 104,962 104,181 96,47 109,956 Total

Waiting time 23,54 1,496 4,997074 5,819 13,53 0,044 49,42607

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 15,716403 23,23882847 11,6935 110,3298 48,98488 55,78305 45,43623 159,9239 41,94101

Std dev 25,368701 18,45349461 14,08993 27,85301 41,8765 36,22384 42,90338 41,84755

Max 81,872778 82,214583 74,36311 166,3311 131,305 125,6828 125,7322 262,155

Min 0,528333 1,502917 0,591111 71,72369 0,545028 1,647417 0,559722 108,8294

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61624 106748 77886 30357 34441 135060 30809 14182 491107

Scrap 936 1639 1226 470 519 2049 471 218 7528

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 -173 -8 -453 0 -891 0 -320 -1845

Product

Initial sm 

value 60% 30% 0%

A 600 360 200 0

B 100 80 40 0

C 200 120 80 0

D 200 120 80 0

E 500 320 160 0

F 100 80 40 0

G 500 320 160 0

H 100 80 40 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 43,795337 345,0932642 60,66839 416,3782 96,52591 964,8873 63,73187 275,807 2266,887

Std dev 71,54054 125,6943119 61,34753 145,8584 132,7494 172,6798 97,33331 72,02385 169,6584

Max 280 536 208 680 416 1391 288 424 2713

Min 0 16 0 0 0 327 0 0 573

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 0 0 0 0 0 0

Use - over cap 110 110 110 110 110 110

Std dev 0 0 0 0 0 0

Report util. % 0,8769 0,8917 0,9542 0,9457 0,8761 0,9989

Report util. H 96,459 98,087 104,962 104,027 96,371 109,879 Total

Waiting time 13,541 11,913 5,038 5,973 13,629 0,121 50,215

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 11,188971 27,39894532 11,74409 112,3041 24,47125 59,92027 19,03822 148,5777 39,83013

Std dev 13,102402 28,23652518 14,21343 20,3221 16,60329 41,76222 13,63958 22,32811

Max 67,5425 90,778472 74,11833 145,183 50,18253 134,7523 42,72556 177,052

Min 0,528333 0,510139 0,591111 75,92022 0,545028 0,546417 0,559722 115,3775

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61561 106507 77826 30250 34460 134901 30791 14191 490487

Scrap 933 1613 1208 433 500 2049 489 209 7434

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference -66 -440 -86 -597 0 -1050 0 -320 -2559



APPENDIX A 
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Variation included – Entire weekly demand – 15% variation 

 

Variation included – Entire weekly demand – 10% variation 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 15%

A 1360

B 100

C 700

D 600

E 760

F 100

G 680

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 978,88925 561,3069948 640,9501 509,0214 581,7915 642,9126 461,09 99,46373 4475,426

Std dev 447,23972 534,6690535 289,9967 172,2001 269,7329 613,5504 279,9428 22,20169 213,2367

Max 1360 1628 1231 600 760 1883 680 219 4959

Min 4 56 0 0 0 56 0 0 3953

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,305446 12,30544579 5,007649 4,667726 6,081981 6,081981

Use - over cap 97,694554 97,69455421 104,9924 105,3323 103,918 103,918

Std dev 0,325716 0,325716016 0,42031 0,468328 0,338298 0,338298

Report util. % 0,8854 0,8873 0,9537 0,956 0,9416 0,9436

Report util. H 97,394 97,603 104,907 105,16 103,576 103,796 Total

Waiting time 0,3005542 0,091554207 0,085351 0,172274 0,342019 0,122019 1,113771

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 124,50791 42,88535635 65,83055 128,5587 132,1675 39,4321 117,5787 53,5997 72,33802

Std dev 14,48579 25,01896941 50,91695 47,65738 8,389395 19,39951 7,988753 71,33839

Max 150,02433 134,1385665 142,468 160,5997 147,1808 123,1529 131,9513 166,1674

Min 99,314693 4,215858 2,016566 2,315416 117,5585 4,634557 103,7176 1,785215

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61609 107001,5 77909 30814,5 34432 135936 30811 14512,5 493025,5

Scrap 951 1558,5 1211 465,5 528 2064 469 207,5 7454,5

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 10%

A 1360

B 100

C 700

D 600

E 760

F 100

G 680

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 978,78109 561,44301 640,8407 508,8789 581,7092 643,2429 460,9449 99,34003 4475,181

Std dev 447,24787 534,71295 290,0638 172,4568 269,7508 613,8226 280,0146 22,02892 213,4054

Max 1360 1627 1223 600 760 1881 680 211 4943

Min 2 56 0 0 0 56 0 0 3954

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,277596 12,277596 4,993127 4,745866 6,071911 6,071911

Use - over cap 97,722404 97,722404 105,0069 105,2541 103,9281 103,9281

Std dev 0,2406496 0,2406496 0,382596 0,341818 0,245514 0,245514

Report util. % 0,8854 0,8876 0,9539 0,9553 0,9415 0,9438

Report util. H 97,394 97,636 104,929 105,083 103,565 103,818 Total

Waiting time 0,3284038 0,0864038 0,077873 0,171134 0,363089 0,110089 1,136994

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 124,50454 42,897919 65,78482 128,5783 132,1544 39,4362 117,5441 53,54168 72,33067

Std dev 14,479267 25,025645 50,91975 47,57734 8,387144 19,37647 7,968563 71,34371

Max 150,07863 134,05214 142,5611 160,1904 147,0376 123,1049 131,6079 165,7266

Min 99,473556 4,2408625 2,241337 2,438684 117,621 4,718094 103,7262 2,047531

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61621,5 106963,5 77901 30823,5 34427 135930,5 30824 14499,5 492990,5

Scrap 938,5 1596,5 1219 456,5 533 2069,5 456 220,5 7489,5

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Variation included – Entire weekly demand –5% variation 

 

Variation included – Similar batch size – 600 to 800 pieces – Demand seq. – 15% variation 

 
 

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 5%

A 1360

B 100

C 700

D 600

E 760

F 100

G 680

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 978,87111 561,0816062 640,8951 509,0343 581,6665 643,0602 460,9456 99,39637 4474,951

Std dev 447,07613 534,4449622 289,9924 172,154 269,8006 613,7277 280,0086 22,13633 213,6405

Max 1360 1624 1218 600 760 1879 680 211 4956

Min 6 56 0 0 0 56 0 0 3957

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,284046 12,28404641 4,972432 4,716529 6,084597 6,084597

Use - over cap 97,715954 97,71595359 105,0276 105,2835 103,9154 103,9154

Std dev 0,162643 0,162643044 0,244862 0,287805 0,21707 0,21707

Report util. % 0,8854 0,8875 0,954 0,9555 0,9414 0,9436

Report util. H 97,394 97,625 104,94 105,105 103,554 103,796 Total

Waiting time 0,3219536 0,090953587 0,087568 0,178471 0,361403 0,119403 1,159753

Individual lead timeProduct A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 124,51166 42,8803788 65,79338 128,6347 132,1728 39,44099 117,555 53,56405 72,33658

Std dev 14,482903 25,03075135 50,90753 47,56341 8,390582 19,39497 7,969461 71,3292

Max 149,81503 133,9950555 142,2048 160,0378 146,8703 123,0547 131,526 165,5607

Min 99,494058 4,3013515 2,345531 2,679108 117,7258 4,781944 103,8374 2,193366

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61676 106937 77933 30813 34448 135943 30798 14497 493045

Scrap 884 1623 1187 467 512 2057 482 223 7435

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 15%

A 500

B 500

C 200

D 200

E 300

F 800

G 500

H 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 419,43459 520,84132 204,2908 208,4799 293,9352 850,329 434,9113 20,21308 2952,435

Std dev 130,88303 121,37141 95,31307 72,75827 76,83895 137,6188 137,3736 60,19519 103,9797

Max 587 852 433 470 527 1256 500 320 3237

Min 48 165 0 0 16 568 0 0 2689

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,2962 12,2962 4,95235 4,742168 6,101283 6,101283

Use - over cap 97,7038 97,7038 105,0476 105,2578 103,8987 103,8987

Std dev 0,3123227 0,3123227 0,495571 0,513536 0,350506 0,350506

Report util. % 0,8855 0,8872 0,9542 0,9553 0,9414 0,9434

Report util. H 97,405 97,592 104,962 105,083 103,554 103,774 Total

Waiting time 0,2987997 0,1117997 0,08565 0,174832 0,344717 0,124717 1,140515

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 54,529007 39,987779 23,45666 53,68362 67,27594 50,83184 109,8445 14,3389 48,55596

Std dev 50,005405 26,165477 24,12164 63,98242 68,60442 31,10159 63,92812 3,845157

Max 130,21513 96,868406 93,58864 160,2412 159,4674 115,8654 159,5194 22,00445

Min 5,520959 7,2557085 1,15856 2,111782 3,434987 18,68584 1,55659 6,601575

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61584,5 106979,5 77970,5 30823,5 34425,5 135955,5 30801,5 14491 493031,5

Scrap 975,5 1580,5 1149,5 456,5 534,5 2044,5 478,5 229 7448,5

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Variation included – Similar batch size – 600 to 800 pieces – Demand seq. – 10% variation 

 

Variation included – Similar batch size – 600 to 800 pieces – Demand seq. – 5% variation 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 10%

A 500

B 500

C 200

D 200

E 300

F 800

G 500

H 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 419,57966 521,5142487 204,1127 208,6684 294,0725 850,9417 434,9067 20,22085 2954,017

Std dev 130,72659 121,1099296 95,21369 73,00632 76,77633 137,1102 137,3225 60,40948 104,2121

Max 590 851 427 473 531 1255 500 320 3220

Min 56 155 0 0 16 568 0 0 2690

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,237429 12,23742899 5,02456 4,736912 6,053406 6,053406

Use - over cap 97,762571 97,76257101 104,9754 105,2631 103,9466 103,9466

Std dev 0,21285 0,21284995 0,346067 0,353082 0,212732 0,212732

Report util. % 0,8858 0,8878 0,9535 0,9553 0,9418 0,9439

Report util. H 97,438 97,658 104,885 105,083 103,598 103,829 Total

Waiting time 0,324571 0,104571011 0,09044 0,180088 0,348594 0,117594 1,165857

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 54,552552 40,01315284 23,44787 53,89117 67,30668 50,86195 109,9033 14,3512 48,59048

Std dev 49,991918 26,14169125 24,13425 64,04337 68,60541 31,08173 63,87682 3,830776

Max 130,03303 96,8531235 93,45096 160,3868 159,3746 115,4971 159,4704 21,45641

Min 5,3228935 7,035602 1,000101 2,510641 3,231844 18,55512 1,723336 6,954459

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61662 106933,5 77916,5 30833 34423 135923,5 30812,5 14498 493002

Scrap 898 1626,5 1203,5 447 537 2076,5 467,5 222 7478

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 5%

A 500

B 500

C 200

D 200

E 300

F 800

G 500

H 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 419,85104 520,7156736 204,5084 208,8484 293,9216 850,9825 434,8653 20,17163 2953,865

Std dev 130,50804 120,9606283 95,57641 73,08953 76,97276 136,8987 137,3582 60,04782 104,3343

Max 589 844 427 475 522 1256 500 296 3223

Min 56 175 0 0 16 576 0 0 2685

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,285527 12,28552741 4,923402 4,684848 6,043731 6,043731

Use - over cap 97,714473 97,71447259 105,0766 105,3152 103,9563 103,9563

Std dev 0,16555 0,165550011 0,256079 0,247452 0,22121 0,22121

Report util. % 0,8854 0,8875 0,9545 0,9558 0,9415 0,944

Report util. H 97,394 97,625 104,995 105,138 103,565 103,84 Total

Waiting time 0,3204726 0,089472587 0,081598 0,177152 0,391269 0,116269 1,176234

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 54,609982 39,94516255 23,45801 53,96187 67,26068 50,85013 109,8849 14,4075 48,58296

Std dev 49,988604 26,13484704 24,09639 64,05481 68,58276 31,0891 63,88716 3,81882

Max 129,8664 96,600582 93,45265 160,2793 159,2319 115,471 159,1122 21,42995

Min 5,383137 7,2262495 1,006163 2,668743 3,441074 18,76107 1,705061 7,22795

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61626 106911,5 77947 30817,5 34453,5 135962,5 30818,5 14486 493022,5

Scrap 934 1648,5 1173 462,5 506,5 2037,5 461,5 234 7457,5

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX A 

A-24 
 

Variation included – Similar batch size – 600 to 800 pieces – Repetitive seq. – 15% variation 

 

Variation included – Similar batch size – 600 to 800 pieces – Repetitive seq. – 10% variation 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 15%

A 500

B 500

C 200

D 0

E 300

F 700

G 500

H 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 419,55764 521,4443 204,6418 63,71308 294,0363 651,1639 435,0447 71,91969 2661,521

Std dev 130,64956 121,17239 95,31841 131,6877 76,82303 259,5953 137,1534 124,4195 119,0098

Max 589 851 429 495 526 1156 500 320 3009

Min 48 168 0 0 16 0 0 0 2378

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,257546 12,257546 4,966915 4,727822 6,040304 6,040304

Use - over cap 97,742454 97,742454 105,0331 105,2722 103,9597 103,9597

Std dev 0,2976963 0,2976963 0,486797 0,497672 0,344519 0,344519

Report util. % 0,8856 0,8876 0,9541 0,9554 0,9416 0,944

Report util. H 97,416 97,636 104,951 105,094 103,576 103,84 Total

Waiting time 0,3264539 0,1064539 0,082085 0,178178 0,383696 0,119696 1,196563

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 54,547429 40,009601 23,53507 19,74242 67,27924 39,61199 110,0284 41,51805 44,17147

Std dev 49,996026 26,144337 24,17622 8,731332 68,57662 34,96719 63,81895 3,843567

Max 130,0361 96,914788 93,78598 35,66303 159,4304 112,2006 159,3681 49,04086

Min 5,5128175 7,3959305 1,15856 3,601563 3,434987 1,583079 1,55659 33,54849

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61639,5 106957 77965 30795,5 34428 135908 30800,5 14509,5 493003

Scrap 920,5 1603 1155 484,5 532 2092 479,5 210,5 7477

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 10%

A 500

B 500

C 200

D 0

E 300

F 700

G 500

H 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 419,67681 521,1437824 204,6729 63,77915 293,9922 651,4158 434,9262 71,88666 2661,494

Std dev 130,64746 121,2009399 95,38772 131,7014 76,89126 259,5535 137,3164 124,3688 119,2404

Max 593 851 429 494 527 1155 500 320 2992

Min 48 158 0 0 16 0 0 0 2386

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,278248 12,27824837 4,927909 4,684022 6,03706 6,03706

Use - over cap 97,721752 97,72175163 105,0721 105,316 103,9629 103,9629

Std dev 0,2182978 0,218297759 0,367919 0,369527 0,248449 0,248449

Report util. % 0,8857 0,8875 0,9544 0,9558 0,9417 0,9441

Report util. H 97,427 97,625 104,984 105,138 103,587 103,851 Total

Waiting time 0,2947516 0,09675163 0,088091 0,177978 0,37594 0,11194 1,145451

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 54,571882 39,99848916 23,50518 19,7518 67,30253 39,66579 109,8916 41,54606 44,17671

Std dev 49,99601 26,15672857 24,1284 8,745131 68,59287 34,98162 63,89677 3,834171

Max 130,0613 96,8997615 93,5125 35,45589 159,3899 111,9751 159,2655 48,99623

Min 5,3228935 7,011049 1,000101 3,672067 3,231844 1,422252 1,723336 33,64436

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61624 106949,5 77947 30810 34464 135973 30818 14493,5 493079

Scrap 936 1610,5 1173 470 496 2027 462 226,5 7401

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX A 

A-25 
 

Variation included – Similar batch size – 600 to 800 pieces – Repetitive seq. – 5% variation 

 

Variation included – Similar batch size – 300 to 400 pieces – Demand seq. – 15% variation 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 5%

A 500

B 500

C 200

D 0

E 300

F 700

G 500

H 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 419,46373 520,5880829 204,4035 63,65674 293,9022 650,2617 434,851 71,82902 2658,956

Std dev 130,74458 121,3409947 95,64765 131,4392 76,85641 260,1643 137,4307 124,3259 118,9212

Max 588 852 424 493 525 1153 500 320 3000

Min 56 165 0 0 24 0 0 0 2382

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,31825 12,31824979 4,948353 4,731106 6,093418 6,093418

Use - over cap 97,68175 97,68175021 105,0516 105,2689 103,9066 103,9066

Std dev 0,1628583 0,162858302 0,270177 0,232755 0,211017 0,211017

Report util. % 0,8853 0,8871 0,9542 0,9554 0,9415 0,9435

Report util. H 97,383 97,581 104,962 105,094 103,565 103,785 Total

Waiting time 0,2987502 0,100750207 0,089647 0,174894 0,341582 0,121582 1,127205

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 54,612409 39,95156598 23,43958 19,71928 67,30337 39,58839 109,8851 41,50605 44,13633

Std dev 50,028326 26,16004163 24,08404 8,743334 68,59612 34,99406 63,89027 3,815253

Max 129,88681 96,605033 93,43291 35,10932 159,2928 111,7504 159,1089 48,36845

Min 5,383137 7,1673635 1,006163 4,030493 3,441074 1,669482 1,705061 34,29551

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61608,5 106917,5 77930,5 30814,5 34444 135941 30821,5 14500 492977,5

Scrap 951,5 1642,5 1189,5 465,5 516 2059 458,5 220 7502,5

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 15%

A 400

B 600

C 200

D 200

E 200

F 500

G 300

H 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 302,39573 537,1794041 198,101 203,0583 187,0784 433,2312 253,9637 22,02655 2137,034

Std dev 117,76488 151,4588357 61,47725 47,24357 45,64354 162,4223 88,77115 64,54203 227,1435

Max 400 784 369 395 288 712 300 320 2400

Min 48 30 32 32 8 0 0 0 1740

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,263925 12,26392496 5,013325 4,653554 6,080254 6,080254

Use - over cap 97,736075 97,73607504 104,9867 105,3464 103,9197 103,9197

Std dev 0,2577617 0,257761678 0,478163 0,404788 0,323203 0,323203

Report util. % 0,8855 0,8876 0,9537 0,9561 0,9411 0,9437

Report util. H 97,405 97,636 104,907 105,171 103,521 103,807 Total

Waiting time 0,331075 0,100075043 0,079675 0,175446 0,398746 0,112746 1,197764

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 40,031436 41,05976691 22,90224 52,52452 43,60925 27,53559 65,13072 15,3858 35,9756

Std dev 42,287814 27,23006031 22,09759 61,24694 56,48393 26,73113 63,61897 3,827858

Max 113,15732 95,946705 88,84704 154,6571 144,3766 93,89966 144,2881 22,64274

Min 4,5146365 2,279782 5,082796 4,753307 3,763078 1,768434 1,170067 8,044291

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61632,5 106936,5 77937,5 30808 34429,5 135952 30802 14499 492997

Scrap 927,5 1623,5 1182,5 472 530,5 2048 478 221 7483

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX A 

A-26 
 

Variation included – Similar batch size – 300 to 400 pieces – Demand seq. – 10% variation 

 

Variation included – Similar batch size – 300 to 400 pieces – Demand seq. – 5% variation 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 10%

A 400

B 600

C 200

D 200

E 200

F 500

G 300

H 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 302,13407 536,9268135 198,2073 202,772 187,0894 433,0648 253,8381 21,83355 2135,866

Std dev 118,07095 151,8049778 61,13398 46,85303 45,65398 162,5784 88,95468 64,19188 228,3732

Max 400 784 359 391 288 707 300 320 2400

Min 56 32 32 32 8 0 0 0 1740

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,293713 12,29371346 4,989064 4,749727 6,11554 6,11554

Use - over cap 97,706287 97,70628654 105,0109 105,2503 103,8845 103,8845

Std dev 0,2487909 0,248790914 0,364775 0,318392 0,267285 0,267285

Report util. % 0,8852 0,8875 0,9539 0,9552 0,9409 0,9434

Report util. H 97,372 97,625 104,929 105,072 103,499 103,774 Total

Waiting time 0,3342865 0,081286543 0,081936 0,178273 0,38546 0,11046 1,171702

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 39,975605 41,03906601 22,98088 52,37698 43,58724 27,53054 65,19801 15,28925 35,96577

Std dev 42,275181 27,2303069 22,17723 61,24048 56,47515 26,74341 63,64625 3,822065

Max 113,04199 95,8203805 88,85857 154,6311 144,2997 93,72274 144,0867 22,41812

Min 4,9999675 3,239909 4,917062 4,767902 3,422234 1,939631 1,04911 7,926591

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61628,5 106967 77932 30790,5 34445 135917,5 30813 14500,5 492994

Scrap 931,5 1593 1188 489,5 515 2082,5 467 219,5 7486

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 5%

A 400

B 600

C 200

D 200

E 200

F 500

G 300

H 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 302,11917 536,7778497 198,2442 202,9773 186,9838 433,476 253,7241 21,85233 2136,155

Std dev 117,98648 151,4948324 61,00041 47,19447 45,7378 161,8479 89,07957 64,1394 227,6639

Max 400 784 362 393 280 707 300 320 2400

Min 56 40 32 32 8 0 0 0 1732

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,278044 12,27804368 4,971149 4,698794 6,065282 6,065282

Use - over cap 97,721956 97,72195632 105,0289 105,3012 103,9347 103,9347

Std dev 0,1897368 0,189736812 0,273258 0,213808 0,194446 0,194446

Report util. % 0,8853 0,8876 0,954 0,9557 0,9416 0,9439

Report util. H 97,383 97,636 104,94 105,127 103,576 103,829 Total

Waiting time 0,3389563 0,085956315 0,088851 0,174206 0,358718 0,105718 1,152405

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 39,960198 41,04304295 22,978 52,56914 43,5856 27,57151 65,07084 15,34192 35,98105

Std dev 42,263405 27,22896899 22,15713 61,30183 56,48007 26,72416 63,63333 3,818528

Max 113,00905 95,637235 88,70435 154,4944 144,2279 93,63227 143,9472 22,22781

Min 4,8734195 3,0445425 4,956395 4,941061 3,579411 1,931976 1,208025 8,070484

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61625,5 106903 77903,5 30809 34416,5 135957,5 30810,5 14488,5 492914

Scrap 934,5 1657 1216,5 471 543,5 2042,5 469,5 231,5 7566

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX A 

A-27 
 

Variation included – Similar batch size – 300 to 400 pieces – Repetitive seq. – 15% variation 

 

Variation included – Similar batch size – 300 to 400 pieces – Repetitive seq. – 10% variation 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 15%

A 400

B 600

C 200

D 0

E 400

F 800

G 400

H 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 302,3478 537,4145078 198,1807 80,02461 358,9171 641,1503 328,3556 115,1567 2561,547

Std dev 117,78904 151,4620536 61,65463 125,683 94,46474 255,5736 114,8423 145,5617 206,1738

Max 400 784 367 360 485 1001 400 320 2800

Min 48 26 32 0 40 0 80 0 2189

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,258577 12,25857651 4,963581 4,707247 6,015014 6,015014

Use - over cap 97,741423 97,74142349 105,0364 105,2928 103,985 103,985

Std dev 0,3554888 0,355488755 0,492 0,496199 0,292901 0,292901

Report util. % 0,8855 0,8877 0,9541 0,9556 0,9421 0,9443

Report util. H 97,405 97,647 104,951 105,116 103,631 103,873 Total

Waiting time 0,3364235 0,094423489 0,085419 0,176753 0,353986 0,111986 1,158992

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 39,993143 41,06635982 22,91191 23,50224 81,42519 38,99972 83,16908 64,16496 42,52457

Std dev 42,254823 27,22036264 22,10911 7,956729 57,54656 37,11721 59,46683 3,831445

Max 113,20398 95,917655 88,78031 38,45838 157,0453 113,7317 152,5297 71,74081

Min 4,9519535 2,556952 5,13312 8,723816 15,16552 0,578443 8,174613 56,64301

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61647,5 106929 77918,5 30855 34444 135948 30813,5 14481,5 493037

Scrap 912,5 1631 1201,5 425 516 2052 466,5 238,5 7443

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 10%

A 400

B 600

C 200

D 0

E 400

F 800

G 400

H 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 302,45531 537,2474093 198,4974 79,90091 358,8582 641,024 328,2811 115,101 2561,365

Std dev 117,66575 151,2200438 61,23021 125,5609 94,54245 255,6915 114,9682 145,5058 206,1913

Max 400 784 369 360 485 1001 400 320 2800

Min 56 40 32 0 40 0 80 0 2176

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,240151 12,24015145 4,914503 4,676747 6,054749 6,054749

Use - over cap 97,759849 97,75984855 105,0855 105,3233 103,9453 103,9453

Std dev 0,2004831 0,200483142 0,363275 0,266059 0,2634 0,2634

Report util. % 0,8861 0,8878 0,9546 0,9559 0,9415 0,9438

Report util. H 97,471 97,658 105,006 105,149 103,565 103,818 Total

Waiting time 0,2888486 0,101848554 0,079497 0,174253 0,380251 0,127251 1,151949

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 40,022179 41,08057137 22,95993 23,49713 81,37598 38,983 83,17089 64,18369 42,53117

Std dev 42,25368 27,21385997 22,11047 7,956821 57,5167 37,13116 59,47651 3,824534

Max 113,06374 95,8336505 88,96063 38,17152 157,016 113,4327 152,4982 71,33196

Min 4,786656 2,8901755 4,917062 8,557574 15,13327 0,551072 8,014745 56,86213

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61642 106941,5 77947 30825,5 34433 135931 30802 14499 493021

Scrap 918 1618,5 1173 454,5 527 2069 478 221 7459

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX A 

A-28 
 

Variation included – Similar batch size – 300 to 400 pieces – Repetitive seq. – 5% variation 

 

Variation included – Same setup amount – Half demand – Demand seq. – 15% variation 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 5%

A 400

B 600

C 200

D 0

E 400

F 800

G 400

H 0

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 302,20531 537,001943 198,4009 79,98187 358,7468 640,6554 328,274 115,0589 2560,325

Std dev 117,83328 151,3298213 61,20774 125,684 94,69694 255,5891 114,8865 145,4973 206,7601

Max 400 784 361 360 483 1000 400 320 2800

Min 56 40 32 0 40 0 80 0 2203

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,274377 12,27437659 4,946167 4,687132 6,053796 6,053796

Use - over cap 97,725623 97,72562341 105,0538 105,3129 103,9462 103,9462

Std dev 0,1498339 0,149833867 0,239037 0,250801 0,224078 0,224078

Report util. % 0,8856 0,8875 0,9543 0,9558 0,9416 0,944

Report util. H 97,416 97,625 104,973 105,138 103,576 103,84 Total

Waiting time 0,3096234 0,100623413 0,080833 0,174868 0,370204 0,106204 1,142358

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 40,00199 41,05227723 22,95805 23,51658 81,37882 38,98347 83,08023 64,17494 42,51783

Std dev 42,272106 27,21254932 22,11644 7,959424 57,53027 37,13266 59,48796 3,81966

Max 112,99775 95,7660605 88,77324 38,26238 156,9781 113,2315 152,4148 71,19067

Min 4,9126665 3,177388 4,956395 8,827737 15,10377 0,534675 8,156329 57,2115

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61590,5 106979,5 77940,5 30807,5 34430 135955,5 30822,5 14498,5 493024,5

Scrap 969,5 1580,5 1179,5 472,5 530 2044,5 457,5 221,5 7455,5

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 15%

A 700

B 100

C 400

D 600

E 500

F 100

G 600

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 439.9307 362.1139896 368.2383 488.4981 360.9767 505.6347 441.1943 97.81606 3064.403

Std dev 269.23932 298.6070842 149.3424 188.6534 173.8318 421.6077 191.9166 13.39623 129.9253

Max 700 1084 696 600 500 1342 600 128 3314

Min 0 56 0 0 0 56 0 16 2644

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12.329584 12.32958377 4.985036 4.298348 6.049306 6.049306

Use - over cap 97.670416 97.67041623 105.015 105.7017 103.9507 103.9507

Std dev 0.2675776 0.267577643 0.478419 0.262753 0.306793 0.306793

Report util. % 0.885 0.887 0.9539 0.9544 0.941 0.944

Report util. H 97.35 97.57 104.929 104.984 103.51 103.84 Total

Waiting time 0.3204162 0.100416228 0.085964 0.717652 0.440694 0.110694 1.775837

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 57.048859 28.70901874 39.38901 123.376 82.12235 31.73259 111.315 52.7744 50.29203

Std dev 43.495244 17.72540709 34.39171 46.36414 56.30588 15.60099 42.78375 68.97607

Max 122.00778 105.4166135 110.233 152.8336 143.0747 107.5134 144.6172 160.9067

Min 0.8391125 4.2374505 2.803066 0.533496 0.997237 4.613517 0.522021 4.375733

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61635 106892.5 77919.5 30802 34432.5 135961 30834.5 14484 492961

Scrap 925 1667.5 1200.5 478 527.5 2039 445.5 236 7519

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX A 

A-29 
 

Variation included – Same setup amount – Half demand – Demand seq. – 10% variation 

 

Variation included – Same setup amount – Half demand – Demand seq. – 5% variation 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 10%

A 700

B 100

C 400

D 600

E 500

F 100

G 600

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 439,92876 362,4164508 368,3187 488,6729 361,0369 505,0596 441,0207 97,72798 3064,182

Std dev 269,27029 298,5343862 149,3372 188,4646 173,7907 421,1327 192,077 13,74082 130,001

Max 700 1079 694 600 500 1333 600 136 3313

Min 0 56 0 0 0 56 0 16 2644

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,270949 12,27094943 4,985267 4,25721 6,044299 6,044299

Use - over cap 97,729051 97,72905057 105,0147 105,7428 103,9557 103,9557

Std dev 0,2096333 0,209633342 0,349816 0,19468 0,232102 0,232102

Report util. % 0,8856 0,8875 0,9539 0,9555 0,9411 0,944

Report util. H 97,416 97,625 104,929 105,105 103,521 103,84 Total

Waiting time 0,3130506 0,104050565 0,085733 0,63779 0,434701 0,115701 1,691026

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 57,042744 28,74211416 39,37574 123,4307 82,24537 31,70518 111,232 52,70093 50,29345

Std dev 43,493054 17,73588543 34,38436 46,37358 56,25139 15,60481 42,85424 68,92893

Max 121,95731 105,2507615 109,8928 152,631 142,9533 107,3773 144,4754 160,8844

Min 1,019402 4,207726 2,951544 0,557152 1,277985 4,701916 0,523367 4,378082

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61671,5 106966 77922,5 30823,5 34428,5 135973 30819,5 14502,5 493107

Scrap 888,5 1594 1197,5 456,5 531,5 2027 460,5 217,5 7373

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 5%

A 700

B 100

C 400

D 600

E 500

F 100

G 600

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 439,9035 362,4086788 368,4255 488,7241 361,0777 504,2759 441,0298 97,75518 3063,6

Std dev 269,28849 298,6028914 149,5747 188,3818 173,7394 420,4368 192,0308 13,51014 130,0217

Max 700 1079 689 600 500 1322 600 128 3315

Min 0 56 8 0 0 56 0 24 2652

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,270927 12,27092679 4,948967 4,296342 6,095879 6,095879

Use - over cap 97,729073 97,72907321 105,051 105,7037 103,9041 103,9041

Std dev 0,1759587 0,175958663 0,237251 0,156954 0,201472 0,201472

Report util. % 0,8855 0,8876 0,9542 0,9554 0,9412 0,9436

Report util. H 97,405 97,636 104,962 105,094 103,532 103,796 Total

Waiting time 0,3240732 0,093073207 0,089033 0,609658 0,372121 0,108121 1,59608

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 57,054751 28,73859735 39,35375 123,5332 82,29194 31,66069 111,3368 52,65243 50,29323

Std dev 43,492661 17,72468888 34,34853 46,28027 56,23152 15,59045 42,73919 68,92776

Max 121,88319 105,1927275 109,7243 152,4539 142,8711 107,2693 144,4073 160,7529

Min 1,1632415 4,2773115 3,117843 0,571201 1,406912 4,765322 0,547737 4,366408

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61621 106935 77991,5 30802 34433 135935 30788 14513 493018,5

Scrap 939 1625 1128,5 478 527 2065 492 207 7461,5

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX A 

A-30 
 

Variation included – Same setup amount – Half demand – Repetitive seq. – 15% variation 

 

Variation included – Same setup amount – Half demand – Repetitive seq. – 10% variation 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 15%

A 700

B 100

C 400

D 400

E 500

F 600

G 600

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 439,83679 362,6489637 368,5518 371,7953 338,1619 911,3769 420,7021 133,8931 3346,967

Std dev 269,36511 298,9544837 149,4946 110,9053 177,7738 327,742 190,9443 66,70209 124,0251

Max 700 1084 697 645 500 1593 600 260 3579

Min 0 56 0 80 0 559 0 0 2950

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,277563 12,27756261 4,926224 4,707021 5,977737 5,977737

Use - over cap 97,722437 97,72243739 105,0738 105,293 104,0223 104,0223

Std dev 0,3054281 0,305428083 0,459951 0,49327 0,362182 0,362182

Report util. % 0,8856 0,8874 0,9545 0,9556 0,9414 0,9446

Report util. H 97,416 97,614 104,995 105,116 103,554 103,906 Total

Waiting time 0,3064374 0,108437391 0,078776 0,176979 0,468263 0,116263 1,255156

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 57,024586 28,74722768 39,41048 94,2407 77,20533 54,24864 106,2615 71,81317 54,58884

Std dev 43,49975 17,71607566 34,37911 53,82553 53,39787 29,80094 42,42215 58,21342

Max 122,00126 105,3087535 110,0213 169,9354 143,0606 124,7445 144,7464 161,0828

Min 0,9227945 4,140486 2,698021 25,91948 1,2045 25,69624 0,514058 3,194171

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61620 106943 77929 30820 34415,5 135907 30821 14497,5 492953

Scrap 940 1617 1191 460 544,5 2093 459 222,5 7527

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 10%

A 700

B 100

C 400

D 400

E 500

F 600

G 600

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 440,19106 362,369171 368,7778 372,0058 338,2306 911,1198 420,7513 133,9573 3347,403

Std dev 269,10119 298,4751187 149,4305 110,8104 177,8117 327,6189 190,9931 66,59631 122,7833

Max 700 1080 693 639 500 1589 600 260 3566

Min 0 56 0 80 0 559 0 8 2964

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,258966 12,25896629 4,91025 4,664622 6,052475 6,052475

Use - over cap 97,741034 97,74103371 105,0897 105,3354 103,9475 103,9475

Std dev 0,2097635 0,209763529 0,339193 0,406827 0,257457 0,257457

Report util. % 0,8858 0,8877 0,9546 0,956 0,941 0,944

Report util. H 97,438 97,647 105,006 105,16 103,51 103,84 Total

Waiting time 0,3030337 0,094033707 0,08375 0,175378 0,437525 0,107525 1,201245

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 57,12627 28,74269043 39,38643 94,5374 77,23089 54,21906 106,3091 71,83844 54,61266

Std dev 43,484955 17,72736158 34,35746 53,84039 53,38071 29,82413 42,39688 58,24773

Max 121,95625 105,2953075 109,9726 169,7065 142,9608 124,704 144,5309 160,9531

Min 1,092472 4,230368 2,945896 26,18818 1,157262 26,04116 0,528193 3,548113

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61662 106933 77968,5 30818,5 34443 135910 30834 14498 493067

Scrap 898 1627 1151,5 461,5 517 2090 446 222 7413

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX A 

A-31 
 

Variation included – Same setup amount – Half demand – Repetitive seq. – 5% variation 

 

Variation included – Same setup amount – Max no of setups – Demand seq. – 15% variation 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 5%

A 700

B 100

C 400

D 400

E 500

F 600

G 600

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 439,78497 362,4339378 368,3731 371,9372 338,0421 910,3452 420,7111 133,7778 3345,405

Std dev 269,28919 298,550509 149,3948 110,8398 177,9226 327,024 190,9469 66,53225 123,6482

Max 700 1080 690 639 500 1587 600 260 3550

Min 0 56 8 80 0 560 0 16 2949

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,26583 12,26583045 4,933177 4,716194 6,089597 6,089597

Use - over cap 97,73417 97,73416955 105,0668 105,2838 103,9104 103,9104

Std dev 0,1715311 0,171531146 0,219258 0,264792 0,203494 0,203494

Report util. % 0,8856 0,8876 0,9544 0,9555 0,9412 0,9437

Report util. H 97,416 97,636 104,984 105,105 103,532 103,807 Total

Waiting time 0,3181696 0,098169554 0,082823 0,178806 0,378403 0,103403 1,159773

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 57,012995 28,75290229 39,37759 94,27942 77,12216 54,18281 106,2641 71,95074 54,5661

Std dev 43,488617 17,73147238 34,36318 53,80736 53,41594 29,8222 42,43168 58,28145

Max 121,89116 105,1788165 109,8009 169,5186 142,9165 124,5271 144,3985 160,672

Min 1,0739105 4,284369 3,09067 26,39709 1,374166 26,22496 0,546998 3,850091

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61626,5 106960 77967 30815,5 34430 135943,5 30814,5 14505,5 493062,5

Scrap 933,5 1600 1153 464,5 530 2056,5 465,5 214,5 7417,5

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 15%

A 600

B 100

C 200

D 700

E 500

F 100

G 500

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 388,61528 187,3549223 150,1185 569,9864 370,6671 438,0654 357,8316 92,12694 2554,766

Std dev 197,86006 118,584483 70,11933 206,423 157,3041 345,2803 167,5175 22,5717 200,6325

Max 600 517 248 700 500 1072 500 100 2800

Min 8 0 0 20 20 56 24 0 2220

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,249301 12,24930122 4,981443 4,667449 6,062635 6,062635

Use - over cap 97,750699 97,75069878 105,0186 105,3326 103,9374 103,9374

Std dev 0,2954884 0,295488434 0,489529 0,437847 0,345566 0,345566

Report util. % 0,8858 0,8877 0,9539 0,9559 0,9418 0,9438

Report util. H 97,438 97,647 104,929 105,149 103,598 103,818 Total

Waiting time 0,3126988 0,103698783 0,089557 0,183551 0,339365 0,119365 1,148235

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 50,799881 16,33216993 18,21455 143,9083 84,40212 27,9664 91,03157 49,77482 42,5269

Std dev 41,017933 13,98802698 21,18926 21,37113 51,30987 14,2889 50,89679 67,78932

Max 109,57454 80,5107215 81,5293 278,797 146,9109 100,4463 144,2583 157,8676

Min 2,904273 1,885014 2,243648 129,2058 9,787049 4,611456 4,976632 2,212603

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61651,5 106963 77934 30828 34466 135861 30824 14486,5 493014

Scrap 908,5 1597 1186 452 494 2139 456 233,5 7466

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX A 

A-32 
 

Variation included – Same setup amount – Max no of setups – Demand seq. – 10% variation 

 

Variation included – Same setup amount – Max no of setups – Demand seq. – 5% variation 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 10%

A 600

B 100

C 200

D 700

E 500

F 100

G 500

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 388,91516 187,3957254 150,0201 569,9883 370,6509 438,5861 357,7772 92,14637 2555,48

Std dev 197,58291 118,4105492 70,05182 206,352 157,2952 345,6557 167,6493 22,58783 199,7898

Max 600 521 248 700 500 1064 500 100 2800

Min 16 0 0 20 20 56 32 0 2212

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,245313 12,24531297 4,994499 4,682511 6,044132 6,044132

Use - over cap 97,754687 97,75468703 105,0055 105,3175 103,9559 103,9559

Std dev 0,2164818 0,21648181 0,321247 0,355703 0,259031 0,259031

Report util. % 0,8857 0,8879 0,9538 0,9558 0,9419 0,944

Report util. H 97,427 97,669 104,918 105,138 103,609 103,84 Total

Waiting time 0,327687 0,085687033 0,087501 0,179489 0,346868 0,115868 1,143099

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 50,850375 16,34282624 18,23395 143,9006 84,35335 27,97606 91,05985 49,74805 42,53835

Std dev 41,008807 13,99349239 21,22046 21,42057 51,34204 14,2761 50,89377 67,78255

Max 109,50723 80,4422965 81,45115 278,7187 146,8937 100,3763 144,2826 157,9452

Min 3,0929915 2,212248 2,400385 129,2432 9,878102 4,696078 5,035376 2,420746

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61647 106922,5 77931 30824,5 34459,5 135935,5 30826,5 14493 493039,5

Scrap 913 1637,5 1189 455,5 500,5 2064,5 453,5 227 7440,5

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 5%

A 600

B 100

C 200

D 700

E 500

F 100

G 500

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 388,79275 187,1891192 150,0848 569,9585 370,6613 437,9786 357,6684 92,01036 2554,344

Std dev 197,74449 118,2573334 70,03843 206,4357 157,338 345,1753 167,7032 22,75758 200,7068

Max 600 507 248 700 500 1064 500 100 2800

Min 16 0 0 20 20 56 24 0 2217

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,281774 12,28177422 4,965637 4,69774 6,073493 6,073493

Use - over cap 97,718226 97,71822578 105,0344 105,3023 103,9265 103,9265

Std dev 0,1834342 0,183434181 0,270034 0,238094 0,174052 0,174052

Report util. % 0,8854 0,8875 0,9541 0,9557 0,9414 0,9437

Report util. H 97,394 97,625 104,951 105,127 103,554 103,807 Total

Waiting time 0,3242258 0,093225783 0,083363 0,17526 0,372507 0,119507 1,168088

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 50,801948 16,32964303 18,22345 143,9091 84,45864 27,95302 90,93774 49,8128 42,52358

Std dev 41,001562 13,9809214 21,18893 21,40349 51,299 14,28068 50,95499 67,81303

Max 109,43539 80,330687 81,33828 278,5231 146,8028 100,2979 144,1809 157,3803

Min 3,2020815 2,474971 2,474225 129,4113 9,970465 4,772154 5,145087 2,501839

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61617 106937 77966,5 30804,5 34442,5 135949,5 30813,5 14489,5 493020

Scrap 943 1623 1153,5 475,5 517,5 2050,5 466,5 230,5 7460

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX A 

A-33 
 

Variation included – Same setup amount – Max no of setups – Repetitive seq. – 15% variation 

 

Variation included – Same setup amount – Max no of setups – Repetitive seq. – 10% variation 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 15%

A 600

B 100

C 200

D 200

E 500

F 100

G 500

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 388,63795 186,9507772 149,6988 185,761 336,3212 295,8905 327,2157 150,4994 2020,975

Std dev 197,82215 118,2142825 70,37044 103,2596 168,5727 215,9857 172,4039 80,90177 231,7347

Max 600 522 248 440 500 776 500 340 2300

Min 0 0 0 0 20 56 24 20 1646

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,303935 12,30393549 4,995269 4,700964 6,064535 6,064535

Use - over cap 97,696065 97,69606451 105,0047 105,299 103,9355 103,9355

Std dev 0,3198559 0,319855928 0,496518 0,485098 0,298215 0,298215

Report util. % 0,8855 0,8872 0,9538 0,9557 0,9416 0,9438

Report util. H 97,405 97,592 104,918 105,127 103,576 103,818 Total

Waiting time 0,2910645 0,104064511 0,086731 0,172036 0,359465 0,117465 1,130826

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 50,773141 16,30885394 18,19126 48,67655 76,90194 19,96719 83,43395 80,45319 34,26071

Std dev 41,014167 13,99694315 21,20299 43,78949 46,52247 13,64015 47,48004 52,51911

Max 109,55206 80,4365675 81,58141 121,8196 146,9162 84,48416 144,3087 184,6652

Min 2,7571045 1,9128395 2,309919 5,438917 9,620994 4,706429 5,10043 28,77785

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61601,5 106960,5 77941,5 30789,5 34435,5 135959 30804 14508 492999,5

Scrap 958,5 1599,5 1178,5 490,5 524,5 2041 476 212 7480,5

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 10%

A 600

B 100

C 200

D 200

E 500

F 100

G 500

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 388,72733 187,3018135 150,3348 185,6276 336,1269 295,6341 327,3536 150,2332 2021,339

Std dev 197,80024 118,3711182 70,26559 103,2722 168,8143 215,7399 172,259 80,73375 231,0434

Max 600 514 248 440 500 776 500 340 2300

Min 8 0 0 0 20 56 32 20 1647

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,285367 12,28536734 4,929435 4,768702 6,078548 6,078548

Use - over cap 97,714633 97,71463266 105,0706 105,2313 103,9215 103,9215

Std dev 0,2420405 0,242040534 0,348998 0,339792 0,27178 0,27178

Report util. % 0,8853 0,8874 0,9544 0,955 0,9414 0,9436

Report util. H 97,383 97,614 104,984 105,05 103,554 103,796 Total

Waiting time 0,3316327 0,100632663 0,086565 0,181298 0,367452 0,125452 1,193032

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 50,843997 16,32201741 18,25989 48,68394 76,85724 19,96264 83,51237 80,44964 34,28415

Std dev 41,019397 13,98654687 21,18733 43,81794 46,54144 13,65059 47,46573 52,5417

Max 109,51788 80,367216 81,41687 121,6113 146,8849 84,40094 144,2627 184,5878

Min 3,049666 2,31811 2,418239 5,547545 9,825366 4,702908 5,097923 29,10333

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61603 106951,5 77969,5 30801 34408 136003 30834,5 14500,5 493071

Scrap 957 1608,5 1150,5 479 552 1997 445,5 219,5 7409

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX A 

A-34 
 

Variation included – Same setup amount – Max no of setups – Repetitive seq. – 5% variation 

 

Post SMED project – New max no of setups – Demand seq. – 50% setup reduction 

 

Product

Initial sm 

value

Cycle time 

variation 5%

A 600

B 100

C 200

D 200

E 500

F 100

G 500

H 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 388,64961 187,003886 150,2027 185,9806 336,1917 295,5369 327,2137 150,2468 2021,026

Std dev 197,75061 118,102665 69,88548 103,2635 168,6527 215,6978 172,3343 80,64469 231,2826

Max 600 508 248 440 500 776 500 340 2300

Min 16 0 0 0 20 56 32 20 1657

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,274892 12,27489229 4,939815 4,708117 6,069411 6,069411

Use - over cap 97,725108 97,72510771 105,0602 105,2919 103,9306 103,9306

Std dev 0,1548247 0,154824722 0,248978 0,243688 0,220492 0,220492

Report util. % 0,8856 0,8876 0,9543 0,9556 0,9414 0,9438

Report util. H 97,416 97,636 104,973 105,116 103,554 103,818 Total

Waiting time 0,3091077 0,089107707 0,087185 0,175883 0,376589 0,112589 1,150462

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 50,75915 16,31763785 18,24752 48,83447 76,85919 19,95545 83,4605 80,54381 34,27773

Std dev 40,999626 13,98727776 21,20537 43,83426 46,52137 13,6473 47,49558 52,54245

Max 109,44247 80,3117965 81,31565 121,6848 146,8097 84,27708 144,1884 184,313

Min 3,1761265 2,4853685 2,483616 5,97854 9,983293 4,763453 5,140517 29,30667

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61617,5 106947,5 77922,5 30824,5 34461 135948,5 30807,5 14476 493005

Scrap 942,5 1612,5 1197,5 455,5 499 2051,5 472,5 244 7475

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product SMED 50% off 30% off

A 500 600

B 100 100

C 200 200

D 680 680

E 400 500

F 100 100

G 500 500

H 100 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 325,98446 177,0699482 174,0842 546,7513 283,4767 394,1749 379,0687 94,63212 2375,242

Std dev 168,68668 103,4884921 46,25643 209,5634 140,4798 299,4296 147,303 16,02954 167,1772

Max 500 460 257 680 400 918 500 100 2580

Min 0 8 32 0 0 88 60 24 2143

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,754873 12,75487317 4,932476 5,427778 6,598243 6,598243

Use - over cap 97,245127 97,24512683 105,0675 104,5722 103,4018 103,4018

Std dev 0,1527968 0,152796754 0,237774 0,201027 0,167652 0,167652

Report util. % 0,8811 0,8833 0,9544 0,9419 0,9365 0,9391

Report util. H 96,921 97,163 104,984 103,609 103,015 103,301 Total

Waiting time 0,3241268 0,082126826 0,083524 0,963222 0,386757 0,100757 1,940515

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 43,042218 15,56868814 20,56299 138,9536 64,63353 25,494 96,29556 51,26093 39,76326

Std dev 39,300887 13,50506862 20,60633 5,616844 52,91187 13,17741 49,76822 67,02929

Max 104,37278 78,911944 82,39167 149,4994 130,2678 95,16425 142,9678 156,5164

Min 2,801111 2,439861 6,166667 128,8136 0,545028 5,307167 9,018611 5,185278

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61615 107010 77990 30809 34451 135880 30807 14489 493051

Scrap 945 1550 1130 471 509 2120 473 231 7429

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX A 

A-35 
 

Post SMED project – New max no of setups – Demand seq. – 30% setup reduction 

 

Post SMED project – New max no of setups – Repetitive seq. – 50% setup reduction 

 

Product SMED 50% off 30% off

A 500 600

B 100 100

C 200 200

D 680 680

E 400 500

F 100 100

G 500 500

H 100 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 405,83938 175,1139896 151,4845 551,2655 377,5272 420,2824 369,6697 92,41321 2543,596

Std dev 184,01173 105,9151091 56,88974 205,226 151,0021 326,24 153,5581 22,02673 192,8859

Max 600 431 224 680 500 974 500 100 2780

Min 40 0 24 0 32 80 20 0 2237

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,394571 12,39457126 4,952971 5,582983 6,382228 6,382228

Use - over cap 97,605429 97,60542874 105,047 104,417 103,6178 103,6178

Std dev 0,0792818 0,079281771 0,235086 0,198942 0,165837 0,165837

Report util. % 0,8808 0,8865 0,9542 0,9476 0,9387 0,941

Report util. H 96,888 97,515 104,962 104,236 103,257 103,51 Total

Waiting time 0,7174287 0,090428739 0,085029 0,181017 0,360772 0,107772 1,542447

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 52,852791 15,36214668 18,3755 140,0524 85,98325 26,9758 93,97675 49,77537 42,37895

Std dev 40,914655 13,46224272 20,49463 5,752493 52,5441 13,77455 49,06265 67,76712

Max 110,18 77,278611 79,90278 151,0483 137,6918 98,16481 148,4172 156,1628

Min 7,118889 0,510139 5,086111 128,7913 4,047167 5,107417 11,19028 3,175556

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61607 106870 77949 30814 34439 135922 30835 14532 492968

Scrap 953 1690 1171 466 521 2078 445 188 7512

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Product SMED 50% off 30% off

A 500 600

B 100 100

C 200 200

D 200 200

E 500 600

F 100 100

G 500 500

H 100 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 325,78627 177,0958549 174,0039 206,728 339,2655 217,601 340,0376 170,7642 1951,282

Std dev 168,81346 103,6126986 46,4023 93,20789 162,6842 150,7094 163,057 88,74307 205,106

Max 500 461 256 440 500 562 500 340 2200

Min 0 0 32 0 20 0 40 60 1666

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,764861 12,76486111 4,972657 6,215386 6,556612 6,556612

Use - over cap 97,235139 97,23513889 105,0273 103,7846 103,4434 103,4434

Std dev 0,1469515 0,146951522 0,207718 0,189416 0,188575 0,188575

Report util. % 0,881 0,8831 0,9541 0,9419 0,9363 0,9395

Report util. H 96,91 97,141 104,951 103,609 102,993 103,345 Total

Waiting time 0,3251389 0,094138891 0,076343 0,175614 0,450388 0,098388 1,22001

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 43,037436 15,5819399 20,50259 53,64955 77,53897 15,59592 86,62795 90,94862 33,15978

Std dev 39,31784 13,51812365 20,5536 45,04318 45,59426 11,98142 45,86241 48,72284

Max 104,37278 78,911944 82,39167 130,2141 138,7868 75,51981 138,6322 182,0378

Min 2,801111 2,361944 6,166667 7,724444 8,173806 1,898389 4,65 30,38389

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61596 106954 77967 30823 34399 135921 30823 14490 492973

Scrap 964 1606 1153 457 561 2079 457 230 7507

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



APPENDIX A 

A-36 
 

Post SMED project – New max no of setups – Repetitive seq. – 30% setup reduction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product SMED 50% off 30% off

A 500 600

B 100 100

C 200 200

D 200 200

E 500 600

F 100 100

G 500 500

H 100 100

Inventory Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Mean 405,89378 175,1774611 151,6658 199,6658 440,7733 268,8497 336,9961 149,7617 2128,784

Std dev 183,92476 105,8732368 56,75816 102,3779 168,8075 186,8459 162,3974 74,2318 224,8872

Max 600 431 224 400 600 728 500 340 2400

Min 40 0 32 0 40 72 20 20 1800

Utilization Mill 1 Mill 2 Mill 3 Mill 4 Mill 5 Mill 6

Mean over cap 12,38955 12,38955017 4,937778 5,606498 6,364819 6,364819

Use - over cap 97,61045 97,61044983 105,0622 104,3935 103,6352 103,6352

Std dev 0,1056179 0,10561787 0,197992 0,234146 0,160508 0,160508

Report util. % 0,8808 0,8865 0,9544 0,9474 0,9386 0,9411

Report util. H 96,888 97,515 104,984 104,214 103,246 103,521 Total

Waiting time 0,7224498 0,095449826 0,078222 0,179502 0,389181 0,114181 1,578987

Individual lead time Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Average

Mean 52,8836 15,36564359 18,3839 52,05152 99,84374 18,49867 85,8279 80,11925 35,89875

Std dev 40,916117 13,45660681 20,47835 45,17768 42,72842 12,7414 45,24048 52,42191

Max 110,18 77,278611 79,90278 136,5647 153,6595 81,31814 148,4172 175,5639

Min 7,086111 0,510139 5,119444 2,694333 20,02658 5,107417 11,22333 22,53861

Outgoing pcs Product A Product B Product C Product D Product E Product F Product G Product H Total

Approved 61627 106931 77971 30864 34427 135906 30832 14492 493050

Scrap 933 1629 1149 416 533 2094 448 228 7430

Planned total 62560 108560 79120 31280 34960 138000 31280 14720 500480

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


